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THE AMPLEFORTH JOURNAL 

vi.xxv/ Autumn, zoao No. I 

ON THE HILL 

Daooes as a pall the clammy mist 
Old sorrow's mantle, shrouding round 
The outer circle of the sight, 
Enclosing in its draped folds 
An oasis. 
Drips, as some tears from leaves fog Eased 
Compacted dew, sprinkling each mound, 
The hyssop wielded left and right 
By autumn sad, in reds and golds 
Full vestmented. 
Stand from the ground of wood, of stone 
Drab monuments in crosslike shape 
As soldiers, battle slain, are laid 
Beneath a flag or dented blade 
To laud their death. 
Hangs from a cross a ma, alone 
As felon dead, his mouth agape 
A warning, yet all round arrayed 
This victor's flag, this shining blade 
O'er good men dead. 

J. O. Kam, 

Ampleforth, September, 'paw 



PROSE 

THE JOURNAL has often proved ' elfa friendly inn 
where poets may comfortably talk or be themselves 
discussed. Quixote, mounted on Pegasus for Rosi-

nante, might have found in its stored columns both prov-
ender for his steed and refreshment of his own ideals. Ad-
mittance cannot then be denied to a more inglorious Sancho 
Pan., riding the ambling mule of prose. For in the end 
it may perhaps appear that under the homely coat of the 
latter bent there lurks the valorous spirit of the Eons.r. 

First let us clear away a misconception. We distinguish good 
work from indifferent, when a man writes in naetre, by calling 
the one poetry and the other verse. There is no such dis-
tinctive label in unmetriowl writing. Perhaps our earliat and 
tenderest memories of the word "prose " are bound up with 
sent lies like " The fierce Gaul gave the flower to the wicked 
sailoenr," or "The beautiful soldier has a long arrow." Later, 
when our minds 'were attuned to the higher flights, we were 
confronted with panages such is, " On the following day the 
fleet of the Carthaginians set sail. Having sailed for four 
days, and having encountered a great storm, being driven 
out of their way they arrived at Crete: When they arrived 
thither, having sent ambassadors, etc., etc." Such things 
are not written in metre ; but they are not prose. At beat
they are the harmless necessary half-bricks and the doll clay 
out of which may later be built the strong soaring edifices 
of human speech; but they must nor be mistaken for the 
edifice itself. 

Real prose is imaginative, vivid with the force and beauty 
of the human mindsa it swives to express some truth, or some 
fancy, or some wonder of nature. True prose enshrines in 
the balance and rhythm of well-ordered words and phrases 
something that is a worthy subject for literary expression. 

We have reached some sort of a definition. But there W 
something puzzling in the last clause. What are the subjects 
that are worthy of literary expression 7 

There is an essay by Walter Bagehot which may help us 
here. He says that things which we see, a stretch of country, 
a river view, a street, an old house, strike us es " picturesque

Prose 

or the reverse. The artist may see a thousand objects, but 
M one of them this quality of the pictwwque strikes him 
ao forcibly that he is obliged to paint it. 

In the same way the be  may pass by a host of experi-
ewes but one, it may be a thought, a dream, a train of 
argument, a history, a situation, an individual, impels him tong iment,

literary enpression of it. There h no word to express the 
qualhy that so impels him to vvrite. In the case of the artist 
we call the thing " they  Let us coin a word, says 
Bagehot, and say that the writer sees something " literat-
esque " in his subject. It may be the Decline and Fall of the 
Roman Empire—a subject which as Gibbon tells us same 
into his mind " at Rome, on the rsth of October, 1764, as 
I sat musing amidst the ruins of the Capitol, while the bare-
footed friars were singing vespers in the Temple of Jupiter." 
It may be the French Revolution, or jealousy, or a Dartmoor 
farmer, or St Valentine's Day, or running after one's hat. 
In his subject the mind of the author, ouched to fine issues, 
sees wmething worthy of tmoal

And further the subjec which 
so

t

stkes the imagination 
of the writer will be found to have not a mere individual 
interest. Under his treatment it will show possibilities of 
wider application. His mind oil see in it some universal 
truth. By 

Ma
 art he will lay bare in it the soul of meshing

And his expression of it will come home to us as something 
which we have half-dreamed of, half-guessed at in our own 
hearts, and which now is made dear to us. 

So far we have been travelling along the broad highway of 
literature, but now we see just ahead of us the sign-post 
that parts the ways of prose and poetry. 

How do poetry and prow differ 7 We may attempt an 
answer in this way. Poetry is chiefly a matter of vision, o 
emotional vision. The heavens open, and fort t o instant the 
poet's swift intuition pierces to where truth sits crowned 

Yet ever and anon a trumpet sounds 
From the hid battlements of Eternity, 
ELOSO shaken mists a space unsettle, then 
Round the half-glimpsed turrets slowly wash again." 
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And the poet is left to recreate that vision in verse for the 
world to see. The process is an emotional recreation, not an 
explanation. This is the special genius of the poet—the 
intuitive perception of things invisible to grosser eyes. Aris-
totle said of genius—and he was speaking of poetical genius—
that it is chiefly a matter of metaphor. This seems to mean 
that the world visible and the world invisibleare one, and can 
be spoken of in terms of each other. 

The poet feels that 

" AR things by immortal power. 
1= far, 

To each other linked are, 
That Mon mast not stir a dower 
Without troubling of a star" 

To be a poet is 

"' 
sm 
 :1= 

How iTthe' pelnia j 'you hood 
And eternity M how, 

Moreover the poet is as a rule content to hand on to man-
kind the vision he has seen. He does not feel it his duty to 
come down to earth and reform it. True, this practical re-
fonniog sentiment does occur at times. 

You get it for instance in Blake 

- 1 win not cease from mental fight 
Nor shall my sword sleep M my hand, 

Tid we have boat jerusaletn 
In England's green and pleasant land." 

William Morris, too, printed books and daigned utensils 
and wall paper ; and preached Socialism in streets and parks. 
But for the most part the ppets do not attempt to snatch the 
onlzdteaazple spoof,ttryhei,H.ir arodz.a 

al 
vtat . %Inds Lt oh,Lb;iii,i7; 

fatal to the spirit of poetry is reasoning, argument, expla-
nation. But these are the very life of prose. Prose, as Hatlitt 

4 

Prose 

remarks, has a practical aim. A man makes use of prose when 

he wishes n persuade us of something, to rouse us to some 
practical course of action, to explain a truth, to lead our 
mmds on step by step in the development of a great idea. 

For a story of ordinary people, for the intimate, half-playful 
revealing of the writer's mind, for description where the 

pictu is stabbed in with strokes of cumolative <flat, prose 
is thererue vehicle. Most of all, when a man wishes to lay. out 

his mind at some le.ngth, he should use prose. The strain of 
true poetic emonon is too rare, too intense, to be suspended 
over long period. It may even be doubted whether epic 
poetry has any real antic justification. If the Iliad is, as the 
poetry say, a patchwork, a piece of " diversified mosaic," 
what bawl. of its artistic unity Not every book is abso-
lutely nessary to it. And the same can be said of the Aeneid, 
which neeso imitative that the design becomes still and wooden. 
And can Paradise Lost be seriously defended as an epic poem I 
Cm it be said that the aim of Milton's vast design " to justify 
the ways of God to man " has been attained by that design t 
That these works contain some of the greatest and most 
sublime0.. p

eibc 
tooetri.  of

th
t.htelleorldderieg.arier be. doubted; but is 1 

Eir compare B/owning's great verse no' vrteT,In'Tlie Ring antgrrhe 
Book," with a story like Mr Conrad's " Lord Jim," which it 
resembles in many respects. In the former the design strains 
the poetry.beyond its limits. In the latter the greater freedom 
and elasnoty of prose opens out the story in an orderly and 

worrying progression. The reader of "The Ring and the 
Book" feels, in spite of its wonderful qualities, as though he 
has emerged from a nightmare in which ho has been privi-
leged to behold Homer playing golf. It is not suggested But 
all narrative poetry is inartistic—we should not then be able 
to meet without shame in Elysium the author of "Troilus 
and Creseyde "—but broadly it seems to be true that prose 
is the proper vehicle for all large essays of the intellect. And 
our airo is not to decry poetry. Poetry O a higher and holier 
thing than prose—the words of Mercury are harsh after the 
songs of Apollo. But prose has a kingdom of its wn. 

So the chief difference of prose and poetry is that prose is the 
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proper form for intellectual expression with a practical aim. 
To say re much is perhaps to assign to prose the role of being 
alkative, restrained, workaday, even a little doll. And it 

may with tuo' prejudice be admitted that much prose, though 
it feeds the intellect and es logo the bounds of knowledge 
and of self-expression, does not stir us to ecstasy or even 
excite our emotion. But there are passage, of prose which 
make, us realise that there is very little difference between 
prose and poetry ; that there is a no-man's-land where 
fraternisation es encouraged, to the no small perplexity of 
the "strategic student" of literature. There passagea are full of glowing colour, they are swept by a solemn music. The 
thought that was an orderly procession becomes an army with 
banners flying and a thousand points of steel glittering in 
the sun ; the oar-driven galley feels hex listless sails lift to a sudder breeze, and flies where before she laboured. In these 
passages we ate consdous of the quickening and stir of emotion 
that we feel ft; the presence of great poetry. To insist upon 
differences of form becomes 

is
such moments idle and aft-

demic. It is enough to be borne upon the as  tide, to know 
the surge and uplift of the imagination as 

by 
the following 

extract from G. K. Chesterton's account of the battle of 
the Marne 

"Out through Paris and out ma rot. beyond Paris, aide men in dim blue coats swung out in long upon Me plain, slowly folding on Von Elan like hints wings. Von Muck stood m instant; sad tren .mnffing a few secondary forces to delay the wing Mat w. dunnin round on him, dashed across the AM.' .a at a desperate ugh, to  smash it in the centre u with a hammer. It was less desper. than it seemed  he counted, .1 might well co., on the moral and gliftifti thankruptcy the British Ent and Me end a Me Planck unman ely in front of him, which for en days and nights he had chasoi before him like autumn doves before a warlwind Not Indike au.. dads, red-steMed, dust-hued, and tattered, they lay mere w if swept into a Caner. But even as their the  wheeled east-wards, their bug. sounded the charge and the Eng. went forward through the wood that is called Crony, and Stamped it inth their sea for the second time, in the highest moment of the secular history of m.. 

had 
but 

tw.aTrrteraiVeriTfflitIrtfirrortralt= 
6 

Prose 

ment. It was a league of all loriglfs for the remains of. knighthood, 
of an brotherhood in arms or in a., against that which is and has been 
radic.y unknightly and radically unbrotherly from the ...a 
Duch was to happen after—murder and flaming folly and madness in 
earth and sea and sky but all men anew m their hearts that the 
th. Pndsian thrust had failed, and Christendom was delivered 
once ore. The enspue of blood and iron rolled slowly back towards 
the darkness of the northern forests and .e great nelsons of Me west 
we. forward where side by side as afar a long lover's quarrel, treat 
the ensigns of St Denys and St Gerege: 

It will be readily admitted that this is a fine piec of prose 
in a cestain satisfiedBu can we go further than this 1 We are 
perhaps not s  with saying that we like it, but we are 
curious to know why we like it. Partly no doubt our admiration 
is due to the sentiment, to the irrftistible appeal of the story 
of areat victory. But prose is made up of more than thought 
or otion. It ft composed of sounds and sentences, the 
perfret arrangement of vvhick makes up the thing called style. 
What then are the elements of style I What is the secret of 
that power whereby a musician frames, as Browning says, 
out of three sounds not fourth sound, but a star and a 
pros ear, out of the words that are so dull and lifelms on 
our own lips, tes not a shapeless lump of print, but 
livig truth Weansust not indeed tread too curiously near 
hen loom of the muses ; e cannot lay, Beauty upon the 

dissecting-table ; she will a wa yield her secrets to any analysis. 
Still we can at least knovs th points ireOn WhiCh a technical 
discussion of prose would be based. And here vve are fortunate 
in having R. L. Stevenson for our guide. 

In one of his essays Stevenson compares the prose writer 
to a juggler who keeps three oranges flying simultaneously 
in the air. The prose writer has to keep three things in his 
head while he is composing. The first of than is the choice 
and contrast of words. Words may be dull, nerveless, similar, 
conventional, or they. may be full of force and energy. The 
exact word, put in Its exact place, may light up a whole 
passage, and fix the thought in the :cadet's mind. The play 
of contrasted woods gives light and shade, vigour and repose. 
To quote Stevenson "The words in Carlyle seem electrified 
into an energy of lineament, like the facer of men furiously 

7 
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moved whilst the words in Macaulay, apt enough to convey 
his meaning, harmonious enough in sound, yet glide from the 
memory like indidinguished elements is a general effect." 

The second point to remember is the web of his sentence ; 
the pattern in which he weaves his thought and its expression. 
Each sentence should "first come into a sort of knot, and 
dun, after a moment of suspended meaning, solve and clear 
itself." The sentence, then, should start clear, curl round 
into itself, and Be out straight in the end. And a true sentence 
demands that the logic of the thought and the pattern of the 
words should go so precisely together that there is not one 
word more nor less than sufficient fora full expression of the 
thought. 

The third orange kept dancing by the juggler is the music 
and rhythm of the phrases. The alternation of accented and 
unaccented syllables should form a rhythmical measured 
movement, which yet must never become regular. In this 
music of prose, dliteration and assonance are impodant. 
Consonant and vowel call for repetition,in musical combination 
or contrast. Is this connection Stevenson mentions an inter-
esting discovery ; that P, F, and V, are the letters most 
commonly combined in good rhythmical prose ; and S and R 
in the same way. 

He quotes a sentence from Milton, and we may Essen to 
it, for it exemplifies every one of the points of style which we 
have been discussing the choice of words, the ravelling and 
unravelling of the pattern of thought and expression that 
makes up the sentence, and the music of the phrases, with 
P F V and S R very prominent. We may notice what Steven-

calls the " hammer stroke " of the short words and the 
two " " at the end of the sentence 

" I tamed praise a fugitive and cloistered virtue, unexemised and 
unbreettheddhat never sallies out and seeks her advemary, but shrinks out of the race where that immortal garland is to be run tor, not withoUt dust and heat." 

And the following sentence from Macaulay illustrates the use of the P V F combination
"The violence of revolutions is generally proportion. to the degree of the maladministration which has produced .m." 

8 

The extracts to be quoted from the dead and living masters 

of Englffih prose afford an opportunity of testing these points 

of technical excellence. it 16 tome relief to torn from them 

now for after all technique is but the bate bones of author-
ship. It is the living voice, the colour and direction of the 
individual mind, the warm human personality of the writer 

that make us love great literature. To number the bones of 
the skeleton, to measure beauty with a footrule, is a confusion 

of folly. " Cann thou bind the sweet influences of Pleiades, 

or loose the bands of Orion 1" 
It was said a short way back, that we should call Mr Chester-

ton's description of the Battle of the Marne a fine piece 
of English prose in a certain style. The phrase was used because 
some might have thought that it was all very fine in its way, 
but that they would themselves rather have something in 
the style of Gibbon, or Newman, or Charles Lamb, or Sir 
Thomas Browne. This brings us on to another confusing 

problem, the difference of styles. In one sensethere are as 
any styles as individuals. A writer with any force of character 

cannot help expressing his ideas in a way peculiar to himself. 
But speaking broadly there are three kinds of style, called by 
Walter Bagehot the pure, the ornate, and the grotesque. 
It is perhaps difficult to follow him in all that he says about 
these three classes, especially in his treatment of Bruning as 
an example of the grotesque. But the divisions are helpful and 
suggestive. As he explains it, pure style is the expression of 
an idea in absolute simplicity and clearness. This corresponds 
to what we often confusedly call classical style. It is not 
possible to pruent artistically a picture or a thought without 
using any details. A Greek temple, for instance, the typical 
emmple of the pure style in architecture, has its columns. 
But the essence of the pure style consists in this, that we do 
not notice the details at all; we see only the dear simplicity 
of the whole. The artist has used his detail with the object not 
of drawing at  to it, but of showing us by its means 
the clear idea which he desires to convey. In the same way, 
the writer in the pure style uses no words or phrases which 
by their own beauty would distract the reader's attention 
to them; but strips away all detail save that which alone is 

9 
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to present his thought in perfect and distinct out-
Irece7M flesh is trained down to the last nce. Of course 
if his idea is a complicated one, then more detail will be 
nucutturY but never more than W necessary to give his idea 
definition. It would no doubt be difficult-to find perfect 
examples of this style in English prose. And the style of each 
writer in this mode has a flavour that is entirely individual. 
Addison, for instance, is limpid and dear as crystal though 
perhaps a little shallow ; Bacon is like a heavy ship ploughing 
the waters, packed full of good merchmdise ; Gibbon like a 
great battleship, masterful, competent, cold, and picturesque ; 
Newman like a bridge spanning a great river, an engineering 
triumph of balance and strength ; Stevenson .clean and 
glittenng like a rapier-point; Belloc strong, fastidious, and 
human. 

But in each case one can perhaps say that there is no more 
detail used than ser s to prearee their thought or picture 
in all its clearness. Take for instance Gibbon's picture of the 
Emperor Elagabslus bringing a sacred stone to Rome. The 
firm-hit sentraces, the clearnessof the steer portrayed, 
and the veiled irony with which as with a scotnind gdture 
he holds the incident before our eyes, result in an excellent 
passage in the pure style 

" In a solemn procession through the streets of Rome, the way wail 
astrewed with gold dust the black stone, set M precious gems, was 

supposed by his 
moved slowly ackwrd thd Might .perne perpetually enjoy the feficitg 
of the divine presence. In a magnificent templ:urailec on the Palatine 
Mount, Me sea.. of the god Plagabal. were celebrated with every 
c.c.s... of cost and solemnity. l'he rich. wines, the m.t 
extraordinary victim, and the rarest aromatic, were prolusely con-
umed on Ms altar. Around the altar a chorus of Syrian damsels per-

form. their dances to the sound of Ifftrharim music, whilst the gravest 
,ehonages of the state and army. clothed in long Phoenician tunics, 
"Metaled in We meanest functions with stated zeal and seta. in-

ignakm." 
Stevnson and Hilaire Bello< may serve as modern ex-

ponentes of the pure style. Here is Belloc 
"AU this came to me out of the fire ; and upon such a scene passed 

the POP.. 00 our athan.lg Watery the armies marching peo 

Prose 

finettITIZSZ7reaTa' Irttrt 'ettM7flec'trttltitn ' tg Pur=e 

Ten., the myriads were contained in one figu' re common to them 

/ refreshed al asmtgh by the rmurrection of something loved 
and thought dead. I w no longer afraid of Time. 

" That night I slept ton hours. Wert day, as I swung out into Me 
air, I knew that whatever Power comfor. mm had throvm wide the 

morning and a 
ha

veng stroag and clean across that pale 
Moe sky which mountains  for a neuMbour." 

And Indy, Stevenson. Our extract is from his curious 
story, "The Sire de Maletroit's Door," and illustratm the 
enduring charm of Stevenson's English, the frmhatmosphere, 
the clear cut style; the words exact, the rhythm magical, 
and the playful human personality stringing it all together 
like a golden thread 

" And indeed the dawn was already beginning. The hollow of the sky 
w. full of esseMial daylight, colourle. md dean md the valley 
undemmth flooded with a grey reflection. A few thin vapours 

Yung in the coves of the forest or lay Moog the winding couHof the 
river. The scene disengaged a mairing effect of stillness, which was 
hardly interrupted when the cocks began once more to crow anima 
the headings. Perhaps the same fellow who had made so horrid a 
clangour . the darkness not .If hour before, now nent up Me 
merriest cheer to greet the coming day. A lit. wind went beetling 
a. eddying among the treotops underneath the windows. And still 
the daylight kept flooding insensibly out of the ea., which was soon 
to grow mcandescent and cast up that red-hot canon-ball, the Ming 

In opposition to the pure style is the ornate style. This 
style also aims at exprdsing the full thoughvout, but instead of 
drrpping away all by msentials, it endea rs to present the 
idea with as many details as it can stand. It presents the idea 
clothed like an empress instead of stripped like an athlete. 
There are many moods, feelings, fanci visions half-realised, 
elusive truths, subtle states of mind and a, emotion that clamour 
for expression, yet cannot by their very. nature be presented 
in clear outline, in a strong light. At tunes we exult in the 
blaze of the midday sun, or the deep night when the moon 
rides dear in an unclouded sky. At other times we feel the 
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charm and mystery of evening, when the light softens, the 
colours of the sky glow and deepen, and the gathering dusk as it 

waku a vague unpunctual star," lets loose our fancies in a 
flock. It is the feelings of these twilight landscapes that the 
ornate style of prose strives to express. In Sir Thomas Browne 
these is a lack of clearness indeed, but an intoxicating opulence 
of language. He wean his style proudly, like a rich robe studded 
with Jewels. As he broods over his subject his imagination 
playa like lightning, illuminating it in vivid flashes, revealing 
mnuspected depths and obscure resemblances; 

And since death must be the Lana of nfr, and even Pagans 
could doubt whether thus to live were to die since our longest sun 
sets at right declenrions, and mak. but winter arches, and therefore 
it cannot be long before we lie down in darkness, and have our light 
Mashes since the brother of Death daily haunts us with dying memen-

dtoes, and Time that grows old itself bids us hope no long duration, 
aturnity h a dream and fotly of expectation." 

Of modern writers Charles Lamb may be classed among 
the *mate. His genius worked in such a way as to bathe his 
subject in a curious elfin light, half human, half fantastical, 
that perhaps unfitted him fora work of pure art. But he had a 
sane judgment and a sensitive choice of words; and the 
beauty of his prose is a household word. 

Walter Pater, though inferior to Lamb, is a better example 
of the ornate style as such. There are no sharp comers in Ida 
work. His style n the essence of smoothness, flowing on and 
on, like a slow brimming river, by thickly-wooded banks, 
through sedge and reeds, unwearied and melodious : 

"The beauty of the thing struck home to him feverishly, an
dream

d in 

which 'Setinert ,O ri' per= .), Y1 
amagie 

feTlidvr=1"iri'urZret', 
. MI softly all the lithe hollows in the banks ca either side. Always 
herwarM, summer by summer, as the flowers came on, the blossom 

of the red hawthorn still seemed to him absolutely the reddest of an 
thingn and the goodly mina, still alive in the works of old Venetian 
masters or old Flemish tapestries, called out always from afar, the 
recoation of Me flame M those perishing Bette petals, as it pulsed 
gradually out of them, kept long in the drawers of an old sabinbt." 

If the question arises " Which is the better style, the pure 

Prose 

or the ornate l " it will be necessary to answer that the finest 
and most perfect vvork can only be accomplished in the pure 
style. That simplicity transcending all complexity, which is 
the highest (rust of genius, can be presented in no way but 
in pure outline. And excess of seventy is more bracing than 
excess of adornment. 

Take the following passage from a modern waiter 

„ The well-vasm comparison of the nighitiOc. m constantly snit 
inevitably apphed to Sappho and hm poetry. Ms a real value if is 

quocarelessly us.. From Me miraculous lines in the Odyssey already 
ted . . . down to hat's immortal ride, the distance is great. 

In the one we have the bird's song with all its flexible sweetness. pro. 
fusion, unselfconsciousness M Me other we hear it through an atma 
phere charged with thought, with romance, with the passion and 

ot
of life. In Sappho it is different fr  both. Tie nightingale 

note with her is not so muM the rapture that ' an  t he heart of the 
night with fire,' the passionate [hr... of not. and the triumphant 
burst of song, as that low mward contralto which is beyond the reach 
of my other singer, and in its liquid piercing sweet nsss is by itself a. 
alone. Sometim. it is tremulous as if it floated on an ebb of passion, 
like the voice of me who has sought and not fount, and hill seeks 
and is not satisfied." 

We have here (let us say) thought, so per cent.; rhythm and 
words, go per cent. ; padding, so per cent. This computation 
tempts us to cry out, as Prince Henry did upon shee discovery 
of Falstaff's account for food—" 0 monstrous  Bur one 
half-pennywprth of bread to this intolerable deal of sack!

There is still one more style ro be considered—the grotesque. 
Here it seems thtt Bagehot's prejudice against Browning 
leads him astray. His complaint that " Caliber n upon Setebos
is not a nice subject for a poem seems a little Victorian." 
It is plain that he regards a grotesque style as one which 
deals with.grotesque subjects. It would be preferable to regard 
the adjective as applicable to a style which should treat any 
subject in a grotesque manner. Wenight say that a style 
is grotesque which breaks up the eve flow of the sentence ; 
a style which is explosive and exclamatory. Or again a grotesque 
style would be one which would get its effect by in
contrasts or violent images. Carlyle would come under 
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this heading and the Elizabethan satirist, Thomas Nashe, 
may take his place here, inveighing against the vanity of 
woman 

Oh female pride, this is but the dalliance of thy doom, but the 
intermissive rmreation of thy tormts. The greatness of thy pains
want portentous words to 

portray. . 
. For thy flaring trounced 

periwigs low dangled down with lovelocks. Mari thou have thy head 
side dangled down with more snakes than ever it had hairs. In the 
mould of thy brain shall they clasp their mouths, and pun.; through 
every pan of thy skulk mini Mem teeth among thy brains, as an 
angler enmarleth his hook among weeds, 

Asa modern example Mr Chesterton may be cited. 
His style combines the sublime and the matter-of-fact in a 
grotesque but very striking manner. To read him h to ride at 
incredible speed in a mad rootor car through a country where 
virgin mountain peaks and dirty chimneys appear suddenly 
one after another in a End of disconcerting dance. Yet through 
it all, his keen glance pierces to the heart of things, and in 
spite of his parade of paradox, he is perhaps the sanest of 
modern writers. 

There is in critical readers a healthy distrust of "purple 
patches." And certainly a piece of fine writing that is forcibly 
plastered on to a humdrum composition is faulty in style. 
But sometimes this distrust goes too far. There are moments 
in good peose writers when the gathering and accumulated 
thought rises naturally to a higher levet. The flashes of the 
intellect set fire to the emotions, which burst Mto flame. 
The straight dusty highway ascends sharply, and there on 
the brow of the bill is spread a wide prospect of field and hill, 
river and plain, showing at one glance the road by which the 
traveller has come. 

These passagm where the writer cache up his argument, 
and with a few deft touches spreads it out before our eyes in a 
wide but comprehensive landscape, are a legitimate and beauti-
ful feature of good prose writing. 

A good instance is the passage too well known to be quoted, 
in which Burke in his " Reflections on the French Revolution," 
speaka of Marie Antoinette. Another example of this spacious 

.4 

Prose 

summing up of a train of thought h a noble passage by Sir 
Walter Raleigh, of Elizabethan fame, which occurs in his 
chapter " On the Fall of Empires":

<he proud 
that make men to 

oec 
sat and humbles them at the Mstant, males them clic, complaine, 

are but 

and repent, yea, evfin to hate their repassed happiness. He takes 

Vi'l!irah eletrtt=r3rmtegrt7erthafirls kt trec!gh: 
He holds a plasm before the eyes of rite most beautiful). and makes 
them see theme, their deformitie and rottenness, and they acknom 
ledge 

" 0 eloquent, just and nightie Issath whom none could advise. 
thou bast persuaded: what none bath dared, thou hast done and 
whom an the world hash flattered, thou only bast cast out of the world 
and am lied: thou halt drawn together all the farce stretched pleat-
nsse, all the pride, cruelty, and ambition of man, and covered it all 
over with these two narrow words, Hic jace, 

Such paassges as these are, as was previously remarked, 
very close to poetry. Perhaps the much-abused term " prose-
poetry " might be applicable here without offence. It is 
such proae as a poet might be proud to write. The pros, 
writings of poets is indeed an interesting subject for in-
vestigation, but weree no space for it here.We may, however, 
quote one extract from the prose of Francis Thompson, 
of whom it is said that his prose was Suet than his poetry, 
and his talk better than both. The splendour of imagery and 
rich diction that we associate with his poems will be found 
here also 

"Why indeed (one is tempted to ask in concluding) should it be that 
the poets 

ins Lee from troli=ZIrtbe ScITnee =Zs reaTth'iltshke7hgts: 
the Creeridges, the Keate—are the very poets whose lives ore among 
the saddest records in literature F is that (by some subtle mystery 

mfidord sorrow, passion, and fantssy are indissolubly connected, 
hke water, fire, red cloud, that as from sun and dew are hom the 
vapours, so from fire and steam ascend the J. visions of aerial joy 
that the harvest waves richest over the battlefields of the soul that 

VI„,z4Z.th==to ram'? Vt::-
prisoned at their base ? " 

of 
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Prose such as this may seem nearer to the seventeenth 
century than the twentieth ; may seem to be more suited 
to the expansive days of Milton, Jeremy Taylor, and John 
Donne, than to our own scientific and hurried civilisation. 
No doubt the be. pro models are those in the pure style, 
the thought clear, thenentences firm-knit and exact, com-
bining strength with lightness, and point with solidity. Yet 
the best English prose in all ages has been characterised by a 
certain fulness. A recent critic has observed that however 
diverse their styles mry be, and in whatever century they 
lived, English prose canters always rise to the same exalted 
and poetic level when they treat of mutability, death, or 
eternity, the unchanging facts that underlie all human cir-
cumstance. 

h the garden of English prose there is enough diversity to 
satisfy every taste. We can choose .r friends among the dead 
as we can among the living. Dramatists, politicians, adven-
turers, grave philosophers:buccaneer, they will open their 
intimate thoughts to us for the asking. And what better 
companions can a man have to ease the tedium of the dusty 
oad, to aid him with a wise experience in his perplexities, 

or to make him laugh in an idle hour 
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THE MINIATURE BASILICA AT FILEY 

THE RECENT ADDITIONS AND NEW POLYCHROME 
DECORATION 

A PAGE OF CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM 

W
a recent work on architecture asserted that 

the miniature basilica at Filey, erected fifteen yean 
ago, had helped to lift out of the old run, and had 

couen raged the building of something else than a rather 
rhea as one to cause surrise. 

The fact is that the builder. of the little Rey church never 
dreamt of exercising such an influence. Their aim was to 
build quickly—circumstances demanded it—and to build a 
small place of worship, the exterior of which had at first to 
be "of an almost barn-like simplicity," to use the words 
with which Mr H. Statham, characterizes the 
exterior of the Roman basilicas n his " Critical History of 
Architecture." They desired also to reproduce in their little 
church the venerable "Ciborium ": of those basilicas and the 
noble symbolism of early Christian times—the Ciborium to 
shelter the sacrificial altar with reverence, the symbolism to 
instruct the faithful, to aid their faith and their piety, to 
elevate and rekindle their souls. 

And or the little church of St Mary was built, and on the 
day of its solemn opening this was the sum of its liturgical 
furniture : the " Ciborium " so earnestly desired, and a small 
altar, a very faithful replica of a sixth century altar which is 
preserved in the mumum of Rimini, in Italy. 

A few years ago a tower of a quite antique pattern was built 
0,0,0he porch, buttresses adorned with monograms were 
added to the north wall, a fine mosaic with the letters I H C 
(an abbreviation of IHCOY C) was affixed to the east 
end, and most unusual windows, carved out of thick Portland 
stone in a geometrical donne, copied exactly from a mosaic 
of the fourth century, were supplied by Mr G. W. Milburn, 
of York. The "almost bans-like simplidry " of the exterior 
was now a thing of the past. 

t7 
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When the church was about robe built, the example of the 
primitive basilicas of Rely caused the adoption of a roof 
supported by series of trusses. The ancient basilicas of St 
Pmer at Rome and St Paul's extra muses had in fact trussed 
roofs and no Pat ceiling, and the bmilicas of St Agnes and St 
firmed and many other ancient churches are still roofed in 
this fashion. And so ft happened that, without having even 
intended the basilical s we adopted important 
elements of it which are to be fountructure, d in the basilicas at Rome. 
The gallery, the statues, the altar candlesticks and the sanctu-
ary lamps were likewise copied from, or directly in  by, 
smell monuments, statues and other objects of the Roman 
period. The whole interior of the roof was painted the main 
beams especially were decorated with jealous care, being 
covered symmetrically with interlacing bands of colour and 
studded with numerous gilded nails, which being in high 
relief give a most ornamental result. The happy effect pro-
duced by repetition and contrast has been noticed by those 
who have seen the reality. There is no symbolical ornament 
on the boards of the roof or on the beams symbolism is 
visible and legible, speaking and insistent, on the walls, and 
that was considered sufficient. 

On the north wall, for instance, there are tall stone paneh, 
ending above M a triangular design, on one of which there is 
an admirable relief of St Joseph, the work of M Zens, a 
saintly sculptor of Ghent. Con shed in devout meditait tion, 

has ban carved and painted with 
was 

talent. We were 
told at Ghent that this scalp or was known  "le Christ," 
because of his resemblance to the tradiffonal likeness of our 
Lord, and because he hves close union with his Master 
Whom heraeiym daily in Holy Communion.  "Under
stand the word, ye that are artists !" The symbolism com-
mences with a great lily, of which the stalk, le avm and flowers 
spread out in a conventional fashion, to the full height ef 
the panel. Since the Church often tells us in the Mass that 
"the just man shall bud like the lily " and "the just man 
shall flourish like the palm tree," the lay is especially suitable 
to the chaste Spouse of Mary, while the palm tree rightly 
symbolizes the Saints, and above all the Apostles. So we 
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find palm trees, which are very frequent on the Christian 
sarcophagi of the early centuries, and in the mosaics of Rome 
and Ravenna, depicted also on the large panels which are 
disposed on either side of the shrine of St Joseph in our church. 
But the palm trees are copied from palms represented on
cloth of the sixth or seventh century, and recall nature 
without imitating her. On either side of thew palms the 
following names are written in gold, the letters being arranged 

E eAntc.nrIaZ berriedv s , S .c.PrySti,Se. ltAtcr ainS;sAtu en sgt 

Church has put into thge`"C' enon of the Mass, inviting her 
children in a very special way to unite themselves with them 
in communion of faith and of love. 

On the same side, quite near the sanctuary, is the statue 
of the Good Shepherd, copied from the st in the Lateran 
Museum (of the third century); and above,atue the whole length 
of the nave wall, are written in gold, one ground of Pompeian 
red, the beautiful words which tell m perfectly that the 
Shepherd who is also the Lamb glorified, appeases and rejoices 
His Father by His .naystical immolation Per ipnent, es ems 
p , et in spec, est tibi Deafatti antnipatenti, it agitate Spiritus 

Sancti, r e 'r honor et gloria. On the south wall, to correspond 
with this inscription, we read the noble salutation "Sake 
Saneta Parent eniza psserpega Regent," the salutation which is 
used in the Introit of several ma.. of our Ls  And this 
"Sancta Fauns" has her statue on floe side, as a pendant of 
that of the Good Shepherd ; e Madonna with hands raised 
in the attitude of prayer, carrying on her breast a circular 
medallion inscribed with a likeness of om Saviour. This work 
of art, due also to the chisel of M Zeus, was inspired by a 
fresco in the Catacombs in which de Rossi and most archm-
ologists recognize a representation of the Blessed Virgin and 
of the Child Jesus. On the same side Mouth wall), curvedbands 

the two branches of tall, decorative Acanthus plant, and bear 
the names of the Saints PERPrIVA and FELICITAS, AGATHA 
and LVCIA, Agnes, C.ci ZIA and ANASTASIA and so the cacti- .
ficisl idea is carried out. Wesaw, on the same side as the. 
Good Shepherd, names of Apostles and Martyrs mentioned • 
en the Cantnnaticantes ; now we have the names of great 

l9 
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VirgMs of Rome and elsewhere, inscribed close to the Virgin 
of Virgins (addrreentue past earn), the names also of the 
great martyrs of Carthage who have a place of honour in 
the babas people neeraterilnes, in that part of the sacrifice 
which, also, unites the Church militant with the Church 
trimphant. 

The arch that separate, the nave from the sanctuary 
supplies., whole body of doctrine in symbolical form Heave, 
the Blessed Trinity, the glorious Crow, our Lady and St 
Joseph, Ape sues and Saints. In the centre, towards the top, 
w a composttion which dates only from the middle ages and 
so is not found anywhere in the ancient basilicas three rings 
intertwined, symbolizing the Blessed Trinity. Though we 
have sought inspiration, in general and in many details, in 
the monuments, both great and small, of early Christian times, 
we have not practiwd mere antiquarianism or aimed at 
copying strictly every nem. of that venerable period; and 
therefore we have had no hesitation in employing this design; 
it Jr far more decorative than the much-abused triangle, 
and moreover the three interlaced circles, making as they do 
but one figure, are a far better symbol of God, One and Three, 
without beginning and without end. The three rings carved 
in high relief and gilded are on a medallion of dull blue, 
set in the centre of a great red cross. The instrument of our 
salvation is M place in this composition, because it will be in 
heaven " when the Lord shall come to judge." 

God reigns in His glary and is of Himself His own proper 
glory ; but He communicates this glory of His to His angels 
and Saints "behold the appearance of the glory of the Lord 
was like a burning fire " (Exodus ;wily. 7), and rays springing 
from the central design, form a fine glory round the Blessed 
Trinity. Those who instruct others, those who are learned 
in divine things shall shine " as stars for all eternity" says the 
Holy Scripture (Daniel ail. 3). But surely we can extend the 
comparison and liken all the Mst to stars which shine M the 
firmament, since in their blessed eternity they tell us of that 
glory which they derive from the light inaccessible of the 
Divinity. Therefore stars of varying magnitude and brillance 
shine on the arch, on a field of blue. First of all, on the right, 
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H a star of exceptional brilliance, representing her who is 
called the " Morning Star" and the Star of the Sea." On 
the left a am of equal brillance symbolises St Joseph. On a zone 
of darker blue, rather near the central medallion, are twelve 
special stars, symbolising the twelve Apostles. And on the 
rest of the blue ground are constallations, arranged in
symetrical fashion. We may be told that stars—another 
much-abused motif—are modern den in mural decora-
tion ; but the objection loses all weightces when we remember 
that an arcoscdium in the catacomb of Sr Calixtus, a part 
of the vaulting of the Church of Sr Numb., Ravenna, 
and a large medallion in the Church of St Apollinaris in 
Classe, are wholly studded with stars. Finally 011 each side 
and in the lower part of the arch of our little church, there 
is a sort of golden vessel with widely expanded mouth from 
which the i of adoration and prayer mounts up to the 

ncensenames of God Alpha and Omega inscribed on medallions. 
This beautiful page of symbolism is rounded off with the 
Gloria Patti. 

In the mnctnary the flat deco radon of the walls consists 
especially of angels, represented as turning towards the altar and 
holding in their hands the globe of the world. They present it 
to Him Who redeemed the world with His Precious Blood 
and Who dwells in the tabernacle. We hasten to admit that 
these angels have by no means got the fair skin and blue eyes 
of the young slave of whom St Gregory said "Not Angles 
but angels." Their skin is brown, their eyes dark; one would 
say that they came rather direct from—well, Christian Africa 
of the early centuries. The conception, the style, the colouring, 
are marecly in harmony with modern taste, but after all, we 
ask, ;num we endeavour to satisfy that taste, which is often 
so defective. Ought we not rather to endeavour to form it by 
works of true Christian art ? However, the angels who are 
depicted on the arch of our church are adoring angels, who 
bear the impress of an bier calart of our time, combined 
with a strong antique influence. With theirown  veiled hands and 
identical atmudes they remind us of the martyrs and virgins 
of the Church of S. Apollinare Nuovo at Ravenna. They were 
painted by two Sisters of Filey Convent. 
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Under the angels is a frieze decorated with lambs marked 
with the which are images or figures of the faithful; 
they are movicross, ng towards the Lamb of God represented ho 
high relief on the door of the tabernacle. That Lamb stands 
on a hill, from which four rivers flows, the four rivers of 
Eden, symbolizing the four Gospels whirl convey to all the 
world the grace of Jesus Christ. " Petram Superstat ipso 
peon Ecclesise, De qua sonori qua or fates meant Eva
gelista viva Christi flumina " (St Patilinus, Ep. xxxii. ad 
Severum). 

Behind the Lamb is a Shepherd's crook from which hangs 
a vessel of milk, in which the early Christians saw a figure of 
the Eucharist. That decoration of the tabernacle door is 
taken from the catacomb of SS. Marcellimm and Peter. The 
crook and the vessel together represent the attributes of the 
Shepherd aed express the twofold functions of our Lord 
towards the faithful, viz., Shepherd and Lamb." Idem sum 
Pastor et Agnes" is insenbed upon the door of the church of 
St Pudentiana at Rome. 

It has been said that the great majority of Catholics know 
absolutely nothing of the symbolic meanings attached to 
the House of God, and this sacred symbolism so thoroughly 
understood by our fathers has become a foreign language. 
" Images are books replete with doctrine " is a saying of 
pre-Reformation days; the doctrine is still there* and of it 
were explained with the help of the Fathers of the Church and 
Holy Scripture, we believe from our experience that sym-
bolism would be understood and loved; we may repeat that 
it would aid faith and piety, elevate and rekindle souls; it 
would help them to pass beyond images and symbols to the 
eternal Reality. 

Sx sonbris et insagisibut in Yrritarees. 
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RUINS 

17 ERE a little fishing village nestling under a cliff is 
a far away corner of Brittany. The cottages are

dingy white speckled with brown; theyeach have isvo 
windows with little gran shutters that always break loom 
when the wind rises and flap against the walls. The ditch 
children inside my that " les angel du bon Dieu " are banging 
the shutters 0. On the they must go to deep but the old 
sailing folk cross themseltes and mutter about the weather 
and the chances of a catch to w. At sunset you can scv 
a woman or a child come outside each door clad m the pic-
turesqe costume of Brittany, exchange goodnights, put op 
the link green shutters and go in again. Then you see the 
yellow glow of an oil lamp creeping through the cracks and 
casting long streaks of oily light on the damp cobbles outside. 
The roofs of the cotages are red with black lines where wind 
and rain have worn the tiles. Above the red roofs and white 
waBs rises the big brown cliff, at parts shading into a Hid!, 
red, but at others turning to a sombre black. The cliff seems 
old, old, older than I can tell, and it has a look on Rs kind, 
rugged face which tells you that it knows all that could be 
known and that if it could only speak it would say . . 

The visitors who come to Chasoin (for so they call the 
village) in the summer, or rather who used to come before the 
war, tell you that it is dead, or dying at all events. But then 
they never noticed what the cliff told them ; they sped by it 
quite unheeding and near stood at its foot and looked up 
ivto its big, bra wn, wise, face. 

Chasoin would never be Chasoin without its cliff. It is the 
cliff that givm it the look of some great ruin and distinguishes 
it from any other village. It has its effects on the inhabitants 
they do not shout ; they do not race up and down the little 
street as they do at Benoisie, fifty miles higher up the mast; 
they are staid and wise. That is why Chasoin is so like a living 
ruin. It speaks to us just as a ruin does. It is the odic of a 
by-gone age, not one of these bad ruins, but a good ruin. 

.3 
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For there are two Ends of ruin—the good and the bad. 
Berlin would be a bad ruin if our poilus could wreak their 
vengreame on it. But Chasoin is a good ruin. The good ruins 
are the ones people like to speak about. They take them quite 
out of the spirit of their own age into that of another and 
that is good. It is good to go from the land to the water 
sosnetim. but you get cramp if you stay in too long. 

All in  are just as much aliveas their originals. They 
have merely taken on a different aspect they have become 
not dead but alive in another body. Special parts have been 
chosen and brought into prominence. Most has been discarded 
. superfluous. 

Of an age or civilization, special authors or characters 
or buildings, pictures, statues are handed down to us to re-
mind us that there have been many before us who felt just as 
important as n do; who had the same habit of judging 
according to their on standard, who, Hie us, felt that they 
could look back securely on what had gone by and feel that 
they were certain/y the latest perfection of avilired society. 
They remind us how small a creature is man in spite of all his 
LeISotnveess. He is very great but, seen in another light, 

ry small. 
Without ruins IM would in  tend to become 

self centred and selfish, narrow minded and pusillanimous. 
And in the term ruins everything is included that does not 
belong to our., age. Shakespeare is a great ruin and will be a 
priceless one to people in another five thousand years, for 
he will open out to them, as a 

one 
from then own common-

place life, the feeling of his own a,. 
But it is easier to feel about ruins than to speak about them. 

To feel properly you must go to the cliffst Chasoin for some 
time and get to know it intimately. It will then open its secrets 
to you and take you back as many hundred years as you please ; 
and that is the true duty of a ruin. 

R. G. Flsons (VIth Form). 

Ampleforth, May 3000, 0920. 
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OBITUARY 

Don PLACID Wig.. 

A we.-renown and much respected figure has disappeared 
from amongst us. For eighty-two years he trod the way of his 
ilgrima, and returned to his country, whence he ca 

J 
me

uly znd, rozo. John Placid Whittle was born at Brownedge,,
0838, educated at Ampleforth, and there entered the noviciate, 
1858. Just at this date the general no  was opened at 
Belmont and he was sent from Ampleforth m Behnont to 
finish his probation. He was professed 186o, August 30th. 
Returning to his Mina Mater he was ordained priest 0867. He 
began his migio.ry life at St Mary's, Liverpool, Oho 
went to Woolton, 0873 ; was called back to Ampleforth as 
Prior, 188., June is t. He remained Superior about three 
years and a half, and then for nine years he took charge of 
St Anne's, Liverpool. From 0893 to 0836 he was at Maryport, 
and finally at St Alban's, Warrington. In 0908 he was honoured 
by the title of Cathedral Prior of Rochester. From St Alban's 
he was " invalided " in his extreme old age to Ampleforth. 
Such is the bare record of the reelnes of his labours and his 
life's activities. His life was an active life, and I think that 
wherever he went his unworldliness, his zeal and his devotion 
to his priestly calling were remarkable and won him the 
peculiar em of his parishioners. At St Anne's and St 
Alban's he.te  undertook and carried through extensive additions 
and alterations which were very costly. Ho was always 
eager to seek and to achieve' mprovement. It is not for 
here to weigh up the abilities of theman or to make a critical 
estimate of the work he has left behind him. It stands . good 
work ; and his gifts always were for usefulness. But it is for 
us rather to look at the Priest in his long unswerving service 
of Almighty God; never diverging from the straight path 
of duty before him j never allowing anything to derogate 
from that priestlineg with which he was clothed. More than 
fifty years Father Placid Whittle ministered at the altar, 
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attended the confessional, sought out sinners far their healing, 
brought souls to the knowledge of Jesus Christ when they 
blew Him not. For fifty years he thus lived in a manifest 
sim innocency, and regularity. Surely the merciful 
God has said to him " Well done, thou good and faithful 
servant !" If it be not so, God help some of us !His brethren 
always praised him as an excellent missioner, and he was held 
in affectionate regard not only by those of his own familia 
but by others also who knew him. At his death the aged Fr 
Richards sent a very warm hearted appreciation of Father 
Whittle to the Abbot of Ampleforth. 

No matter what our gifts or the scope of our life, there are 
many things we can learn, to our great help, from the example 
of Father Placid Whittle, who has so lat8y passed from our 
midst. 

J.A.W. 
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EX ET ER, ""d8.:L27,77:.'7. LONDON. 

NOTES 

Wt 
owe our readers some apology for the long delay 

in producing this umber of the Jouanaz. The 
truth is that at thenmoment when it ought to have 

been issued, the Editor was convalescent after an operation. 
The material embodied in these pages has long been ready, 
but the Editor has perforce been otherwise occupied Silltt 

his return to work. It may be mme comolation to our 
readers for presenting them with news unseasonable and stale 
to know that the next number will follow very closely on the 
heels of the present issue and they may expect it within a 
month. 

fi. ff. 

An account of Cardinal Gasqueffs visit is given in the School 
news, but ou this page we may be allowed to say how pleased 
the resident community of St Lawrence's vvere to see Hi. 
Eminence. It is some years since as Praident of the Congrv-
gation he has visited us. During the many years of his dPro 
deny, his visits were regular and frequent. We hope they in. 
become so once again. 

.1. .1. d. 

We ask the prayers of our readers for Elizabeth Radcliffe, 
who died at Brandsby on July oth. Miss Radcliffe for many 
years has had a pubhc oratory attached to her home and has 
kept alive the ancient Catholic centre at Brandsby. Her 
exemplary piety—of zu old world type—and her unfailing 
loyalty to all Catholic ideals, gamed for her the respect of 
everybody who knew her. Dining the her few years she has 
been an invalid but those who knew her before old age and 
infirmities encompassed her will remember how singularly 
bright and acute were her powers of observation, and how 
she concealed under a certain canny humour the most sensitive 
of consciences. Miss Radcliffe had reef uncles who were 
Benedictines, Dom Ralph Radcliffe her father's brother, and 
Dom Augustine Rolling her mother's brother, both monks 
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of St Gregory's. Her family was closely connected with 
that of the Earl of Derwentwater, who lost his life in the 
rebellion of sys 5 and has been always devotedly attached to 
the Catholic faith. Miss Radcliffe's interest in Catholicism and 
her deep attuhment to Ampleforth, where she was buried 
on July szth, give her a special claim upon our prayers. 
May she rest in peace. 

• ,ff

Wr offer our congratulations to Dom Sigebert Cody and Dom 
Cuthbert Almond who have completed their fifty years 
since the reception of the Benedictine habit. Dom Cuthbert, 
so long the able editor of this Jousts., is still directing the 
work of a large parish in Warrington. Dom Sigebert has 
recently been the recipient of an address from Mr Philip J. C. 
Howard, of Corby Castle, on behalf of the congregation at 
Corby thanking him for "her constant and untiring efforts" 
on their behalf. To both jubilarians we wish many years of life 
to continue their good works. 

▪ slt 

Tau enlargement of the church at Dowlais is now complete 
and it was solemnly opened by His Eminence Cardinal Gannet, 
who preached on the occasion. At least two thousand people 
were present. Dorn Auselm Wilson is to be congratulated on 
this good work. He has been faced by another problem in 
the enlargement of the schools which has been temporarily 
solved by the purchase of a large Government "Hut." 
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NOTICES OF BOOKS 

The Letters of St Teresa. A complete edition, translated from the 
!srfitslrizLaf 4otaj,zdob,,Ln .,Mzedic..r. tines 1 ,SOR= Vii,th 

Norma. 
Ms 011INENCE Canopus Gnegtler in his instructIve Introduction 
recalls Cardinal Newman, sr* ah.t the importgace of baying
correct 

of
of Me correamodence of God, Sa... Biographers 

re. ohencommentaton, and the reader can never heave whether 

nest awing into the soul of Me Saint or into Me mind. the hiogmPhor. 
Teresa wrote ma, letters, and fortunately sonny have beta pm 

sowed. They make her known to us in a new and familiar .y, as she 
was known by ha own acquaintances and friends—human le her 
feelings and sympathies, and shrewd and practical in MI aim. Of herself 

tt 'gs'esuulfe'redmth' fxrrm1=TratOrdt 'grtretIF TraeS 

ehnot toTeVV;' grgete nlat; "tgerher:Ldig:" =Gt 
there are no changes of heather M Mernity " that " batter 
tasted very wire; Mat she had tootha.e, etc.. etc. Of „Mem she Mows 

lad knowledge. We have a humorous view of a good cranky old 
lady practiml views about a girls. ..el Mr " lmow by expenence 
what Yeomen are when in number togeMer." she wrote. She Mims 
Fray Bartolorod to answer her letter by sending him a trod and she 
advised that" human frailty must be humoured nature a.m.,' 
Unsuitable eancticlates for religion she rejected firmly," Mr," Me wrote 

the common good must be considered rather than that of the , 
dividual." Such human touches as these bring St Teresa nearer to us, 
without making us lose .y of our reverence for her wonderful sanctity. 
She was m natural and m simple. and Me hated so completely any 
pretence or pane. these we <mne m are haw really nwmbm shewna. sere 
had such a knowledge of human hailly such tact and bnv- 
neer in dealing with it, that we Me .1 understand us slew, and 
harp us

r. 's1Jorlsr1"4„" = ndone,. and the notes, which show 
considerable knowledge of Totem ana her times, ere really helpful 
St the reader. The work is well printed by the Stanbrook Press. The 
Stanbrook Comm., is to be in its  on the hook which is 
excellent in its matter, in its notes, and in its production. 

Avila Sebool Verse, Iva . An Anthology with an Introduction 
by Josm Mnseenstri. William Heinemann. yr. 6d. 

Tins little volume of 64 pages contains poems by boys at fourteen 

English Pub. Schools, The very modesty of the title  attractive, 
d a glance at the amtents will serve to show that the work of selm. 
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trop has been thoughtfully and care., carried out. Some will no 
doubt consider the publication of the poetical experiments of school-
boys injudicious: they may, however, be convinced by ./dasefield s 
Introduction. " DMght M poetry" he writes, " . . . is in everyone 
and can be trained and encouraged to the enlargement of all enjoy-
ment Hy delighting in poetry, and by endeavouring to write it, men 
obtain keys to the universemd to themselves." Mr Masefield holds no 
brief for hothouse cultivation of the arts: Poetry. not his (the 

ro'v.trAt'L Wilfir0;.,741,vg 
"1"'?.'„ 

diuine 
•• ",`'`"! • '"`"  fifi amateur 

mr37.,,T.T.1,1,, 0., this 
little volume .1 find not preciousness or formless incoherence, but 
evidences of real love of poetry with a urious study of its methods. 
The technique is strikingly good. The poems are for the most part 
descriptive; they embody a mood of Nature, or recreate some imagi-

ary scene. 
A couple of examples may be given

" Thick shadows curl about Sept mbar, 
The blue ham adds along the field, 
Vague song rolls over the earth, and passing 
Frays and tatters down the world. 
Old leaves flit by as things M. dead, 
In the wind that bare them . . . half forgotten, 
An those that once were green are red; 
That once were young are old and rotten. 

(tram September," by IL .0 P. Murton, Shrewsbury School). 

" To finger treasures of Tyrinthian Wings, 
Sta. where they stood, md watM the same green bay 
Where golden galleys of Phoenicia rode 
De.. their purple dyes and robes for queens, 
Their jewe. sword-hilts and their gilt-graved blades
And Nub. slave-mined gold from Misraim 

That dream for me." 

(From "Archaeology," by D. R. Gide, Rugby School). 

The first poem in the book is "Tom the Piper's Son," by T. B. L. 
Sleigh, of Ampleforth. We heartily congratulate Sleigh on his own 
achievement and on the honour he has done to his School. We may 
perhaps without prejudice endorse the opinion of Me Daily Chronicle 
reviewer that it is one of the two bat poems in the bok. 
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A History of the Venerable Anglia. College, Rom, By CARDINAL 
Ousguax. Longue., Green fk W., mso. 

Zr this beak Cardinal Garet has given an account of that Institution
which is, as he says, "one of the most interesting—t, Md., not the 
most interesting—of the English Institutions on the continent of 
Europe." The first chapter deals with that earliest of Eng. estalp 
.ments in Rome, the Schein Anglonm. It is still commemorated by 
the title Sassia " of the hospital and church of San Spirito, which 
early in the thirteenth century rep.. the English house and its 
Mur. of S. Maria. Then comes the history of the Hospice for English 
pilgrmo, di .0 of to the Most HWY Trinity and Sl Thomas of Gantr-

CAnother hospice was founded pe little later ha the Trastevere for the 

=PerfoMe'r7aandlca./astitelt 
Edmund; it 

 wrirlr—t!' w;ri%*.°0 
famed into a Cdlege fm th training of Priests loo [h English Miabn. 
The 
its martyrs and con

 of the book 
gssaorZnitTnals ar

th 
'id IffireYolelies,ea:rge worn 

has done for the faith in England. Of all. rectors, none has been ea 
celebrated m Cardinal Wiseman and a chapter is devoted to. eleven 
years of rule. Th conclusion brings the work to the present day. 

By thd latest of his worss,Ga alGssguet has earned the gratitude 
not °My of members of the Veneraile," but of all English Catholics, 
and indeed of mmy others who vein read the book wiM great interest. 

Twenty Cute, of ',outdo, By DR. De GRANDIIAISON. Translated by 
Dom Hugo DEVSNAI and Dom Luxe lass), Sands d Co. net. 

Om cannot but welcome AM ex.. Eng. version of Dr de 
Grandma.. work. And it is not easy to deride whom to praise the 
more, the asshor or the tra.ssors. The matter is extremely interesting, 
and at the same thne from cover to cover them is scarcely a sentence 
that would betray a French original. The book is perhaps essentially 
written for those of the medical profession, whether doctors or nausea, 
who will rel. the minute descriptions of the various ailments from 
which these twenty pets°. were suffer. at the time of their .re. 
On Me other nand it is well within Me scope of the general and not 

Me
sensitive reader, who desires a thoroughly mientific stAterrient of 

Me farts. We sumer-eh hope the book . have a wide circulation, 
mpecially among non-Catholic dsstore and nurses. It is in no sense a 
Catholic polemic, and dica hugh. the ina

contams 
dmuacy of 

statement of f
natural exp

.
a-

nation o ures as in it a sober 
whi. have come under theted  notice of the medical prohssion and which 
must be taken into account by truly scientific invmtigation whatever 
other conclusions may be drawn therefrom. 
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Chester. A Sketch Book. By Jostivis Price. A. d C. Black, Ltd 
Price 25. fid. net. 

Tee drawings in Messrs A. & 0 Black's new Sketch Book of Chester 
me from the pencil of Joseph Pike, whose work is . well known to 

as of the AMPLLiOlt. Jon u. With this little book Mr Pike 
will certainly take his place in the front tine of Writs,. thecclool of 
Herbert Rariton. In no way a Ownish wriator of his distinguished 
cousin and .ter, Mr Pike b. sate  M reaining Rairion, 
delicacy of We and tightness of tor which deftly[ suggest so mu. 
true

ireettict7u=t tntre rnt hanels" sh:e' tra tbt 3rinr= 
art and of the quaint begabled black and white domestic diveMriga 
of a later age. By his reverent .d sympathetic rendering of the part, 
he h given the modern town vritli motor car and bicycle all We .arm 
and 

at
of the old world. The vignette treatment has and 

We artist so to study detail that without losing a sense of breadth and 
Mr  the and is cleverly focussed on We finaloentraoints.tiVe conFatu-

late Mr Pike and the 
pis

blishers of a book .  of artistic eehrig. A 
figure of a little girl Wi Rows Watergate sket. is not very saris-

1;;tre 
an 

 gnash
sketch from this crilighttm book. v

Le Christ Dais Sec Alystkres. Par D. Cowman ...wow AbbE de 
HareWous. Maredsous. 6/e. so. Burns. Oaks & Washbourne. 

Iv his Mrmeryolume of spiritual nferences, 
Lcharacter

 ic de Primes 
Abbot Marmon dealt with the fundamental stics of the 
Christian life. He tells us that this second volume is the logieal.quence 
of the Mrmer. He takes We great central fact of the Incarnation, ., 
following the Son of God through His earthly life to the glory of heaven, 
brings out the deep signifiewce of the story- and shows shown . eve. 
is for us a model and a help. The wader .nnot but b struck by the 
clear theological insight and exp.., theUtlinlate knowledge of the 
Sacred Scriptures,especially of St Paul's Eprilles,and the deep earnest-
ness m.ifested in this work. Those who are acquainted with Abbot 
VonierS Personality of Christ, will find in this volume a very sat. 
factory companion to that useful but ...My theological treatment of 
the Inc...ion. Abbot Rarrnin, book duHls more on We devotional 
and pretwai aspects of the mystery. and WM Whig the reader to a 
more perfect knowledge .d an intenser appreciation of the wonderful 
ways of Sod with man. 

UrwAme Be ddieline.Dom Ile De f emyicn ,ed.lHaredsous,kfr. en 
Tms account of the sayings a. doings of the saintly nephew of the 
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late Abbot Primate was reviewed in THE donen. when it first 
appeared. That it should roach its tided edition is air ri g proof that it 
is a work that is valuable .d helpful to many souls. 

A Commentary on tee Nag Code of Canon Tam. Vol. V., Marriage 
law .d Matrimonial Trials. D. CHARLES AUGUSTE.. 0.5.B., D.H. 
Herder. London. ms. 6d net. 

Colon mai of the New Code says, " Parochus ne °mina populism 
P erudire de matrimonii .cramento Masque Mipedimentis." 

rudenterThe parish priest who undertakes to give this instruction with merely 
the text of the New Code in his hands, in view of the important changes 

the ,esiehtioa, can hardly he considered as halting the injunction 
of the word " pmdenter." Ne will therefore . glad to have the msist-

ce that Dom Augustine offers in this volume which covers the canons 
dealing with the marriage law .d marriage trials. 

In much, the volume riiM be of great use, but the very. nature of the 
matter requires that we should . critical in manvils .g ns exactitude 
and clearness of exposition. On thme points we feel bound to .y that 
it is at times wanting. For example,  page ex we read that  there 
must be official witnesses and private vritnesees to every canonical 
engagement." The text of the Code and the commentator himself on 
the next page .ow that the word and ought to .or, a small difference 
but surely of meat moment. On page see we read, T James, having 
been married to Gamma, or liv.g with her in public or notorious 
coneuhinage, cannot validly marry her mother or grandmother, 
or the latter's daughter or gr.d.tighter."11. pmsage to be quite 

exact needs the word " inv.d." alter " married; and it takes a 
second read* to see that " the latter" refees M Gamma and not 
to the grandmother. 

aria "should 
1..agemr yment,  at  words iinwould 

marriage would surprise a pastor," if a paMor would know of a per-
sois guilt . . . ," do not make sense M the context. 

''' GVEOre Ztjr.17.27;: stadia
it rer!tiVtderlt rterITI. 

PP- 77. 
THESE twenty-six studies may be recommended to the serious student 
who will me them with caution, but on no account to the reader in 
search of well thought out statement of principles. Mr Gough is 
Palliol man, .1 of a Mlway servant, and he has set himself to give 
to workers a dear account of the things and problems dealt with in 
pofitical econom, The result is, naturally, some very plain and 

MintellMible pictures of the Divisi. of Labour, Organisation of Industry, 
echanism Mechanum of Emhange, and such things, together wIth 

seeming accounts of very complex problems. The value of the book is 
in Me first, its danger in the latter. In reading " Me grand old standard 
boo." Mr Gough has fo.d their amuse. clear and satisfying, and 
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he shows at all points hu admiration for "the capitallarfactory 
system of industry." for unlimited output, and for free-trade. But the 
simplicity and clearness of his arguments vanish. Then we compare 
chapter with chapter. On 18 he laughs at those who talk of " snob." 
such spit al as a bale of cartonor spin.. frame. " The idea, of 
course, to find a jartification for the taking of interest on capital, 
interestbong the reward for abstinence." Yet (p. so) " You cannot 
have capital without .e ,italist to save it " ; and p. 3, explains at 
length how lie saves it and deserves a reward. His money income was 
£ used /3oo, a. invested The (sop. p. 2 we 
were 

had 
never to forgot that the gsoo was not teal Marine, because 

fie had not used it. But is it not rear .corna 1 He arrests it by putting
tt into the hands of men who will use A in productive enterprises.
But on p. we learn how "A nian wanting to start or Thtend a 
business gets credit from the hanker who' deposits' against his name 
. entirely imaginary The 

all
do. not own t e money 

and lend it to the man—that is note t all what happens." But psis 
same banker (p. 53) has always capital available which he can end 
on a. this provides his dart source of profit. Many other 
examples show the same r.olt—that while the chapters seem simple, 
the hook is non confused. 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
Pao. MESSRS. Boaris, OATES M 

The Catholic Almattaeb am! Guide to the Services of Me Lleurek for 
roar. By the EDITOR OF THE CATHOLIC Drancroar... 

TM 
' plItliNtsVgit rr:f Ve' llririsrght.Otrorr d6snr. 

Little Jam. MIMEOS Rion... 34. net. 

Thor LONGILAHM GREEN M CO. 
The Nem Testament Vol. III. SI Paul's Epistles to the Churches. 

3ci 9. 00 PaPer 4a. O. Or.. 

Thom B. HERDER. 
The LAMM NM, By Don A.G. Vora., Abbot of Buck.. 

5s. net. 

Commentary on C91;011 Lam. Vol. IV. By Dom This.. Anon, 
Star. DS, 

.rs MESSRS. Sturns A Co. 

l'etrearttta no‘r Vsn' Zaian3 lotir..:LX3Tt '
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SCHOOL NOTES 

Toe School officials in the Summer Term were as follows: 
Head Monitor . . . . I. G. D. A. Forbes 
Captain of the Games . J. R. T. Crawford 
Monitors H. W. Greenwood, 3. R. T. Crawford. E. Id 

Vanhamu
G. • t.K.Tr 'eorge 

...feu of Me OPPerr Tibly''gh  E. M. Vanheetns, B. L. Sleigh 
P. W. Davis 

Librarians of the Upper Middle Library . C. E it  A. B. Lee 
Librarians of the Lower Middle Library . F. M. Sitwell, . Rochford 
Librarians of the Lower Library 

B. 
• A. J. Macdonald, Lx0i,

4=ammlIg:r . 
Ainscough, G. S. D. George 

Captains of the Cricket Sets-
1st Set—J. R. T. Crawford, P. E. Gibber. 
ond Set—G. P. Crook, J. E. de Gulogand. 
3rd Set—R. H. Swope, L. P. Twomey. 
Oh Set—K. R. Greenwcod, D. E. Wader. 
fith Set—W. H. C. Croft, A. C. Maxwell. 
6th Set—J. F. Taunton, S. H. P. Richardson. 

di di 
Toe following boys left in April t 

M. W. L. Smith, D. C. Lazenby, V. C. Hawley. Their pieces were 
filled by A. W. Sandern., G. J. It Nelson, E. O. G. Torso..-Petry 

di 4. .1. 
ON the evening of May sgth there was an influx of headmasters 
nom our Catholic schools. On the following day they sat 
in conference for many hours in the Upper Library. The 
even tenor of our School routine was not in any way inter-
rupted, save for the fact that we experienced the unusual 

The 
of encountering a Headmaster at every corner

The following were present at the conference
The Right Rev. Mgr. A. Doubleday (Bisho,. of Brentwood 

Right Rev. Mgr. Provost Brown, C.O., Very Revv. Canons Driscoll 
Myers, Magill, and O'Toole, Very Revy J. A. Moran. A. 

Loft

L. T. Maim., J. Atthill, F. Gonne, Raw. W. 
Rod

ads. E 
O'Connor, sd., A. CMchester, so;, J. Bridge, ad.. J. Wels  s., 

Nicholson, Rice IL Garman,  R, Moog., filo E. Rerwrai V 
Rearle, W. I. Rice, oars, H. F. Hall, G. Jeffreys, C. Tuition, Rowe 
Hrs. Cyril and BernaKne cy.x., 3. Roche, W. D. Fordo, C. S. Leahy 
and Mr A. F. Roper. 
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ft;T:j17:74:OtPhre'r'r: thl' e'rceOfr  tIfIre' altI PWillofallm; 
work for our consideration. 

▪ * 
E. F. DAVIES, who for some years has won the Swimming Cup, 
was beaten this year by J. B. Fitzgerald, who swam the course 
in record ti The Diving was won by J. R. T. 
Crawford, the George Hall prize by H. Green, and the 
Learners' Race by J. W. Tweedie. 

* N * 
Tim following boys obtained their swimming colours: 

H C. Ogilvie Forbes. G. W. S. Ragshawe, P. E. Hod, T. Hardwick 
Rhine, R. R. Walks, W. H. Moloney. 

• * * 
Tux rain spoilt Goremire Day. The majority of the School 
never got beyond Hambleton Hotel, where they had lunch, 
and returned home by the way they had come. A party 
which believed themselves to be making a short cut across the 
moon for Hambledon, alone reached Goremire, and tumed 
up for lunch after the others had left. 

4. 4. 4. 
W: were honoured by a viyit from (Cardinal Gasquez from 

bit a 'wEa's7=ily wrhe'cei7r7d 70171eZdr 
bye

by both the masters and the boys who provided a guard of 
honour from the O.T.C. Oa Sunday His Eminence said the 
boys' Mass and in the evening ho attended a small concert 
which had been arranged in his honour. In the afternoon he 
went to the Preparatory School, where he distributed prizes. 
We sincerely thank His Eminence for his visit and must that 
he will often honour Ampleforth again. 

* 
Toe concert included works for piano by Balfour Gardiner, 
Schytte, Moszkowski, and Scarlatti, played by Crawford, 
A. F. Pearson, Standish and Henderson. The most interesting 
of the. was the Scarlatti, which received a particularly good 
performance. One of Frank Bridge's "Minis " for 
piano, violin and 'cello was played by A. F. and L. tures C. Pearson 
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a.nd Green. The choir sang German's "Rolling down to 
Rio" with an infectious rhythm, a trio from the "Mikado " 
by Dom Stephen, Fitzgerald and Livingstone was warmly 
received,and Fitzgerald andDom Stephen sang song, both in 
their best style. Fitzgerald has a fine voice and has very much 
improved. Dom Stephen's song, "TheGreenGrass" (Claude 
Ammdale), was perhaps the most enjoyable item of the 
evening. 

* 

B. B. Wusosi was anon in charge of the cricket and on the 
whole the season was a gratifying one. In School matches 
we beat Sr Peter a, Bootham and Ripon, and it may fairly be 
said that time alone robbed us of a further victory over Dur-
ham. Of the other matches, two were won, two lost and one 
drawn. The XI went away to play Scarborough on Goremire 
Day, the wettest day of the term, and not a ball was bowled. 
At York we batted for a few overs against the Yorkshire 
Gentlemen and then rain put an end to a match that should 
neves have been commenced. However, good came of it, in 
the shape of Sir Archibald White's visit to us with a strong 
side later on. We hope this may bete me an annual fixture. 

In one 
were 

the batting of the XI was disappointing. No 
high scores were recorded in match., the highest being 
Crawford's 53 against the London Amplefordians. On the 
other hand the batting of several of the from was of such a 
stndard that a high score would never have come ax a surprise. 
G. F. Ainscough showed a great improyement on last year but 
he quite failed to do himself justice m matches, though he 
retorded 

but
 scores in " set " gam.. Dunbar was 

good at times  he clearly lackedexperience. Toiler played 
pretty cricket but seemed wanting in scoring power, and he 
certainly suffered rather severely from the mistakes of partners. 
Crawford played with confidence, and though not a finished 
bat, yet he always looked like getting runs. Maynemd Gilbert 
both played some good innings but George never .emed able 
to find his form at all. 

Geldart and Ainscough were the mainstay of the attack 
and the fast bowling of the former was sometimes very effec-
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ye. It was interesting to notice that Sir Archibald White 
treated his deliveriffi with grew respect. The fielding of the 
side as a whole was good without being brilliant, though few 
seemed to appreciate the importance of a quick return to the 
bowler or wicket keeper. Colours were awarded during the 
season to Toiler, Ainscough and Geldart. 

Crawford and Geldart were chosen to play in the repre-
sentative match at Camp between Officers and Cadets. 

Batting average . . J. R. T. Crawford. 
Bowling average . . G. F. Ainscough. 
Fielding . . . N. A. Geldart. 

13:rIVr1 rtrIli;litrs 'eroV V(pr' esen' t'etlin4 
G. F. Aimcough.

 M. 
Wright, Esq.) . . . J. R. T. Crawford. 

4 4 

Tim following were heads of the Forms at the end of the term 
Upper SixtM1 H. W. Greenwood Fourth E. M. Dee 
Lower S R. G. Hague Higher Third L. I. C. Pearson 
Upper Fifth P. W. Davis. Lower Third W. G. Birk., 
Lower Fifth J. W. Lyle Smith 

Tee School Staff in the Summer Term was as follows 
Dom Edmund Matthews, M.A. (Headmaster) 

Dom Wilfrid Willson Dom Clement Hesketh, B.A. 
Dom Placid Dolan, M.A. Dom Stephen Mammal, M.A. 
Dom Paul Neva, M.A. Dom Louis dbandria, B.A. 
Dom Dunstan Pocen, D.D. Dom John Maddox 
Dom Adrian Maws® Dom Raphael Williams 
Dom Herbert Byrne, B.A. Dom Gregory Swann, B.A. 
Dom Sebastian Lambert, B.A. Dom Ignatius Killer, B.A. 
Dom Hugh de Hormonal., B.A. Dom Denis Marshall, B.A. 
Dom Ilityd Wdtiam Dom Felix Hardy, B.A. 
Dom Bernard MoElLgott, B.A. Dom Augustine Richardson, B.A. 
Dom Ethelred Taunton, B.A. 

F. If ilyington Hattersley. Esq., MusBac. (Cantab.), A.R.A.M 
W. Edward ralidn.4091, Esq.. A.R.C.A. (London). 

Edward 
F. 

Maude,
Porte

 
M.R

• Man/  
.C.S., Medical Office'''. 

10°' `ra;:f0Nig7.470`ttr.). ,,savitior Ott Pate Aldershot Gymnastic Staff) 

Pune Roper"'  ) 
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THE AMPLEFORTH WAR MEMORIAL 

THE War Memorial Committee beg to acknowledge 
with many thanks the following donations not 
hitherto published in the Jonuffith. 

Count de Torre Diaz 

D. T. Long, LieuMnant 
Major G. MaeDermott, n.s.o., m. 

ii•rttra ng„Vry• , Esq. 

Maf; m' allr :LT .00..
MrsSimpsou Ord donation,

P. Smith, Esq. (of Bartow-in-Fenn 
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THE EXHIBITION 

THOtimSE critics who insist that Shakaptare's personal 
sen ents can be diwovered in his plays have a powerful 
argument in some of his lines about the weather. He was 

not the author of the woe "The English w 
Juve, to re-commence in July," but he has, in the person of 
Titania, given expression to the feelings of many about the 
present summer: 

. . hoary-headed frosts 
Fall in the fresh lap of the crimson rose:.

The nine men's mortis (obviously the lawn tennis court) 
is filled up, she says, with mud, and if she was not referring 
to the croquet lawn when she mentioned "The ago,int 
mazes in the wanton green " (though the adjectives t 
inappropriate), that only marks the periodicity of her language, 
and gives another argument to the critics. 

However, sh«ettainly seems to have exercised some fairy 
influence (in recognition, no doubt, of the choice of the stage 
managers) and the Exhibition weather, though not hot, 
was bright and sunny. 

The fi rst informal tea in the Hall, succeeding the arrival 
of the f o'clock train from York, is one of the mom pleasant 
half-hours of the Exhibition but it it only preliminary to 
the production of the Play after dinner, in the Theatre. 

"A Midsummer-Night's Dream " has been done before at 
Ampleforth, but not, we think, with such completeness nor 
with such a full cast. Care was evidently taken to keep in just 
balance the three stories of the plot, the courtiers, the fairies, 
and the " rude mechanical." The mistake of allowing the 
comic " business " of the c)ovms to become the principal
feature of the play was judiciously avoided indeed Labour, 
for once,was given a stricdy rationed allowance of limelight. 

This is not t  frorn the merit of the comic acting. 
Without destroying the balance of the play, Quince and ho 
fellows were great fun. Each handicraftsman played his small 
part with such life and intelligence that the characteristics 
of each one were immediately clear to the audience. Geldart 
had perhaps more individuality than the rest, but all were 
excellent. 

4. 
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CANONS CASSOCK. 

The Exhibition 

We felt a strong sympathy with poor old Peter Quince 
(excellently played by C. H. Gilbert) in his efforts to make 
his little play success with the Duke. And we suspect that 
the withers of those responsible for this production were wrung 
by Quince's painful admission at rather a critical moment 
that " there is two hard things." The two hard things for 
the producer of "A Midsummer-Night's Dream" are the 
fairies and the lovers' quarrel. It is fatally easy to regard 
faines with the eye of the Christmas cracker publicity expert ; 
and in attempting to make the quarrel funny, to find that it 
has become dull and interminable. The problem is to give 
the lovers just enough life. Their thin individuality canngr 
stand much, and too little makes them mere sticks. From this 
point of view Greenwood, Hague, Cary-Elwe.s, and Kelly 
had by far the hardest tasks in the play, and they are to be 
congratulated on their striking success. It was a triumph of 
hard work and good judgment. 

Yet when all is said, the play takes its character chiefly from 
the " supernatural" element. Lyon-Lee was a light-footed 
Puck, and Grisewood made an excellent Titania. Perhaps now 
and again a faint note of tragedy crept into his reading of the 

lines v is a
he was dignified and quiet, grd spoke his beautiful 

lines  most satisfying manner. It was delightful to hear 
'Fitania's fine speech about the ivasous given in full. Evidently 
the management has the coinage of its convictions I 

But however admirable the other chars mers are, the fate of 
the play rests with Oberon. The whole of the action in the 

and revolves around him. It is with him to crgrte or to dispel 
the sense of enchantment which is the keynote of the play. 
He moves through his kingdom of night, guarding poor fools 
of mortals from then own follies, a symbolic figure of elfin 
majesty. We can give Toiler no higher praise than to say that 
we never felt this enchanted atmosphere in doubt for a 
momem. He was statuesque, aloof, a king of shadows. As for 
the fairies, the problem of the ddear was solved by making them 
as elemental as possible. Their close-fitting dark green with a 
little yellow drapery suggested nothing so much as the summer 
green and gold of an English meadow. 
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We mot not leave our notice of the play without reference 
to an important factor in its succos, the music. Until quite 
octet years the peculiar beauty of A Midsummer-Night's 
Dream " has bon lost to us through its alliance with Me, 
delssohn's musical setting. The real Shakespearean play is 
almost as distinct from what it becomes under the touch of 
Mendelsohn as Malory is distinct from Wagner, or Beau-
marchais from Rossini. But to dream our Midsummer Dream 
to the accompaniment of genuine Elizabethan music and 
old folk airs is to know that we have got back to Shakopeere. 
The riotous medley of clowns and fairies and courtiers throws 
as much fight on the character and experiences of its author 
as do the later tragedies. It marks the transitional phase in the 
life of the young countryman, dazzled by the glare and bril-
liancy of Elizabeth's court, but still haunted by the memory 
of the fields and woods of his native Warwickshire—the nine 
men's mortis, the sweet thunder of the hounds, and the old 
time folklore and goblins. The music chosen was in perfect har-
mony with this atmosphere the dance music of 

Perfect

Round" and " Nonesuch " reflected the joy and vigour of 
the countryside; and for this and the rot of the music the 
string quartet was just the right medium. The beautiful 
"Giles Farnaby—his Rest" was played throughout the stoves, 
wherever the central idea of the Dream is prominent in the 
tot ; and this proved an effective and sympathetic means of 
bringing into relief the principal note of the play, and binding 
it together with a thread of melody. This and the other 
numbers of the Booby Suite revealed the peculiar charm 
of being at once naive and poetical, and not without the dignity 
that belongs to the age of ruff and cuff and farthingales 
and things." 

The scenery was as effective as ever, the decoration of the 
wood scot being particularly well conceived. Temporary 
electric lights were made use of in ebb scoe, and their use 
showed that an adequate and permanent lighting system 
would put the finishing touch to the attractiveness of  the 
Theatre. 

Wh 14,1
the whole' Thitg.0"It ' did ;Fa=g res:vle thL11'-'ittefil;;on:df
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The Exhibition 

school prodotion, but rather a practised ensemble. The mete 
of the "Interlude" in Theseus' palace vvent vvith irresistible 
Lim And there were moments of real beauty. The final curtain 
wo mot effective, the fairies vanlihing from a darkened Stage 
with the oho of their lullaby coming faintly from the house. 
And one will not easily forget the picture of the graceful 
" Sellengo's Round," the rhythmical charm of the movement 
swinging to a merry old tune that " babbled o' green fields." 
Here we felt completely in touch with Shakespeare. Scenery 
and accessories moored lex than nothing. The sleeping 
Titania, the goblin sentinel, the green and gold figures moving 
in their "roundel" to the rhythm of violins were enough. 
To elaborate this would be to beat out upon a clumsy anvil 
the moonshine and gossamer of a poet's dream. 

Segos 
Scene i. Court in Theseus' Palace 
Scene ii. Room in Quince's Home 
Scene lii  near Athens 
Scene iv  Palace of Theseus 

Music:
T. Music is arrang. for String Quartet from Elizabeth. sources, 
and the Folk Dances used have been collected and arrangedby 

Mr Cecil J. Sharp. 
Overture: "The Staines Muds." "Chelsea Rm... Hunsdon 

House," and " Sellengers Round," from Playford. 
Canso. for Two Voices: " Swot Nun., come to thy Lover "Morley. 

Singers: A. L. Al t4SCOU. a. W. H. C. Coo 
Before Scene ii. " Amarillia " fro Playforel. 
Before Sane iii. "Giles Fernaby's Rat" Farnesby. 

The Dance in Scene in. is the Folk Dance of " Sellengees Round." 
Afier lee " Giles llama., Dreams" Varna, 

Before See., " Tower Hill " Famed, 
During Scene ss Giles Famaby's Masque" Fartsaby. 

Wedding March," Lord Willoughby,"fromPloyfond. 
The Dancm in Scene iv, are the Folk Dances of " Sellenger's Round," 

and Nonesuch." 
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CHARACTERS OF THE PLAY : 
TINSCUS. Duke of Athens . . 
Egeus, father to Bennie . . 

with Bennie 
Philostrate, Master of the Revels 
Quince. a Carpenter 

G.
W.S a' ==. 

C. E. G Carty.D. wed. 

C H. Gleamy 
Snag, a JOiner   B. W. HARDING. 
Bottom, a Weaver . . E. Sm.. 
Flute, a Belloves.mender . W. LguSgrns. 
Snout. a Tinker  W. J. RoescA 
Starvelin. a Tailor N A. GELDART. 
Hippolytag, Queen of the Ammons R. W. WILBERFORCE. 
Bennie, in love with Lysander . R. G. flaws. 
Helena, in love with Demetrius . P. P. HUTT. 
Oberon, King of the Fairim  1. E. Twang. 
Titania, Queen of the Fairies H. G. GRISPWCOD. 
Puck . . W. V. LYON-LER. 
PeaseLlassom D E. WALKER. 
COInlyll 1 rwrIes
SIONI 
Mustardsced 

Coon
Manion,

Tommey. T. Rochford, F. W. Johnson, G. S. Roman, A. L. Ainscough, 
W. H. C. Croft, R. R. Russell. 

FAIRIES: 
G. Bond, A. J. McDonald, C. Ryley, S. F. Dillon, P. T. Beasley, 

L. L. Falkinm S. H. P. Richardson, J. F. Taunton. 
On the following morning, Tuesday, June 8th, Fr Abbot 

sang a Pontifical Mass of Thanksgiving. The choir was placed 
in the Lady Chapel, and some fine singing was heard from 
them in Vittoria Mass, " 0 Quern Gloriosum." The Agnus 
Dei was taken from the Mass " Quam Pulchri Sunt," also by 
Vittoria, and at the Offertory was sung de Pearsall's beautiful 
and expressive "Salve Regina." At to o'clock came the 
Distribution of Prizes in the School Theatre. The Prizegiving 
was Mterspersed with speeches and music, but the interest 
of the morning centred naturally round the Headmaster's 
addrms. The School this year, he said, had been free from 
epidemics. Preparations had been made to repel any possible 
re-invasion by influenza, but the contingency had happily 

A  T:As774: 
C. TUCKER. 

The Exhibition 

na arisen. The establishment had, honour, suffered a loss 
in the death of Nurse Wood during the year, following upon 
an operation, and Fr Edmund paid a tribute to hex energy 
and devomdness as Matron. 

The Rugby Football season had been a stirring and a very 
succmsful one, culminating in the great game at Richmond 
in the Easter holidays. On that occasion Me Ampleforth XV 
journeyed to London to play a among team representing the 
other Public Schools of the country, and had defeated them 
by '4 Points to g. A large and vociferous body of Amplefordian 
supporters on the touch line could no doubt claim some share 
in the victory ! The great intermt taken in Rugby football in 
the School did not mean, however, that cricket ought to be 

given a definitely second place. He rather urged the School 
take at least an equal interest in the XI. In many respects 

cricket was the premier game, and so much keenness and im-
provement had been shown this year that he could call upon 
the School to set and maintain a high cricket tradition. 

In reporting on the work of the School during the year, 
Fr Edmund commented on the excellent results attained 
in the Oxford and Cambridge Certificate Examinations, and 
singled out for pedal mention R. T. Browne for two Dis-
tinctions in the Higher Certificate, and J. F. Leese, for a high 
pass into Woolwich. The School had recently been visited by 
the Inspectors of the Oxford and Cambridge Joint Board, 
and after some days passed in a thorough examination of the 
work and social life of the School, thry had presented a glowing, 
even enthusiastic, report. They were struck by the courtesy 
shown them by the School,bythe intellectual intmmts evinced 
by the boys in out-of-school hours, and partimdaily by the 
combination which rhry discovered of the new and the old, 
a union of modern methods with an old Faith and old tra-
ditions. The Headmaster then spoke of the problem of in-
creasing numbers with which Ampleforth was freed, and stated 
that, after giving much anxious thought to then uestion, the 
decision had been made to expand by means  the House 

atCeaarI't.ernuoZhtrenctrviacIr m'll 'albte7vvamtVZ •anIParne= 
took place. An account of this will be found elsewhere. 
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In the evening a concert of music by British composers 
wn given by the School Musical Society. 

The programme differed in two main points from last 
year's concert. The music, though not len classical, was of a 
lighter character, and the musicians—singers and instru-
mentalists—were all Amplefordians. To judge by the appre-
ciation of the audience, it was in both respects an improvement. 
A. F. Pearson, Green and Henderson have in recent tbnes set 
so high a standard that it n difficult not to utter platitudm on 
the excellence of their performance. But we welcomed e
pecially, as a bright omen for the future, the reintroduction 
of the trio by A. F. Pearson, L. I. C. Pearson, and H. Green. 

The vocal part of the concert was equally enjoyable. 
German's "Rolling down to Rio," sung by the Choir, and 
Browning's "Cavalier Songs set for tenors and basses 

tsarrteg ieM'eltd s
 end the hunt 

rue12 -1 
in their solos, and the community were represented by Dom 
John and Dom Stephen, the latter singing two delightful 
songs composed by Dom Felix. But undoubtedly the success 
of the evening was T. V. Webb, en Old Boy. He figured in 
both parts of the programme, and no greater praise can be 
given him than to say that his songs were even more appre-
ciated than his violin playing. The following is the pro-
gramme I 

PART I. 

PIANO SOLO PIM., "De Profundis " H. Balfour Garginer 
J. P. CRAWFORD• 

2. SONO When Childher Plays" H. {regard Davies 
An K. LI VINGSTONE. 

a TWO-PART SONGS fa) " In Summer Woods" 

16) "Sylvia Slaps" 
LIM/WES .0 ALTOS. 

SONGS (6) "In You, is Pleasure . . Graham Peel 
(b)" The Yeomen of England . Edward German 

J. W. B. FITZGERALD. 
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John Ireland 

Norman O'Neill 

The Exhibition 

t. Deem Sows (a)" Noel ', . . H. Balfour Gardiner 

Norman O'Neill 

A. F. PEARSON. 

6. Wows Soho . " Benedict, " 

T. V. Wersa (0.A.) 

" Rallirrg Down to Rio" 
CHOIR. 

S Cons • 

A. G. Mackenzie 

Edward German 

I. TWO sDripk to me only with thine eyes " arr. Roger Quills 
(In Minuet From " Miniatur.") . Frank Bridge 

A. F. PAArson L. I. C. Press., H. L. Gauen 

(Piano, Violin and 'Cello). 

2. SONGS (a)" The Happy Lover" . . Engl. 181h COIL 

(61" Loveliest of Trees" . . Graham Peel 

T. V. Wstsu (0.A.) 

3. 'Canto Sows (a)" Chanson de hlatin " . Eduard Elgar 

(O"Chanson de Not" Edward Elgar 

H. L. G... 

d Sou, fro performance) 
(a)" Fear no more (" Conheline Hard, 
(b)" Time, you old gipsy man" . Don Fe. Hardy 

MOM STe.sx RAF/troop. 

(accompanied by the Composer). 

3. PIANO SOLOS (a) " Island Spell" . . John Ireland 

Frank Bridge 

N. F. MMMERSON. 

6 Soros (a) " Come away, Death" Roger Quilter 

(in "Blow, Blow, thou Winter Wind" Roger Quills 

FOR JOH DDOX. 

y Gatos . From " Cavalier Songs" 
(a)" Marching Along" Grenville Hanka 

(6)" Give a Rouse" Gra., Paulo. 

LENORS AND Bass,. 

Con Snot TIM PING. 
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SCIENTIFIC CLUB 

THIS term the Club has had Mr Greenwood as Secretary, 
whilst Messrs Vatheems and Harding have completed 
the Committee. After the first meeting of the Club on 

May pth, it was decided to discontinue ordinary meetings 
during the summer term. Hence only one paper was discussed, 
that by Mr Lyle Smith, on "The Fertility of Soils." He A 
to be commended for his courage—and success—in speaking 
from notes instead of reading his paper. After an introductory 
explanation of the chemical properties of soil, he trthted the 
part it played in the nutrition of plants under three heads—
water movements, nitrogen and growth constituents, and 
organic operations due to microbry. Under these sections 
many points were dealt with, such as irrigation and drainage, 
manurry, rotation of crops, fixation of nitrogen, the action of 
fungi and clover nodules. In illustration mthy slides were 
shown of the work done and results achieved at Rothamstead. 

On May 17th a conversarione was held. Over a hundred 
guests attended, including the Catholic Headmasters who 
were th conference at Amplethrth. The programme, ithich 
had to be somewhat thered at the lot moment through the 
non-arrival of oxygen, was as follows 
1. A Cause of Mine Explosions . . E. F. Davies. 
z. The Gm.. a Silicate, Radiant Heat in-

G. T. Twemlow. 
Smitbell, Manx Se,parator; 
Cleaning of Silver wIth Soda and an Aluminium 

Experiments with Carbor1Dioxide 

.?,17,,rja..i.g Mold : : 
0. Hannonagraph Figures  

Cbladni, Plate Vibrations . 
sx Soap Bubble Experimen ts . 
xr. The Spheroidal State of Linttiax 
la. Life in a then of Water . 
x3. Some Surface Tension Phenomena 
Ix nit Duration of an Electric Spark 

So 

, • 

H. W. Greenwood. 
A. S. Pearson, I.W. Lyle-

Smith. 
H. V. Think., 
13. W Harding 

D. C. Ogilvie-Forbes. 

SCHOOL SOCIETIES 

THE FISHING CLUB 
THERE has been considerable activity on the part of the 
Fishing Club this ternm. A very pleasant and not unfruitful 
day was spent on the lake at Newburgh Priory with the Find 
permission of Lady Julia Wombwell. An extraordinary rise 
in the middle of the lake raised high hopes and a cautious 
approach in the boat revealed many large fish feeding freely. 
The ardour of the trout fishermen was somewhat damped 
when the first capture revealed a roach, which though of 
aldermanic proportions was, after all, only a " coarse" fish. 
Several splendid specimens of over of lbs. were landed as well 
as some perch. The trout were wary but several half-pounders 
were ereeled, all the victims of the fly. 

The trout in the brook were more coy than usual this 
thason and very kw were taken even by our more expert dry 
fly men. 

grigchroulhansot.,bomth„ou,f 
e the 

exanpdrimenh: 
ThF°'arPe'ar'Pseli'lleidtrlin 
for 

oho
 yowl idea. 

The Hardy Fly Reel, presented by S. Lancaster, Esq., for 
the largest trout taken on fly, was won by C. J. Stewart. 

THE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY 
Too Natural History Society, though it has not courted 
publicity in the pages of the Joverith, A neither on the wane 
nor passing through one of those climacterics so fatal to 
societies. It is as haleand active as ever, and the Summer Term 
of liqm will be remembered as fruitful in many observations. 

The number of small birds has enormously increased. They 
are evidently recovering from the frost of im6 which wrought 
such havoc among them. This year whitethroats and chi& 
chaffs were legion, but strange to say the brown linnet was 
comparatively rare. The garden warbler again reared a brood 
in the monastery wood. Bullfinclrys also made their hood 
there, but prying and unnatural hands robbed more than one 
of them. The homesteads of a golden-crested wren and a gold 

Sr 
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finch—borribile die/es—destroyed. Other goldfinches were seen 
but this was the only nest found. The hawfinch, a rare 
visitor, and the turtle dove were several times 

obceeeed. 

The hedgerow of Bolton Bank was a treasure house of 
nests. The long ailed tit, the twice, thee whitahroat, the 
chaffinch, the chiff-chaff and many others were ranged in 
close succession. Unfortunately the long tailed tits' beautiful 
home was despoiled and the young of the twice were removed 
—not by any member of our Society! 

In the valley we were glad to see once again the whinchaffis 
beautiful eggs and rejoice that the family was successfully 
reared. A pair of redstarts were seen near the Lion Wood, 
but their nest was never detected. The owls—chielly the tawny 
species—were once again numerous. One was found dead inwaters 

rough near the farm. Whether it was a felo de se or 
the victim of foul play, is not clear. Magpies and jays were 
more common than usual. Probably their numbers vary in 
inverse ratio with the number of gamekeepers in the district. 

This autumn the Society hopes notably to increase the 
variety and the number of birds in the immediate vicinity 
of the School by a judicious assignment of nesting bora to 
favourite resorts. 

We have to thank Mrs Mayne for presenting two very 
fine cockatoos to the aviary. A pair of buzzards has also been 
added. The golden eagle, still in solitary confinement, and 

on. clothed us all the sombre splendour of his full plumage, 
remains the pike de raved., of the aviary. 

F. J. Antscouc, Secretary. 

Sc 

THE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS 

THE following promotions were posted under date May es t, 
Pg. 

To be "I=„1 
to be Lancesffirpora . Cadet 

Aral oeec,o.

This term Sergeant-Major High (Scots Guards) our new 
instructor, put the contingent through a musketry course. The 
result was that fifty-one passed the ekmentary test, of whom 
twenty-seven also proved eligible for the classification list 
in the same year. In the classification list seventy-two qualified 
—thirty-seven obtaining first classes. The Anderson Cup for 
musketry was won by C.O.M.S. Greenwood. There was a gch,01,cowna  was won

ne 
by

 ltt frnott . I ate:pat= tee Challenge 
Shield, y 
Seffieant M. W. L. Smith until Easter, and later by Sergeant 
P. E. Gibbons. 

Sergeant
 Tlilste r  C

G. 
r it na was passed

Sergeant 
LffigLeannw Greenwood, 

Corporal Sleigh. 
Captain C. F. Drew, D.S.O., o.s., carried out the annual 

War Office inspection. The following is the report he made 
upon the contingent 

A'S/J.—Ceremonial and close order drill good. The con-
tingent was exceptionally steady on parade, and the carriage 
of the cadets in marching was above the average. 

Manneamm—The cadet N.C.O. in charge was well up to 
his work, and the section commanders handled their sections 
with confidence and ability. 

Direipline.—Excellent. Saluting was good all orders 
were carried out promptly and willingly. 

Tarn Ous.—Very smart. 
Arms and Equipmenc—Clean and in good order. 
General Remark—A very of  contingent. The spirit 

prevailing throughout is admirable. N.C.O.'s carried out 
their work in a most capable manner. 
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THE ANNUAL CAMP 
Sorry members of our contingent attended the annual 

camp at Mytchett Farm, Aldershot, forming the bulk of 
No. 4 Company of No. x Battalion. Although we had more 
than our share of ran, the camp was so Ideally situated as to 
reduce the inconveniences of wet weather to a minimum. 
Our battalion commander Major W. S. 0. Ward! Aldam, 
D.S.O. (Coldstream Guards) and his Adjutam, Lieutenant 
A. H. S. Adair, she. (Grenadier Guards) worked us hard but 
tempered the wind to the shorn Iamb. Camp life was thereby 
rendered most enjoyable. In addition to a graduated series 
of tactical manceuvres, we had some excellent demonstrations 
of the latest forms of warfare. The aviators from the Farn-
borough Aerodrome took part in the manceuvres, as well as 
members of a Lancashire Regiment quartered at Aldershot. 

At the camp sports Sergeant Fazgerald with his contingent 
won the blind-fold squad drill contest. In the relay race we 
were just beaten by Dens tone who were in the finals with 
Eton. Crawford ran well and gained considerably on his 
opponent. The Band gave a good account of themselves, 
gaining third place. They were beaten by Renton by two 
marks. Sergeant Greenwood and Sergeant Fitzgerald both 
performed at the evening sing-songs. Colonel R. C. A. 
McCahnont, D.S.O., commanding the Irish Guards, succeeded 
io infecting the whole camp with his own military ardour 
and proved a most popular commandant. At the final sing-
song he had a rousing reception from the schools. Every 
cadet will remember with pleasure the camp of Imo, on the 
last night of which there was a momentary excitement caused 
by the outbreak of fire in the tent of a school three lines from 
ours. 
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THE Colts Match, after elapse of several years, was revived 
again this season, and it served as a useful practice game 
for the XI. The bowling, of the 1st XI was altogether 

too good for the Colts and no ' dark horses " came to light 
The wicket was n the soft side and seemed to suit Au, 
cough's "slows," with which he secured nine victims for 
s4. runs. C. D. S. George played a good innings though he 
showed a want of judgment Cr selecting the ball to hit, a fault 
which marred his cocker sadly last reason. The fielding of 
the ret XI was keen and safe, but the throwing in rather 
slow and inaccurate, a fault which time and practice  should 
COITOCI. 

THE COLTS 

rar tliarer' 
c7re ata it etre a. 

."'" %Tit aCiaita 3:3 

ebttatian"r 
try: gani VGII4cri 

AMPLEPORTN RIPON SCHOOL 

The fi rst match of the seas n was played at Ripon on A1.9 
a 9th. The pitch was very soft, and the grass in the out-
field being very long, boundaries were few and Dr 
between. The batting of the XI was uneven, but under the 
circumstances a score of III was fairly good. Crawford and 
Dunbar batted very nicely. The difficulty of obtaining rum 
was even more apparent when Ripon went in to face the 
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bowling of Geldart and Ainscough. The fourth wicket fell 
at 26, and the remaining six wickets added one run. Geldart 
took four wickets for five runs, and Ainscough sin for zr. 
In their second innings Ripon fired little better. C. H. Gilbert 
bowled very steadily and secured five wickets for only twdve 
runs. Ampleforth won by an innings and a runs. 

AMPLEPORDO 
ord INteltr . IL Gilbert, 1137, b PIMP 

'W XerateeLty. D•ot out 

RIPON 

NDr:r= 
GilLert 

ratt, 
AZtouND Girte 
all= 8' • : 
trattl finest 

DIPLEPORTII D. LONDON ALIPLEPORNIANS 
After an interval of six years we were pleased once again to 

welcome our London Old Boys at Whitsuntide. Unfortunately 
they were unable to bring their full strength and they suffered 

rather severe defeat at the hands of the School, when after 
getting them out for eighty-eight they appeared to have 
victory within their grasp. However, Geldaru who took seven 
wickets for sixteen runs and Ainscough three wickets for 
eighteen runs, proved irresistible, and the Londoners were all 
out for the modest total of 38. The School had batted none 
too well in their first innings, and it was satisfactory to see a 
much more promising effort when they went in again. Craw-
ford's fifty-three was scored in good style, and Dunbar was 
batting very nicely when he was run out. 
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Cricket 
AMPLE. Tli 

an. Carter not out flc' rn'rr . 

'row (for 3 iv., 
ORD.. 

thaniZZ.:13Gelcat'
, fortlt ejollo4 cm. 

AMPLEFORTN V. ST MLR'S 9.1001 
This match was played on the School ground on June lath, 

and the home side won a most exciting game by six runs. 
The School batted first and gave a goad level display of 
batting. C. If. Gilbert and Loughran put on what proved to 
be an invaluable thirty runs for the last wicket. Gilbert's 
play was really good and suggested an earlier number on the 
card ! When St Peter, had lost four of their best men for es., 
it looked as though the game was over, but Mack and Craw-
shaw steadily wore down the attack and added ninety runt, 
before Geldart, who had just changed ends, found a way 
through Mack's defence with a ball that spread-eagled his 
ng; 

loss of
pharatdmbrezez. boartinog„ 111,tVa T dahostyt;

bowled by Ainscough a few minutes later when opening his 
shoulders to a tempting slow. 046 for 6. Geldart was 
bowling much more effectively from the north end and 
soon disposed of two more batsmen. Tasker was run out, and 
when the last man joined Barton ten more runs were required. 
Three runs were added and then time was called, but the tyro 
captains agreed to play the game to a finish and amid great 
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eacitement Geldart bowled down Pattinson's leg stump in his next over, a sporting finish to a most in  and en-joyable game. 
AMPLESORTN 

I: 
E:=L f:ri IS Geo Is 

te%% l as 7 

Hatr
rn 

a• 

Total 
PAST V. PRESENT 

This match, which was played on the Exhibition Day, June 8th, was TEES/ disappointing. The loss of two good bam-m early in the innings through faulty running between the wickets had a bad effect on the rest of the School side. The bowling of the Past was good, especially Le Fevre's, but hardly good enough to account for the poor display on the part of the School batsmen. The Past knocked off the required runs for the loss of two wickets and at the close had put together 059 runs for the loss of five batsmen. Le Fevre, for the Past took five wickets for six , and G. Ainscough three for
twenty-five for the School.teen

PRESENT PAST 
1:e. 

Crawford 0.11. ka Passe 

assa 
Goo 

Fl a.togen b 
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w 11 grar 
Cremona, lo lootog g

Cricket 

AldloLEFORTH v. L  C.C. 
Before the war Boldon used 

too 
isit us as Major C. Hines' 

XI. Out of respect for the memory of Major Hines the match 
was revived, and on June tied Boldon brought a very strong 
side to play us. With memories of rather easy victories in the 
past, we did not field so strong a side as we might have done. 
With the exception of a typically bold innings from the Rev. 
W. I. Williams, the batting of the XI broke down completely 
before the bowling of Lowings and Kitchener, and Bolden 
missy knocked off the required runs. We were sorry to have 

used the opportunity of seeing Hardisty, of Yorkshire, bat 
and the same may be said of Buchan, the famous " soccm " 
international. 

AMPLEFORTH 

wm 

(
1..1. 

Lord doPd Lod* 
N. A. ewe.. e mash 

H. W.  
1.K. 

Greenwood, Lowings 
Longbow, n num 

BOLO& CA. 

;,:toz?..-7.---- • 
ii.16:170. 
mem 

Total Vor 
AMPLEFORTH OTHAM SCHOOL 

This match, played on the School ground on June zeth, 
resulted in our third School victory. At an early period of the 
game, when Bootham had lost five wickets for twenty-sir 
runs, it looked as though the game was likely to prove un-
intermting, but a good stand by Durel and Christy improved 
matters and enabled Bootham to reach the moderate total of 
p. On going in to face this total, Dunbar was soon sent 

back but then Ainscough and Gibbons put on fifty runs, 
and when Gibbons lost his wicket the score was fifty-two for 
two wickets. The third wicket fell at eighty-three and two 
more at eighty-four. The game had veered round again and 
the result was once more in the balance. A splendid stand by 
Geldart and Mayne, however, quickly decided the match. 
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Mayne signalised his first appearance in the XI by a most 
attractive innings, his driving innarticular being very powerful 
and graceful. Geldart batted with snore restraint than usual 
until the match was as good as won, and then he sent the ball 
to the boundary several times before being caught in the 
outfield. The remaining batsmen went in to hit when the 
Gothamscore was passed and the score-sheet indicates the 
measure of their success. 

ROOTH.. SCHOOL 

P eorg e. feeleat N. A. GMT, 

. . .7 
AMPLEFORTH V. DURHAM SCHOOL 

Durham School visited at on July ;rd. We regarded this 
as our hardest match and we were quite satisfied at dismissing 
a strong batting side for 146 runs. Geldart and Ainscough 
bowled very well and the fielding of the XI reached a high 
standard. Unfortunately Mine robbed the School of what 
looked like being a good victory, as only 7t runs were required 
at the finish with eight -wickets in hand. 

DURHANI SCHOOL AMPLER... 

s is • on. 10, n 
 ooh ore . 

missed . ac n,ee  
ti °eorgo OdLarynean 

Mayne n 

Yk-r= 
. : 

6o 

HIP 

AMBLEI0.11 V. SIR ARCHIBALD WHITE'S XI 

Rain had prevented play in the match against the York-
shire Gentlemen in Jun and the former Yorkshire tocaptain, 
who hat been batting so e, well this season, volunteered bring 
a team to play us at Ampleforth. A large audience from the 
surrounding towns and villages lined the railings when Sir 
Archibald's side commenced their innings, and the captain 
received avery warm greeting when he came out of the Pavilion 
to bat. The wicket was very slow owing to heavy rain over-
night, and he found it hard to get the ball away at first. His 
solid defence soon wore the bowlers down and hemanaged 
to bring off a number of his famous hook strokes past mid-on. 
It was interesting to notice that he treated Geldart's deliveries 
with considerable respect. He was finally dismissed by a 
wonderful one-handed catch by Toiler on the boundary over 
the bowler's head, one of the finnt bits of fielding we have 
seen on the new ground. The School had only a little over an 
hour and a quarter what, and in that time got to within fifty-
two of their opponents' score of zoo. Rev. W. I. Williams' 
not out innings of toe was a most dashing display of vigorous 
cricket and was much appreciated by the large crowd, who 
had every reason to be satisfied with a day's cricket of five 
hours which produced 34S runs. 

SIR A WHITS'S XI. AMPLEFORTH 

Mel not eat. 

nor ....I • 
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ASIPLEFPRIX @NO XI) 9 ST name's (221,:n) 

This match was played a York on June rzth. A close 
game rexulted in a victory for St Peter's. After the School had 
made 03o, St Peter's seemed to have the game well in hand 
when thry had scored wo for three wickets, but then five 
wickets fell lot the addition of only fifteen tuns, but Buller 
and Maywood kept together a. the Ampleforth score was 
passed with one wicket in hand. 

MAPLES/OR. slils XI. 

0. k stoats.. 

AMPLEFORTIS (SAM XI) v. BOOTXANI (ZNI, X1) 

The znd XI went to York on June 26th and beat B.tham 
School by 44 runs The credit for the victory was due mainly 
to Hodge and Kelly, who put on 5o runs for the ninth wicket. 
Roth batted in most attractie style a. Kelly even went so 
far as to smssh a pavilion window. 

AMPLEFORTIT X// BOOTNASS OM, X5/ 

AV 2,11.1322. RON...  • "ess. blooshause, Box s Amass. h 
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naosa 

itt7eIR'sdL,T=, 
r 

D . A. 
nos. e wuneosess

eeto 
 „, • 

" Te ' ; ss,  v wftt  h • 

Ego-as . 
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Cricket 

Scarborough College znd XI visited us on July 7th and the 
School znd XI gained rather an easy victory over them by 
138 tuns. W. R. Emery made rya for the School. His 
cricket was forceful and although he had seiwial lives, his 
innings was a good one. J. Ainscough compiled a very sound 
innings of 5o. The School made 225 for seven wickets and 
Scarborough were able to respond with only 4 of which 
Frank, the son of the Yorkshire cricketer, made 39 not out. 

A Junior XI beat Aysgarth School at Ampleforth on June 
r9th. Aysgarth were dismissed for 89 and the School Juniors 
replied with sp. R. Lawson played a capital innings of go 
and Walker contributed a sound innings of 37 not out. The 
return match at Aysgarth was drawn owing to rain interfering 
with play. 
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OLD BOYS 

OUR readers will be sorry to hear that Captain Basil 
Collison died on July pat, after a brief illness. His 
last visit to Ampleforth was in June at the Exhibition, 

when he played cricket for the Past. He is best known to the 
present school by the fact that he brought us the news of 
the Armistice—landing on the cricket ground show twelve 
o'clock on November 00th, 0908. A later visit by aeroplane 
will also be remembered. Asa boy, Basil Collithn was one 
of the happily gifted, to whom all things came easily and 
norally. Apparently without effort the head of his Form, 
he at was also an exquinte pianist and at every game he seemed a 
natural adept. This facility might have made him an insuffer-
able companion but he had a singularly placid temperament—
never ruffied, never excited, never evth elated by his own 
facile succeftes, meeting every contingency with a natural 
common sense and a pleasant affability which made him
universal favourite. In his many natural virtues religion found 
a fruitful soil and a hallowed end was the fitting consummation 
of a career which neither intellectual nor physical gifts of a 
high order had robbed of a delightful and ingenuous simplicity. 

O .0 

CONCRANIATIONS to Edmund Leach who gained and Class 
Honours in his Law Finals. 

.1. .1. 

R. P. LISTON has been playing cricket for Edinburgh Uni-
versity. A. J. Kelly, who was cricket ethtain last year of 
Trinity College, Dublin, played for Ireland against Scotland. 

Cori 0.1.0ILATIONS to Charles Farmer, who was married on 
May 18th at St Benedict'a Church, Ealing, to Miss Madeleine 
Beard, of Ealing. 

.1. .1. .1. 

J. G. Swans, University College, was elected President of 
the Newman Society, Oxford. Viscount Encombe played 
cricket for Magdalen. 
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Old Boys 

Tr. Secretary of the Old Boys' Golfing Society sends us the 
following "The Society held its meeting on August 25th, 
on the course of Lytham and St Anne's Club, Sr nes-on-
Sea. The following were present Mr T. Ainscough, Mr 
J. Barton, Mr R. Barton, Rev. T. I. Barton, Mr G. C. Cham-
berlain, Captain G. H. Chamberlain, Rev. J. W. Darby, 
Rev. W. S. Dawes, Rev. V. H. Dawes, Rev. A. D. Firth, 
Mr B. Maywood, Mr C. Marwood, Mr G. Maywood, Captain 
M. M. J. Neville and J. Westhead. In the morning*" Home 
Cup " was competed for, against bogey. Mr G. Marwood was 
returned winner with a card of " onc down." In the afternoon 
play was for " the Baby Cup " in medal play and again G. 
Maywood was successful with a score of So-2-28 net. 
Unfortunately the Hon. Sthretath was unable to arrange the 
proposed team match against Stonyhurst. Dinner was served 
in the Club House, after which a small Committee was ap-
pointed to arrange for next year's meeting. Mr Basil Marwood, 
Pleasington Lodge, near Blackburn, would be glad to hear 
from any Old Boy who wishes to join next year's meeting, 
and from anyone who has any suggestions which are likely to 
further the interests of the Society. 

+ + + 
B. J. D. GERRARD was in the boxing finals at Sandhurst. 

di di 
Air the meeting of the Amp/eforth Society in September, 
Captain Abney Hastings, The Manor House, Ashby-do-la-
Zouche, was elected Sthrctary. He would be glad to hear from 
any Old Boy who wishes to join the Ampleforth Smithy. 
The retiring secretary, Mr J. M.Tucker, has filled that office for 
very many years and has earned the grateful thanks of all Old 
Boys. 

di di di 
Ws are glad to know that C. R. Simpson, R.E., has recovered 
from his serious accident and is at prewar stationed with his 
unit at Gosport. 

id di di 
Moths 2th Hon sth. E. P. J. Bronsdon is at present stationed 
at York, where he is D.A.Q.M.G. 
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A ussioarar. of John Bodenham, who lost his life in the war, 
has been placed m the church at Norbury. 

• * 

Tot following Old Boys visited us this term : 

p.rees7r.l 
Chamberlain,

  t. CI  're Co
ucker, Mr T. 

mmander

Mr S. RoctiDni;Captam.L. IWYire'tori. Mr H. Pike, Mr S. Rocliord, 
Mr C. Re. , Viscount Enro., Captain A. F. Wright, Mr A. 
Fors, Mr C. Marwood, Mr G. Marwood. Major G. Macriemott, Mr F. 
Heywood, yr P. Lacy, Dir B. Rochiorti, Mr Chamberlain, Cap.. V. 
Chamberlain, Mr Simpson. Captain D. Long, Mr H. . Gerrard. 
Mr L. Unsworth, Mr E. C. Forster. Mr L Lancaster, Mr. G. IDnes. 

• * 

CONGRATULATIONS to F. T. Courtney who won the Aerial 
Derby on July 24th. He had the misfortune to crash on landing 
after the on but happily was not badly hurt. Me Times 
of July 26th thus describes the accident " It was just after 
he had coon fisted the course that Mr Courtney met with his 
ccident. He had cleared the final mark and turned inwards 

to land but flattened out a second too late. The under-
carriage of the ' Semi Quaver' struck the ground, turned a 
somersault, and finally landed up side down. Mr Courtney 

has badly shaken and cut about the face. The propeller of 
e machine was smashed and the wings were injured." 

Many of those who had men the aeroplane at the Aero Ex-
hibition expected it to win the Aerial Derby. Over the two 
laps of the comae it developed a tremendous speed and flew 
the zos miles in one hour of minutes Is 1-5th secs, with an 
average of 055 4-5th m.p.h. 
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THE PREPARATORY SCHOOL 

Ton following boys joined the School at the beginning of 
the Summer Term 

E. J. Birkbeck, C. A. C. Ifee-Power, S. &rope. R. R. Rowan, A. J. 
Verney-Cave, A. Bevan. 

iP 
P. 

DD ummond and W. H. E.T:i74,td.r.s:.1rtch';‘i:hm:: 
T. new playroom has been furnished with a small billiard 
table, a bagatelk table and ping-pong tables. This addition 
to the school buildings has enabled us to increase our numbers 
to sixty. 

B B B 
B. B. Wn-sox has coached or for cricket. In the match against 
"Old Boys" at the College, our opponents scored :on for 6 
wickets, while our score was fifty for seven wickets. R. A. 
Rapp made 24 for us. The following was the Eleven R. P. 
Drummond, N. J. Chambers G. H. March Phillipps, E. W. 
Fattorini, 0. W. Ainscough,i. L. M. Lipner, W. H. Lawson, 
P. E. Grisewood, G. C. Glynn, R. A. Rapp, H. Y. Anderson. 

Tux batting average for the seawn was won by R. P. Drum-
mond and the bowling by G. H. March Phillipps. 

Tim following boys did their " Swimming Length " 
R. P. Drummond, 0.1- Emery, A.1. Verne, Cave. ,  l'hl8"fo,

G. C. Glynn, B. F. Ogilvie Forbes, J. Wood, R. A. Rapy 

Sconnuo has been carried on this term with the enthusiasm 
us.I in the summer. An excellent field-day was spent in 
Shallowdale on the 

As
Day, whilst visits from Captain 

Coates, the County Commissioner, and Mr F. J. Corballis, 
the County Commissioner of Northumberland, greatly 
stimulated the work of the troop. First class Badges have been 
gained during the term by Troop Leader W. H. Lawson 
and Patrol Leaders J. H. Alleyn, 12. P. Drummond and G. 

W. H.  All-Round Cords have been won by Troop Leader 
W. H. Lawson and R. P. Drummond. 
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At the end of term the Patrol Order was as follows 
Patrol Leader. Sword. 

1. Peewits R. IL Drummond W. V. Haidy 
s. St, G. J. Emery P. Ruddin 
S. Tiger G. Fishwick H. W. V. Heywood 
g. Panthers J. H. Me. 
t. Bulldogs E. . LPCIrambera 
fi. Owls P. 
7. BOA, t. '07itie Forbes 

T. population of the aviary is rapidly increasing, not only 
in number but in variety. We have to thank Miss Lawson 
for the gift of a Firefinch, MrsDawea fora Pope, and Mr A. 
Polka for Hawfinthes. The aviary now contains a pope, a 
cardinal and a bishop! 

The Boarder Canari. nested three times. Two broods 
succumbed to the cold after leaving the nest. The third was 
caged, and fed by the parent birds through the wires and all 
survived. The following have also nested and reared young 
the Zebra Finch. (twice), the Budgerigars, the Red'.Ils,
and the Laughing Doves (twite). The Rtbbon Finches have 
twice hatched out young but have deserted them before 
they were full fledged. 

+ 

EXPEDITIONS have beett made to Fosse, to the White Horse, 
Rievaufit, to Kirby...side and Cmtwold by various Forms. 

The White Horse .party Inspected Mr Mawe's kennels, mid 
others returned wnh .pfive jackdaws, owls, rabbits, and 
other zoological specimens ! 

4. + 
Too following boys were confirmed by Bishop John Vaughan 
of Sebastopolis, on Trinity Sunday t 

ChTSjit„.1,.fl..aren .C.Itsh'017,1 J. J. R. M.donald, a B. G. Tucker, T. Gadd, J. C. W. Rdell,
Ruddin, G. E. Raddin, H. D. F. Greenwood, N. J. W Stuith. On June 
apth A. Bev. made Ms first Communion. 
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Toe following boys were heads of their Forms after the 
examinations 
Lower Third N. J. Chambers First Form G. F. Young. 
Second Form M. F. Ogilvie Fortes Prspor tory 0. E. Ruddin. 

fit dt 
CONGRATULATIONS to N. J. Chambers Egi gH. Align, who 
have won entrance scholarships to the e. 

4. 4. 
We had the honour at the end of term of a visit from His 
Eminence Cardinal Gasquet, who not only distributed the 
prizes but spoke to us most encouragingly. Afterwards His 
Eminence had tea with us. He was accompanied by Dom 
Philip Langdon. 

4. + 

THE following programme was enacted before His Eminence
Plano Du. A. D. MICHONALD, W. J. ROMANCE. 

. . . J.R. rd.kosrdo. 

G. Jr 
EMout .  W. C. 

LoWEE TIIIRD and SECOND FOME. 

W. P. E. Getsewoos, G. T. Gators 
mar. E. J. 

S.
B. J. MURPHY, H. Y. 

ANDERSON. E. W. FATTOMNI, R. P. Daum-
... 

Scar  VSEARATORY'. 
E. 

J.
Scars and G. F. YOUNG. 

"U"" 
and'. =: 

..c2T07. 0000 
SDNG . . 
Rear., 
POEM SONG . 

Sow..Po;.7, . 

RECITATION . 
Foam Sons . 
Paso DUET 
IstrION . 

Pomo Soso  H D. F. GRZMITTOOD. 
RWITATION . . .   A. J. BIWAN. 

+ 
Toe following were the prize winners 

Lower Thrd. 
Religious Knowledge Eng. . j H. Alleyn 

B. J. Murphy History . R. P. Drummond 
Latin . Cagiatt Geography J. H. Alleys 
French . A. Cagiati Mathematics N. J. Chambers 
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Second Form. 

Religious Know16..1 , 6  . R. Riddell 
J. Wood 

Latin . M. F. Ogilvie Forbes Geography M. F. Ogilvie Forbes 
reach M. F. Ogilvie Forbes Mathematic E. J. Scott 

First Form. 

It,Iag6 Religious 
V, J 

us Knowledge O. F. Young History . G. F. Young 
Romance Geography 

E. 
G. F. Young 

English Romano Mathematics B. Tucker
Greenwood x.

Preparatory Fon. 

Religious Knowledge History . 

French . 
W.  = 

English . C. E. Ruddin 

J. 
RSs. Jondodi

Ruddin 

Extra Prims. 

Drawing . P. Ruddin Carpentry J. H. Alleyn 
Music . G.1. Emery Natural History B. J. Murphy 
Music (Theory) H.W.V. Heywood J. L. AL Lintner 

Cricket—
Batting R. P. Drummond Bowling G. H. March PhiBipps 
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THE AMPLEFORTH SOCIETY 

OBJECTS 

x. Tozitgal=s ca,u,, friends of St Lawrence's in further.g 

'' firasnersiZtIM 'Zirrit' nft=trfin eell' A=11= 6'all 'oef 
good.will towards each dher. 

y. To stimulatenspirit of emulation amon t the studen.by annually 
providing certain pings for their comgspetition. 

Five  Haan are said annually for living and dead Members, and a 
special A Regu.m P for each Member at death. 

The Annual Subscription of Members 01110 Society is rose, payable 
in advance. but in We case of boys whose written application to join 
We Society is received by the Secretary within six months of their 
leaving the College, the Annual Subscription for the .31 three years 
shall be As. 

Life Membership Lamor after yearsof subsciiptions,(5. Priests 
become Life MemIxirs w1 el their total subscriptions reach izo. 

Se r[ raPrItr..ai=rasaTit:TV:a:c7I 'lcoVarAtErfraleotegi ocli: 

THE AMPLEFORTH JOURNAL 
THREE issues of the Joomiwt. are published each year—

July, January, and May. The Annual Subscription, 

71. 6d., including postage, should be paid in advance at the 

tommencement of each year. Single copies of past or 

current issues may be obtained for u. 6d. An extra charge 

is necessary for Vol. I, this being out of print. 

The Title-page and Index of any Volume will be forwarded 

gratis on application to—

THE SECRETARY, 

Ampleforth Abbey, Mallon, Yorks. 
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STRANGE STORIES FROM SOUTH 

ITALY 

IT is related in the records of Wanninster Abbey. that 
when a monk had reached the age of forty years in the 
monastic habit, his active life was presumed to be at an 

end, and he retired to dignified smlunon, "on the shelf." 
Henceforth he was exempt from ordinary observance of 
refectory and choir, he was given a cell to n himself with vaous 

br s of the be diseased inr hisd " 
and a monk of these 

ble 

years was termed a Stagiarius. Inc nacm' e 
is curiously suggestive. Can it be dog-Latin for the " old 
stager " of modern slang. ; or, more likely, has our familiar 
epithet been really derived from this mediaeval term, a 
Stager, gradually growing into an old-stager 1 The Smog 
of a term of forty.years ia noteworthy as indicating the brevity 
of life expected sn those " merrie times," or perhaps later 
entrance mto religion. Nowadays few monks dream of retiring 
so prematurely, and jubslarians, who are more pkntiful than 
they have ever been in the past or are likely to be in the 
future, must reach the full term of fifty years without attain-
ing even then to recognised privilege. Probably they don't 
desire any, and would sooner be pulling in the shafts than 
pining in the paddock. When a Stagrarius, however, has reached 
the phase of mecdotage he may be allowed to cull harmless 
memories from the past. Many years ago then, when pursuing 
studies arid other things op and down Italy, I came across 
certain incidenn and stories which, though not particularly 
important or extraordinary, have a preternatural or other 
interest ; and they either came under my own cognizance 
or were told me by credible people as bemg certainly true. 
They are given here for what they are worth ; vnth the 
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remark by way of preface that in South Italy, among a popu-
lation of simplicity and faith, one is less surprised at such 
happenings than in colder climes where faith and devotion, 
when they exist, assume more sober guise. 

THE LAYBROTHER'S GRAVE 
Ina Franciscan convent not far from Naples, not many years 

before this tale was told, a poor, old lay-brother had died 
with some repute for sanctity, and was buried in the usual 
south Italian grave, which would be rudely made a. shallow. 
After some days he appeared to another brother in sleep or 
vision, complami. of the state of the grave in which he had 
been buried ; it was damp and disagreeable ! and he demanded 
that his remains should be moved to a more honourable 
resti 

m
ng place, ore fitting for one whom God destined for 

the honours of the altar !The poor brother made the vehicle 
for so strange a communication hesitated not unnaturally 
about carrying it out. Whether it were dream, hallucination, 
or celestial vision it would certainly bring ridicule on himadf. 
After a few nights the apparition returned, and with more 
urgent expostulations, so next morning, in fear and trembling. 
the brother sought out the Father Guardian and delivered 
his message--only to be ridiculed and repuhed. Anxious and 
frightened he awaited another visit ; sure enough the visim 
reappeared a few nights later ; and on narrating his attempt 
and its failure, he was urged to try again, this time with 
menaces, for the grave was filling up with water, and the 
holy body was falling to pieces ! 

No better success attended his musage on this semnd 
occasion, except that the Superior, moved a little by his per

and simplicity, bade him, if the vision returned, 
ask fora clear sign that the mandate redly came from above. 
When nut the dead lay-brother appeared, the living one, When

so much afraid now, refused to repeat his strange embassy 
mless he were given very unmistakeable evidence of its reality, 
nom thong sufficient to convince even his sceptical Superior. 
"I will give you a sign then," replied the other, "you shall 
have something to show " ; and with that he took hold of 
Inci Idt arm with his right hand, and threw it into the lap of 

7. 

Strange Stories from South Italy. 
the as  spectator ; " Take that to the Father Guardian, 
and see if it will convince him!" It certainly did; and when 
the grave was opened, there, sure enough, it wee found to be 
filling up with water, the holy body was lying incorrupt—
but the left arm was missing! 

After such evident proofs of the designs of heaven the relies 
of the saintly brother were promptly removed to a more 
honourable and drier resting place, where they await the 
judgment of the Holy See ; I have not yet learnt that the cause 
has hem introduced. 

THE BURNING HAND 
The searching strictness of Divine judgment and the 

severity of purgatorial pain have been illustrated by ma, 
stories  of which the following is a fully authenticated example. 
Some years ago a saintly religious died at Foligno, in the 
Convent of Poor Clara, whose observant life and love or 
poverty proved her a true daughter of St Francis. All cus-
tomary rites and pious offices were duly discharged in he: 
regard after herd eath, but the repute for holiness which she 

.enjoyed among her ousters may lure checked the full flow 
of their suffrages and penances. She could hardly need them, 
she must be already'n the bliss of paradise ! But God's judg-
ment is more searching than man's, and even in the angels 
He finds stain. One night the dead nun appeared in vision 
to one of her sisters, bewailing their forgetfulness, her features 
pale and disfigured by grief. She was will detained from the 
D!o.. Presence. Strictly careful as she had ever been as to 
her own wants, she had, as custodian of the clothes of the 
community, yielded too easily to the requests of others in 
this matter, and for her share in these slight faults against 
poverty she must still do penance and still needed her sister's 
prayers. Top rove the reality onthe anifutation she laid 
her hand on the wooden hood f them cell door ; and they 
nut morning, dearly to be seen, burnt into the wood.was 
the blackened impress of a human hand, recognised as the 
dead nun's by the malformation of one of the fingers. And 
there the mark of the burning hand is to be seen to rho day, 
enclosed now under glass; for after full enquiry the portent 
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was verified as authentic by the Bishop and is allowed to be 
inspected by the faithful. A vivid memorial of purgatorial 
pains to confirm men'sfeeblefaith and stir up devout sympathy 
for the Suffering Soule! 

MANNA OF ST NICHOLAS 

A not uncommon marvel connected with the shrines of 
certain saims is a flow of moisture from their tombs orbones, 
either continually or at certain times, which possesses 
miraculous or medicinal properties and is the frequent 

possesses

of healings and supernatural favours. The liquid is termed oil, 
or sometimes " manna." On this side of the Alps the best 
known and perhaps only modern example of this phenomenon 
I. the oil from St Walburga's shrine at Eichstadt; but Matthew 
Paris tells of the oil collecting in the grave of St Robert of 
Knaresboro' and of favours following upon its devout use, 
in which modern sceptics find early video of the virtue 
of the local sulphur springs On the other side of the Alps 
several well the  Mstances occur of this phenomenon. 
A sweet smelling liquid surrounds he sncorrupt body of St 
Tares a a; Alba; Si Bone:Ikea couch at Rojam and the bones 
of St Andrew at Amalfi distil this mysterious !char; and 
in the case of the Apostle records tell of a similar mani-
festation previous to the translation of his relics from Con-
stantinople. At Bari the wonder-working tomb of St Nicholas 
of Myra—one of the famous pilgrimages of the world—is 
still glorified by the same marvel ; and the following story 
regarding n was told to my informant by the Archbishop 
of Bari himselh One day a woman came to the Basilica and 
begged fora phial of the holy oil from the saint's shrine, 
and on receiving it took it home and placed W on a table in 
her room. Returning after a little while she found the bottle 
standing still full, but the liquid was flowing over the table 
on to the floor In amazement she called in some neighbours 
who saw the phial bubbling up like a fountain with the oil 
slowly trickling from it. Canons from the Basilica summoned 
to examine the portent discovered that a small particle of 
bone, apparently detached from the holy relics, had been 
poured with the oil into the bottle, and was evidently the 
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source of the flowing stream. On the bone being reverently 
returned to the shrine the flow of " manna " immediately 
ceased. 

ST BENEDICT'S BED 
Rojate, of which mention boo been made as the source of a 

similar phenomenon, is a little mountain town perched high 
on the Alban hills, which one visits on the romantic mad 
leading from Subiaco to Olevano and Gennasano. Its legend 
runs as follows. Once when St Benedict was returning from 
Rome to Subiaco he found himself belated at this place and 
sought shelter for the night boo rum... of pestilence rife 
in the city had reached the tovm and the mountaineers were 
in no mind to run risk of infection. Fear of plague was too 
much for hospitality; they refused the monk admission 
within their walls, and he was forced to spend the night on 
the open ground outside. The rock, lesshard than the vil-
lager's hear., softened at his touch, and as he slept received, 
and retained, the impress of his venerable form. Sure enough, 
there on the surface of the limestone you may see a depression, 
long and deep, as though a sleeper's limbs had rested on a soft 
ouch. It is just the Mope and size of a tall figure; some 

even discern in m inute crossed lines on the stone the mark 
of the re of a rough monastk tunic. Sceptics may say 
that it is nothing more than a curiously shaped hollow war 
by water in the rock, not unlike others outside the little 
oratory which in the seventeenth century was built by a 
Princess Barberini over the venerated spot. 

Them is something more wonderful still. Each year about 
the date of the saint's feast there gathers in the hollow stone 
a mysterious liquid or oil, "manna " they call it locally, 
to the pious we of which bodily healings are ascribed. The 
parish priest of the town testified to such ewes from his own 
observation. When the flow does not take place, as it does 
not every year, the cessation is supposed to portend some 
calamity to the Church or to Subuco or the Order. In the 
various years, when the Papal Soot es were invaded, when 
Rome was occupied, and when the monastery was seized by 
the Italian Government, the manna had not been seen to flow. 
B. the strangest part of the story remains, and this was 
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told us gravely by the Prior of Subiaco, Dom Leone of fragrant 
memory. Some years previous a French bishop had taken 
away with him a phial of the oil exuding from this stony bed, 
and submitted it for analysis to an eminent chemist in France, 
without indicating anything norm its source or nature. After 
analysing and testing the hquid every way the professor was 

Efte.;npar:17:;:o‘tar:,;lnztiZI.2:4 Lu'o'rcourse 
it but if you must have my impression, I should say 
it is human sweat !" 

EARTHQUAKES AT MONTE CASSINO 

A first visit to Monte Cassino is not easily forggrten, nor 
a first earthquake;i  when the two coincide thgr are likely 
to make an press ion not easily obliterated. One evening 
mon after our arrival at Monte Cassino for St Benedict
foot, another English monk and myself were standing after 
supper in the upper corridor of the abbey when, suddenly, 
the floor and walls were felt to tremble, and a slight sound was 
heard, exactly, se is seemed to or, as though a door banging 
in a gallery below had shaken the building. The walls A the 
old monastery are far too solidly built to shake like an English 
house at the banging of a door, but with this idea in 
our minds we English took no notice of the slight tremor, 
and were extremely surprised when the monk jumped quickly 

too  une
pected agility exclaimed "C'r on' erossa!" To our inexper-
ience the scene was just a trifle amusing. If than a eroma 
(earthquake) we didn't reckon much of it! There was no 
immediate repetition A the tremor, and after a while we went 
down to Compline, which was recited in the corretto of the 
crypt, beneath the sanctuary of the great B.ilica, immediately 
behind the shrine of our holy Father. All were mated in a 
semi-circle round the apse, the Lector in the middle of the 
choir reading the collation from the Holy Rule, when again 
a muflled sound rumbled in the bowels of the earth, and a

or,  quite unmistakeable this time, shook the whole fabric. 
One could feel the movement as it came undulating along the 
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nave of the basilica. No one stirred, impassive sat the monks 
in their stalls; the monotonous voice of the reader continued 
unshaken. Qui habitat in seljutorio Altissiesi, proteetiont 
Dei tali faxmorabitue. 

The office proceeded; once again came the rumbling sound, 
and the shaking short but very distinct. Round the trembling 

are the circle 
dP i 

of
es eTttr:=Zle'at• broke .1°4 

their house and stood awed at their impr.sive mien. But 
now we realized the significance of the experience, and it was 
a weird sensation. One thought of the demon gods of belated 
pagans with whom Sr Benetlict fought on this mountain 
heigh whom he had driven from their ruined shrines, and 
had chained in its only caverns. Wow they smuggling now 
and shaking them conqueror's towers, for as old legends tell, 
stirring and m.iling in imvitent rge, from time to time 
they stive to drive away hp's sons and destrgr his fortress. 
But t  hers,int h. promised that no life shall ever be lost through 
earthquake on his holy hill. Shocks are not infrequent, and at 
times cause considerable damage. Thrice has the monastery 
been destroyed by earthquakes, but never has a life been lost. 
The sons rest secure in their Father's protection. As the 
chant proceeded that night a deeper sense of Me sacred words 
came over one Mir obeenbrabit eibi—noss tinsebis 
a tintore eaettem—eaDet a Inure tee aurae nee 
apprapinquabier. 

After Coropline the two English pilgrims returned to their 
cells and sat awhile together. Again and again the trembling 
occurred with the low rumbling no and whatever our 
ignorance and indifference before, we grew to realise its 
gravity before midnight, There is a strange sensation of 
uncertainty and unfamiliarity when the solid ground rocks 
and groans beneath one's feet. What can you co  stable 
when the very earth is ing ? and once it begins you never 
ran tell how much moremovit will shake, or how much the house 
will stand. Altogether that night some twelve or fourteen 
distinct shocks were registered; no serio. damage was done 
but next morning new cracks were visible in the ancient walls., 
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SUBIACO 
If Monte Cassino as the place of his death and burial enjoys St Benediot's special protection, no less does Subiaco, bis earlier home, shave in his shielding power.. monastery of Sac ro Spec o is both on the side of a precipitous mountain 

enclosing the Sacred Grotto where the saint began his monastic life. There is no space on the steep hillside, even less than at Amplefortli, fora great quadrangle, and barely room for a church and the long buildings that cling like a limpet to the rock, but
the rocks below. In one part the beetling cliff actually over-hangs

:11.1ToTerellYthgit:::t ' gies.4 rrot rourcItZbewliTi4 days have bound the cliff together with iron girders —a prudent precaution, for teemust use human means when available ; but bands of steel are not the abbey's only safe-guard nor rho earliest for in the cloister garth below stands a statue of the saint, looking op to rho face of the menacing cliff, with hand uplifted as though to hold it book. And beneath is inscrihed the bold command 
Perms, o lupe, e non daneggiare i mmi figli ! 
Hold firm, 0 rock, and harm not my children. 

The peril of building in them romantic sites is proximate enough and always grave. I have stayed more than once in the old Capuchin convent at Amalfi now a famous albergo. Built on a site somewhat similar to Subiano it boasts an even more glorious outlook, the blue sea be/ow, the vine-clad pergola in front, the decayed old city by its side, and behind the lofty mountain range. Profaned now to secular uses it can perhaps no longer claim special protection from heaven, and between my tvvo visits a great mans of rock had given way, bounding on to the building below of which it des-troyed nearly one third, and crushing several victims in its fall. Over Subiaco and Cassino St Benedict still th ewit father's care ; his sons dwell safe by the cave and  grave where began and closed his monastic life; still pilgrims Bock in numbers to his shrines and heavenly blessings fall iv anther to their prayers. 
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A WALK IN CHESHIRE 
(SEPTEMBER 0500, 090) 

AT noon the sun was throned high, 
Unclouded late September's sky;
And faintly toucht the woods with flame, 
When past Vale Royal's barred gate 
(Our Lady's cloister desolate), 
By shining Weaver's banks I name. 

O'er bracken-gladden'd waterside 
Linger'd the smile of summertide, 
The rashes flowed ;russet-brown 
The moorhen fled across the pool, 
And ever radiant clear and cool 
Blue heaven on windswept earth looks down. 

By Bradford mill did harebells shy 
In blueness with geraniums vie; 
The long lane wander'd on unseen 
To hidden Whitegate's folded leas; 
Like Gothic choirs the tall beech-trees 
Rose pillow-wise o'er Fox-twist Green ; 

And through a hedge-gap shimmer'd near 
The silver blue of Bedworth mere. 

totti lart7s',"' befrZI"t  ri,thd lanes, 
Late sheaves uplifted on the warns, 
And Tarporley at eventide. 

Till by an ambush in the west 
The royal sun was dithossenst, 
Borne into cloud-captivity ; 
While Heaton Castle, gaunt and stark, 
Fronted the foray of the dark. 
Lamps kindled in the hostelry. 

H. E. a lions. 
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THE HASTINGS PAPERS 

(By the kindness of the Countess of Loudoun we are enabled to publish in the ASIPLIPOStyli JOURNAL a series of hitherto 
unprinted documents of historical and general interest, 
selected from the archives of the Hastings family at Ashby-de-
la-Zouch.—Eorroa]. 

I. THE ELIZABETHAN MAN-HUNT 

THE following 
third Earl f Huntingdon, o ord, 

letter was wri
Praident of the North, 

to Henry Hastings, 

by the Lords of the Privy Council, on August gth, 158s, 
a few days after the taking of Father Edmund Campion, sy., in Berkshire 

To our verie good Lords the Earl of 
Huntngdon, L. President of her Manes 
Coonseh established in the Northe Panes. After our eerie hartie comendacons to your good Li  We doubt not but that you have bearde how Echnunde Campton hah been of late apprehended end brought 

in 
to London upon his examinacon be hathe confessed to have ben in such places of that Countie of E'er as,  are contained in a sclieti tonthe backstlevher. e:f. Wherefore bevy aiarnveka or nd 

nrea 
we

;servants to repaire unto eyrie of the said Places. and to apprehende the parties. and diligentlie to searde their houses for books and other superstitious stufd. And further your L. shall give order, that straight enguine and examination be made bothe of them and others of their a., and nighbourboo. how often and at what time they and everts of them have ben in the said .Camplons companim of_any other Jmude or Priest in what Illaveh, and m y at compame . How he he connnued to hem sad houses, or of an others, from whence he came. whether he twent and with whome how often he or anie other Jesuite or Priest said Masse M their houses, or in er ne other Places to their knowledge whether they themselves or ink other have horde Masse or ben reconciled or confessed What reliefs M momsye apparel] or oilletwise has dm seven by them, or anie other to their knowledge to the Mid Campion, Persons or anie other Jenne and Priest and what roan be become of them, together with suche other partaities An. your L. and Me Commissioners which 
and 
mause by you a nted shall thMk fitt to be ministered unto them evene of than: so as the whole trothe maie be understood we are desirous it shoo... And Mr the said Partiesnamed. the schedule, or such others as shalbe found to have ben offenders in this case, we think it mate Mat after their examinacon taken they were comitted 
to 
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The Hastings Papers 

to the*, of the sheriffs or elsewher torema. under his aistodie 
mila they shall enter into bands with good suerties to her Mate use 

m to &parte their houses before they shall understand° from us her 
attes further Pleasure therein and . previa, your L. to advertise 

as what you shall have done herein : We bidd your good L. right 
hartiiie farewell. Frora Grenewich the Mph of Augus krona. 

Your L. akin. loving trend. 
W. Burghley. F. Knotty's. 
F. Bedford. Jarnys Croft. 
R. Leycester. Chr Htton. 

Postscript. In the questions hothe hefore specified and such others as 
shalhe propounded°. the Parties, we prate you to have a spesiall 
regard unto the Tenor and time of her Matra proclamacon pub,
ash. She yin m Januark last ccescerning Jesuit. and SemMarie 
P rtes. 

'' e,fer. ts'IttZrr.o nrZes'o'chhe 
 Lity of 

Vric'efghtsreeantrs 
Vavassor call. her husband being then in Prison. He was also 
at the houfe of one Be  lie hath 

if
who brought 

him thither neither did he knowe the company. He w. at Sir 
William Babt pes. He teas at one Mr Gritriston, in Yorkshire. 
He Kishh  ben 

dupes 
Mr Haukmworths Yorkshire. Mr Moore 

and s tin  fe of Yorkshire were found by Campion at the Wife 
of Si, John Southworthe in the house  A Lancaster. At Easter 
I.t he was at one Mr Haing.. house in Yorkshire. He I, there 
a good time almut re dayes. He dwelleth at a place caned St 
John Mount. there he was busy at his study. and made a good 
part of his Satin booke, there were one Mr Woodward a gent. 

;2'3X "t  h2oir 
sent

12'y 
lattn 
 b16 ; o one 'Aar son who 

delivered yt Mr Glaisbyes house in llorlashire. 

The interest of this letter lies in the fact that it contains 

in summary form what may be called a first-hand account of 
a past of Blessed Edmund Campion's into  " con-

fessions." Of these we have an account in Father Campion's 
own words ; for in his speech upon the gallows " he desired 

all them to r,orgive him whose narom he had confesmd upon 

the rack (fo upon the Commissioners' oaths that no harm 

should tome unto them), he uttered som persons with whom 
he had been " (Challoner, Memoirs seenM  Prisms, 

ed. r878, p. 36). Hitherto it has bee 
pottibir

 only to 

reconstruct these confessions by inference from Privy Council 
lists of namm, domments of which the dates, evm in different 
parts of the same paper, are uncertain and highly disputable. 

St 
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With regard to the vexed question of the authenticity of 
these confessions, an historical monograph would here be 
out of place; but I have been able, from contemporary 
papers in the British Museum and from the remarkably 
complete dossiec of historical evidence placed in my hands 
with the courtesy of scholarship by Father j. H. Pollen, gi., 
to suggest with some confidence the following conclusions 

(i) The account given by Father Campion himself (which I 
have quoted above) is the simplest and most complete state-
ment of what °centred. 

(ii) He confessed nothing that would bring his hosts within 
reach of the law (that is, reconciling, the saying of Mass, or 
hearing of confessions). This is established by a passage 
in the Privy Council Records, dated August llth (nearly a 
fortnight later), which is a summary of " a letter to Mr 
Lieutenant of the Tower, Me Doctor Hammond, Roberte 
Beale, or to anie 3 or of them, thancking them for their 
pain. taken nthh.amacions taken of Campton . they are 
required to examine Campion, Peters and Porde, who refuse 
to conf.se whether they have said anie Ma.. or no, whome 
they have confessed, and where Parsons and the other 
printer be . ." 

(ni) It might be objected to this that Campion's hosts were 
liable to be proceeded against for " harbouring " a priest 
under the proclamation mentioned in the postscript of the 
Council's letter printed above. But Campion had the oath of 
the Commissioners that no harm should come to them ; and 
it is a notable fact that although the Council proceeded to 
harass these unfortunate people, the historical records of the 
time show that in case were they prosecuted in direct 
connection with theirno dealings with Campion. 

(iv) It may fairly be surmised that the names of Campion's 
hosts, well known even to modern students of the period 
through other contemporary sources, were even better known 
to Campion's examiners, and that they put them to him in a 
series of leading questions which made conceahnent seem 
to the tortured man quixoti and more than quixotic, futile. 

The answer to this Privy cCouncil letter still exists among the 
Burghley papers in the British Museum, written in Hunting-
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don's own hand, from York, on August 18th, 1581. It runs 
as follows 
To the ryglIte honorable my var. good Lord the feed Treasouren 

What 1 may bee hable to perform touchmige the Come,. ai , 
1.1...leth.concernyngs thoae thwice which Cmpion ha..;;;essyd 
your than have so stunt at may h.. Isar. am.. roar La of 
yt sum thy,,,e why. 1 sec he. bath contesaydme,,Irue and yf my 

" t" %yhtel 'nehlZa 'net " s7t= bee 

E wo'Pstgr 
ne 

 le= tit : 'p;.112,:morg: 
man your Le is not ignorant° and thynke the place bee not mendyd 

knele`,=E;L:r5r;Z° the
Your Lee most assured 

H. Huntyngdon 
PRES. 

The conclusion of the matter may be given in a line from 
the manuscript records of Campion 's torturers (British 
Museum Lansdowne MSS. 982, f. 19 verso), which tells us 
that, with all the racking he underwent, that left him unable 
even to raise he hand 

en
plead at his trial, "he denyeth to 

answer to any question of moment." 
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SCOUTING IN PREPARATORY 

SCHOOLS 

AN ENQUIRY INTO ITS EDUCATIONAL VALUE 

SO much has been written on the subject of Boy Scouts, 
so effectively has it been boomed, particularly in the 
illustrated papers, that one huitetes to add to the stock 

of literature o so familiar a subject d prier de vow cannier. 

But, now thin a troop of Boy Scouts forms as much a part 
of the life of a Preparatory School as an Officers Training 
Corps does of a Public School, it seems worth while to re-
consider the movement in its new relation and to ascertain 
its educational value. Has it been taken up by the Preparatory 
Schools because it is the latest craze in the boy world as the 
larger world of life takes up jazzing or motor scooting at the 
dicta es of the hour's fashion 1 

We recognise, of course, that the Preparatory School boy 
is a species, albeit a peculiar and distinctive species, of the 
genus Boy, and that, therefore, what has attracted and 
proved beneficial to boys of all types, classes and races wiB 
probably attract and prove beneficial to him. But, inasmuch 
as he is a peculiar and distinctive species (no disrespect is 
thereby implied) we have the right to ask whether it is really 
suited to him as it is apparently suited to boys M general, 
whether it subset es the true ends of education and is not 
merely an attracnve diversion. Modern education is already 
so complex and modern psychology has so elaborated its 
methods that there is a very urgent danger of the real ends 
of education being lost sight of. Indeed, non-Catholic 
education is face to face with this very problem and can find 
no satisfactory solution. " Lost," says Professor Munsterberg, 
" are the good old times which were sure of their ends but 
did not know the means of reaching them 0 and there is upon 
us the new order which supplies us with plenty of means 
but forgets that means are never substitutes for an end." The 
Catholic, sure of his ends, can welcome any improved means 
of attaining them, and should be ready to adapt his methods 
as mental re arch progresses. At the same time, tradition 
and centuries of experience will prevent him from falling 
Mto the danger of fofionring blindly the latest scientific fad. 

eq 
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He will not become so enmeshed M method that he is finally 
compelled to it down and look hopelessly round, wearily 
murmuring, "I am getting there all right,but where on earth 
am I going t " And this is all too patently the position of 
so much so-called Education to-day. Etymologically, at any 
rate, Education" is a "leading " and that, surely, presupposes 
a goal whither the child may be led. But, although the 
educational progress has become a sort of elaborated Cook's 
Tour, it suffers from the fact that the guide, though full 
of information on every topic, has, aB too freguently, lost 
all sense of direction. But, as we have said, this vagueness 
of direction M Education, felt at least since the days of Aris-
totle but acute in modern days, has no meaning for the 
Catholic educationalist. 

The end M clear and can scarcely be better expressed than 
in the words of Bishop Medley, "To educate is to <ulnae., 
develop and path all the faculties—physical, intellectual, 
moral and religious and to give to a boy's whole nature its 
completeness and perfection, so that he may be what he ought 
to be and do what he should do, to form him as a man, and 
to prepare him to do his duty in life to those about him, to 
his country, to himself and so by perfecting his present life 
to prepare him for the life to come." This is the end we have 
in view. In attaining this end we may use whatever best offers
and whatever claims to come within the mope of Education 
must satisfy us that h truly subserves those ends. It may be 
that the connection is not at once at t and obvious—it 
may be to some extent indirect—but the

m
ti  must be 

proved or the thing must be rejected absolutely. Sometimes, 
too, we shall have a choice of method and then their rival 
claims must be examined in the light of modern psychological 
teaching. In this way constant progress is possible and room 
may be found for the inclusion of some new and improved 
m  teLd

us then, in the light of these considerations, examine 
the claims of Scouting to be included in the work of the 
Preparatory School. 
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Does it offer a method of achieving some part, at any rate, 
of the ends hid down for us in our working definition of 
Education Will it achieve this better than any other method ? 
Is it in harmony with the results of recent educational psych-
ology ? Is it or can it be, adapted to the peculiar needs of the 
Preparatory School ? 

These are questions which must be asked and answered 
satisfactorily before we can give the " Yea " which commits 
us to the inclusion of this new and fearful element into the 
life of our Preparatory Schools. Lm us take them one by one. 

First we are to consider the relation of Scouting to the ends 
of Education as embodied in our definition. The conffiction, 
by no means obvious, is still further obscured by the inadequate 
nature of the title" Scouting " as a description of then ctivities 
we are discussing. It conveys an impression of unreality, a 
suggestion of artificial backwoodsmanship, which, however 
attractive and diverting to the boy mind, bears about the 
same relation to the ends of education as, say, a novel by Ian 
Hay bests so a Platonic treatise. This fi rst impression is 
heightened by the consideration of Boy Scout apparatus. 

Staves, whistles, wild animal aim, flags embellished with 
animals' heads, hieroglyphic badges—what have all these to 
do with the future citizen of the modern world ? 

If this were all, then perhaps we might have grave doubts as 
to the utility of Scoutang—f or Preparatory boys at any rate. 
It /S all, of worse, that the superficial observer sees and it 
is, doubtless, this limitation of outlook which occasions the 
indulgent smile with which the elder brother regards the 
doings of hli Scout brother. But while, as I shall hope to show, 
these things have their value, they are but one side of the 
whole group of activities which, for short, we call Scouting. 
Hour wide and far-reaching are these activities can scarcely 
be realized without practical expetience of their operation. 

Let s, then, dismissing this preliminary notion of Scouting 
as a sort of reversion to barbarism,consider how far it serves 
to `cultivate, develop and polish all the faculties—physical, 
intellectual, moral and religious." 

First, the physical. 
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Here we are on assured ground and but little need be mid. 
At the age with which we are dealing, the boy is growing 
rapidly. He is full of a surplus nervous energy which produces 
those seemingly erratic and disturbing movements which he 
finds so difficult to restrain in class and which find an outlet 
in wild excitement out of it. He likes to pull things about, 
invents new and wonderful games and may often be seen 
rushing about in search of adventure. All that seemingly 
purposeless movements and impulses ate, of course, strengthen-
ing his muscles and causing their harmonious development. 
From the purely physical point of view, the great value of 
games lies in the fact that they provide an outlet for the 
bottled-up psycho-physical energy and restrain it. 

At least an equal value may be claimed for Scouting. 
Games are introduced which call for the exercise of every 
nauscle. There are scampers over the moors in the pursuit of a 
flag, a force of enemy, or some hidden treasure. There is
certlin amount of drill which co-ordinates the action of differ-
ent muscles and which secures the rapid and harmonious 
working of mind and body. The Scout uniform is designed 
with this 'n view. The human dynamo is not encased in the 
armour of an Eton suit and a stiff collar in which the bubbling 
energies roust be " cribbed, cabined and confined" like 
soda-water in a bottle lest the casing should burst and the 
vials of maternal or matronal wash be poured forth. A pair 
of shorts, a shirt and a scarf leave fret movement to the limbs 
and there is free outlet to all chose joyous movements which 
are so essffitial to young and vigorous life. 

Intellectual. How does Scouting promote mental growth ? 
Without being too technical se e ean distinguish certain ele-
ments of mental activity upon which mental development 
depends and from which subsequent thought is by up 
Deficiencies in these must limit subsequent mental achieve-
ments, and amid in which these elementary powers have been 
well trained will (ceteris paribus) outstrip one in which their 
development has been but partial. These fundamentals of 
mental development are such mental activities or conditions as 
Interest, Attention, Observation, Inference, Apperception, 
Memory. These are not, of course, equally elementary—but 
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this is not a technical treatise. A little study of Scout methods 
will show that the development of all these is promoted in 
Scouting. Let us take as en illustration an ordinary tracking 
game. A track is marked out by certain indications (footprints, 
piece of cloth or paper) and the Scouts are let loose to follow 
the track and so to capture something or somebody. Here 
there must be sustained Intermt, continuous Attention, 
careful Obmrvation, correct Inferences must be drawn, each 
new fact revealed must be brought into true relation with 
previous facts. An exercise in Memory may be introduced by 
calling on each Scout to draw a map of the ground covered. 

Or take Kim's Game. The Scout is shown, say, t4 small 
amides fora few seconds. He has then en name as many as 
he can. Observation, Memory. 

Or take a Flag Raid. Interest, Attention, Observation (of 
ground for cover) and intelligent thought are all involved. 
It would, I think, be difficult to find any other recreative 
occupation requiting so much useful mental activity. Then, 
too, there is the Imagination ; a mental faculty which comm 
into play from the earliest years. Its wildest flights have by 
this time been restrained and the boy no longer finds pleasure 
in the fairy tales of early childhood. They have become unreal 
to him for his Imagination is now only satisfied by that which 
bears some relation to the facts of life and he finds a new and 
inexhaustible murce of intermt in the doings of mankind. 
That imagination is not dormant but has taken on a new phase 
is evident from the book which novv attract him and the 
stories which he now delights to hear. Tell him a fairy story 
and he .will laugh. But relate equally impossible adventures 
of a white man among Indians and he is enthralled. In the 
Fairy-Tale stage we feed the Imagination by the or  we 
read to the children and the ideas thus formed find expression 
in the " Let-us-pretend " gam m in the nursery. The boy 
will bee knight or a fairy prince and rescue his sister (who is a 
princess in distress) from dragons and monsters. 

In the Adventure stage we feed the Imagination by supply-
ing him with books or by reading aloud the stories of great men 
and advemures. Rut in this stage an outlet is also required in 
which the ideas thus formed may find practical expression. 
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Half the mischief which boys accomplish is due en the desire 
to give expression to the ideas thus formed. Scouting provides 
an opportunity for the harmless realization of these 
adventurous impulses. For a few hours John Jones is trans-
formed into a Mohawk Indian eagerly seeking the malp of some 
rival brave. The woods become dense forests in whose shades 
his enemies Ind, the fields are vast prairies over which he muse 
hasten, the air is heavy with the smoke of the camp fires 
of his foes. Surely this stage of the Imagination is not valueless. 
Even if it were, who would begrudge him his brief hour of 
romance in this hum-drum world 

If the Culture-Epochs theory of the Herbartiana be true 
and the development of the boy'a instinctive activities corr.-
pond with those of the succeeding epochs of culture devdop-
meet of the race, then the reason why games of advemure 

(such as S.uting provides) satisfy him at this stage is not far 
o k. 

Another boyish activity which is vow developing is the 
satisfaction of what is es classified as the Acquisitive 
Instinct ; in other words the desire to make a collection of 
something. For most of us this instinct remains an abiding 
for  through life and from the boy's collet on of butterflies 
or birds eggs to the collection of antique furniture or of 
mezzotints which still gives delight to the man on the shady 
side of seventy, there is no very far cry. 

It is a healthy enough Instinct ; and, so long as it does not 
involve acquiring what belongs to another, should be en-
couraged. It provides exercise in a semi-scientific classi-
fication of objects, careful observation and so on, and deprives 
many an hour of its dullness. 

But, unless some focus of purpose is provided, too often 
the collection tends to become dissipated, heterog.eous and 
is at length abandoned. 

Scouting, by its system of badge, provides the necessary 
incen 

The
 to concentrate on one cular fine interest. 

Scout, tee instance may decide en mock Inc of the Natura-
list Badge. Here is something definite to aim at. He may obtain 
it in several different ways but be mst conntrate on ne 
of them and master that part of theu subject before he can 
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win his Badge. The Badge is, of course, intrinsically valueless 
and, therefore, the more valuable and valued. 

In this way, a boy's out-of-schoolactivities may be guided 
in a way which reinforces his studies without his being 
conscious of the fact. His collection, let us say, of leaves or 
his drawings of wild flowers will increase his'nterest in Nature 
Study and the Attention given, being spontaneous, is likely 
to be in itself more productive than the enforced Voluntary 
Attention of study-hours. 

The same is true of other school stadia, notably carpentry, 
music and drawing. When a certMn standard is reached in 
thew subjects a badge may be awarded and if a further com-
petitive element is introduced this incentive is still further 
inreased. 

Experience shows, du, that there are many particular 
interests which certain boys have over and above those which 
arc common to all or most boys. Certain boys show particular 
keenness for certain subjects—are interested in what is sheer 
boredom to others. 

So full is the modern school time-table with those subjects 
which everybody has to learn that there is but little time to 
spend on special proclivities of this kind. 

The result, too often, is that these Interests arc never 
awakened and lie dormant until they expire from sheer 
inanition. Hence the phenomenon of the " dull " boy. 

But Scouting takes hold of these special lines of interest 
and develops them. Is a boy interested in astronomy ? He 
may learn the elements of the subject and win a Starman's 
Badge. Do aeroplanes and their mechanism attract him 
He can make a model aeroplane, learn about the different 
types of engines in use and win an Airman's Badge. 

Be it farming, electricity, engineering, gardening, photo-
graphy, shooting, swimming, surveying—the Scout can learn 
something about any of these and win a badge. 

Few boys will not find some subject of imams which they 
may take up and learn something about. Even the buffoon 
can win an /Entertainer's Badge. Whatever there is of special 
talent in the boy is cultivated and the way prepared for what 
may be a life's occupation or at any rate a useful side line. 
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Such is the part which Scouting plays in the mental life 

of a boy harmonising the working of mind and muscle, 
developing all the elements which make for sound Intellectual 

work, satisfying the Imagination and giving it wholesome 
outlet, guiding and directing into useful channels those many 

out-of-school activities which would otherwise be largely 
unproductive. 

We turn now to the moral and religious side .Intl e Catholic 

school religion, necessarily, permeates everything and no one 

would wish to claim for Scouting any special usefulness in this 
direction. It is unnecessary. Yet Scouting, with its manifold 

activities, does give abundant opportunity for she practical 

exercise of the Virtues, which tend to appear so abstract when 

we learn a list of them. A Scout who faithfully keeps his Smut-

Law and does his "good turn" every day is certainly carrying 

out his religious instruction. When he camps out, too, the 
Scout will learn the valuable lesson that ohs Catholic religion 

camps out with him too. Many during the war have found a 
wonderful inspiration in the sight of Mass being said on the 

battlefield or in a corner of some ruined church, for it has 
brought home o them the truth that Christ moves 

i 
amon 

men not only n the splendour of a great minster but alsog
amid ruin, danger and death. The same truth is brought home 
in a msnor degree to the heart of a boy when, for the first 
time, he hears Mass in a tent. Christ is here no less than in 
the chapel in school or the church at home. Religion, then, 
is a Real Thing and not merely a subject of instruction like 
Mathematics or History but a part of life. 

Now let us consider how- Scouting helps in the develop-
ment of those moral qualities which, in the words of Bishop 
Holley "give to a boy's nature its completeness and per-
fection," and which " prepare him to do  his duty in life to 
thou about him, to his country, to himulf." Save Religion, 
all else is subsidiary to this. This, in effect, is a part of religion. 

No physical prowess, no in  ability can compensate 
for the lack of these qualities which make or mar a boy's life. 
Unless Scommg tends towards this end, then no amount of 
success in other directions gives it " worthwhileness." 

But this very conception of Duty is the basis of all Scout 
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work. Three promise are made " on his honour" by every 
Tenderfoot before he is admitted into the "Brotherhood of 
Scouts." These are (i) That he oil do his duty to God and 
the King; (s) That he will be useful and will help others; 
(3) That he will obey the Scout Law. The Scout Law itself 
contains ten clauses embodying all those great moral qualities 
such as " cheerfulness, service of others, obedience, courtesy 
which go to make a very parfit gentle knight." Practical 
Scouting will provide plenty of opportimity for their exercise 
and development The essence of them all is Unselfishness. 
No true Scout can adopt Solipsism as his philosophy.. By 

vomit !i2uPAt, rotl: aLrla byf ;
or rheir 

Litt 
l 
:Ty entoi noz;

themselves. Thus esprit de corps is fmtemd and the boy's 
point of tins is gradually altered from regarding himself as 

the hub of the universe' to the point where he finds 
himself a useful member of his patrol. 

Once a boy has acquired " esprit de corps " he has made a 
tremendous step forward in his school life. Begun at school, i t
has produced results of incalculable value in the war. What 
a boy or a man will not do for himself he will do for the good 
name of his unit, be it Scout Troop or Regiment.

Another invaluable quality which occurs to the mind in 
this connection is " Leadership." Few of m are born leaders. 
Most of those who lead our world of law, politics or commerce 
have won their positions by industry and hard work. Bas a 
certain initial confidence is necessary for the first step. 

In their two or three post as Seouts,most boys will have an 
opportunity of showing their capabilities as leaders either as 
Patrol Leaders or as Seconds. A boy who proves himself an 
efficient leader of some seven or eight others is likely to 

to him lams 

retain 
some sort of superiority of initiative which will be of value 

on. 
In this brief sketch it is impossible to do more than sketch 

an outline of the many ways in which Scouting may influence 
a hey's life in its earlier stages. 

We have seen that, properly carried out, it may prove of 
the utmost benefit physically, mentally and morally. It will 
ansm a thousand interests in the world about him, will bring 
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him into touch with the real world of Nature where he may 
taste again those primzval joys of man na otherwise to be 
obtained in our modern world of cities and books. It will 

is his ideals and develop whatever there is of good and noble 
in him. 

The remaining questions we have set ourselves to answer 
m, now be quite shortly considered. 

Will Scouting achieve these ends better than any other 
method 

We must not claim too much for it. It is not a substitute 
for the orthodox British games. Where games are not other-

r'se provided for, they will become a normal part of Scout 
ctivities In a Preparatory School, of course, they exist 

already and there is no question of rival,. The function of 
Scouting is purely supplementary. There O no other serious 
competitor. Preparatory boys are too young for much drill 

"corps"  as its 
main occupation would only be to exaggerate one part of 
Scout work and to lose nine-tenths of the valuable results of 
Scouting. That Scouting is in harmony with the most recent 
Educational psychology has, I think, been shown. The more 
one studies Scouting and the more one se. it in practice the 
more one is struck by the amazing insight into a boy's mentality 
which it reveals. In no other way is it possible to provide just 
those activities for which, at the age in question, flu t mentality 

Lastly, "Can it be adapted to the peculiar needs of the 

PrWirs' crult h7agaid, has been la,ely answered in the course 
of our enquiry. But little adaptation is needed. What is other-
wise provided for can be left out and the remainder is amply 
sufficient for our purposm. 

As its name implies, the aim of the Preparatory School is 
to prepare a boy for the larger life of the Public School. 
What he has learned as a Scout can still be carried on there. 
The Interests formed may be still developed and the hobbies 
continued. 

The lessoro of esprit de corps, leadership, discipline, 
initiative, obedience, will stand him M good stead when he 
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«mes to take his place in the ranks of the O.T.C. If he has 
been a signaller as a Scout, the O.T.C. will doubtless welcome 
him. If he has b«n a marksman he will be saved some ele-
mentary instr«tion. He will, at any rate, have the ideals 
of se to King and Country upon which the Corps 
depends.rvie  He will not come to it as the rawest of raw recoilts 
but the foundation will have already been laid for the more 
practical service of citizenship which the Corps involves. 

I venture to think that Hs coprevious Suting will enable 
a boy to enter a Public School with a fuller outlook on life, 
with a greater realization of the opportunities it affords, 
with a stronger attraction fox the best elements in its life, 
and with more public spirit than he would otherwise do. 

If Scouting can accomplish all this—and experience shows 
that it its arrival in our Preparatory Schools should not 
be regardedcan,  as an inevitable nuisance but heralded as a most 
promising experiment. 
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" Tom " Fox, so long a familiar figure at Ampleforth, and 
for many years a faithful and loyal servant, died on November ss.th. He will be missed not only as a tnated and practical workman but also by reason of his singular personality. A shrewd conservatism of nature was combined In him with a hatred of all cant. A little cynical perhaps in his expressed views of human nature, he was kindness itself in his innermost heart. But these characteristics were. known only to those who had frequent opportunities of seeing and speaking to him. To most of the boys he was the typical Yorkshireman—speaking the dialect of his native heath in an uncompromising declining to to modify it to suit fastidious ears, and for ever singing the praises of the Yorkshireman ns the paragon of his kind whether he was playing cricket or fighting the battles of his country. He had a remarkable power and variety of expression indulging in figures of speech which made him

unique as a conversationalist. An argument, which invariably ended with an incredulous shake of the head or an expressive wave of the left hand indicative of finality, was seldom devoid of some original or humorous point of view or some telling and expressive phrase. Few old boys returned here without seeking him out fora word or two. Heremembered nearly all of diem and during the war he felt as few realised the deaths of boys he had known. His last illness was long and at times painful, but his interest in "the College" was constant. His end was good and happy and we trust our readers will remember him in their prayers. R.I.P. 

4. 4. 
Mono GARNETT of Harrogate is one of the most constant benefactors of the Abbey library. Among her latest gifts are SJohnson's 

ther
enc  Engsh Architecture, Norm Shw's karbes front  Contient, hoth handsome nod val.able folios, and Noble's History of the College of Amu, and an Arabic version of the Old T.tament. The librarian tenders grateful acknowledgments for these and previous books. 

NOTICES OF BOOKS 
The Westminster Version of Send Scriptures: The .conil Epistle 

to the Corinthians, the Epistle to the Galatians, and the Epista 

co the Romans, Longmms. R. 6d. net, paper cover; ex 9, 
no

loth Immals. 
Tms number completes the third volume of the New 'I m • • 

entitled "St. Peas Epistles to the Churches.- For the u:.r. 

ago, tbe I 
highide 

ri

ellrven .

certainly surpasses, many ways, the Rheims verwoo—or rather 
what palmed off as the Rheims version in our English Catholic 
Bibles—since it generally succeeds In making St Paul's meaning 
plain. and certain p.m.,. which in that version are little more than 
hopeless jargon, in the W.tminster Version are quite Mtelligible. 
In the matter of style,bowever.wearejust a bit disappointed. Perhaps 
our familiarity with the great Protestant vas b. made us 
somewhat pastaliwas, and perhaps elm we have taken the initial 

Is=r oesnTTee=ln:a:tirliTTfilinitTr 'Md' Tesrt;t ilit'g 
we have learned to expect M a translation of the Sacred Writings. 
It do. not strike us as particularly thepir  or inspirMki it is just 
ordinary goodserviceable prose. stg, e advmtagra mentioned above 
are enormous gain to the educated we  whod.u.tounderstandSt 
Paul's ee ing. and Mr that reason we have no hesitation reconv 
mending the work to En,lish.speain CaBiolicawhafind themfieives 
unable to read or appreciate the Apostle s wrrimgs m them onsmal 
Gree.k. The text is illuminated by copious footnot., and there are also 
good Introductions and a long and learned Appendix by paler fancy 
on St Paul's DOCtfille of Justification. We feel that the usefuMess 
of the book would have been much enhanced for the ordinary reader 
(who is presumably not a New Testament scholar) if the more difficult 
parts of the ass.  had been famished with something in the form 
of a paraphrase. In fact, it would semi that the ordinary lay reader 
is not given mffident consideration the work is Mr h. purposes 
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A den 
too leamed, while n0 being learned enough the professed stude. We have noticed one or two slips in the text on page e the preposition " save " M made to govern a nominative, md on page 8 an unw.ted negative has intruded itself into the translation. 

The Story of the Lifeboa, 178g—rose Published by Felix Newbery. u. TEE R. Cnom os me S." is the description given of itself 
'a2 ' 1tVelsNnre 'reLi14)71: ''t trsito: dtlrgr:lariS 
IhrlittionatSeVn St':71' 1f;' D'e'rt'etrietii7J'I't"1=17:slte 
rore ' tl ' X' rent ne7eZnirermtTi'at 
voluntary donations. out of which the Institution naa provided pensions 
hey be killed, rim 

Since sgme of course. their work has been especially heavy J but the 

med as many new lifeboats m possible. 
crews have always risen to the ommion. and the UMW, men who, though their haat wm stove in in two places. put 

tin 
the teeth of a Stems gale, and brought off the nurses gem the wrecked " Robilla7 or the Lowestoft men. who, after fighting a night-Img battle with the avm, rescued hew ornmul 

of 
of the Pomn." showed that thry were 

faro 
way unworthy of the great traditions handed down to them the days of Grace Darling. 

Canal, Cruise, and Lorilessimeni. Also. E. Ness. Heath Cr.!.. 6, net. 
ble Ness, whose name wan be familiar to many readers of THE Jounser. has found an on hobby. aid. being anxious to 

be  n'tOterthroaVerrc 'e' ll r ' rnV: fi=1 must be many (urselvs were of Me number yesterday) to whom " the word • canal conjures up a picture of an e.Jsm.rig Arty 
only too 1,71cit' 

of wtm hedged in by tries  .5'7,:`;",'71Z opinion nd: if they are disPosed tokfollow exam*, w
 will lead 

ill give them sound and detailed ,vits on such mattes ttm pro, kind A bout, catering, the management of locks We congratalate tfr Neal on his pleasantlymritten book. Ms page 38 
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SCHOOL NOTES 

Txr following were the School Officials for the Michaelmas 

Tenn : 
Head Monitor E, M. Vanheems. 

Captain of Games . . • . . E. s. D. Grp,. 

Monitors . C. S. D. George, E.1. T. gagshavre. J. E, Toiler. 
P. W. Davis. G W. Ainscough. C. E. G. Cary. 
Elvees, T. M. Wright, N. A. Gelder., C, Mayne. 

Librarians of the Upper Library P. W. Davis, G. T. Twemlow, 
A A. Mannion. 

Librarians of the Upper Middle Library . G, T.Tflumfdlter. ,.

Librarians of the Lower Middle library . • 2q, J.TaLrbek, cg ,

LibrarHres of the Lower library . 
P. 

nkviT-0L,israwsoo: 

P res' e rnmi'f:r. C. F. IT Geo'rge', CTAIZTr.T.=, 
M. K. Livingstone. 

Cap.:.,. fWet'atttull5es— C2., Set—R. G. Hague. E. H. George. 
drd Set —A, C. Ainscog D.  Walker. 
Rh Set—L. C. Pearson, G. Bond. 

8g Set—R. Lee, P. T. Beasley. 
Hunt 

Muter
U. C. Ogilvie.Forbee, 

Masters bs the Field E. M. Vankeems, G. W N111 

Committee . C. Mayne, D. C. Ogilvie-Forbes. b. W 

Tot following bop left in  ▪J uly 

J.I.To Cuarror dn, Vii Titioemg,11. 
FiGgerald. G. F. Airoomigle. E. F. Davies, G. H. Gilbert, W. R. Emery. 

t .4i,"ert r?.rL 
Itoolre Loy. 

tit H it 

Tot following boys from " the Prep." joined the School in 

Srl .po I C:Ltd:ors, J. H. Alleyn, A. GAM°, M P. Drummond, G.]. 
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Emer n J. MitriDB H. N. Grattan-Doyle, G. H. March PhiIlipps, 
W. V. Heir T. G. irishwick, P. Rteedin, J.
Pariorini, A. J. Verney-Cave, W. H. Lawson, P. H. E. t °firewood, 
O. W. Ainseough, J. T. Conroy, G. C. Glynn. 

▪ W 
THE other new boys were

J. Somers-Cricks. D. B. O'Brien, E. H. Xing, H. H. Col., D. O. 
Young, E. H. Wright, W. Harding, C. Baynes IA Trite, 

A. 
 .wJ

W.IT=E j.j.tatill,t17E 'ltilAntin. . 

COMMLAWIATIONS SO P. ▪ W. Davis, who played regularly for 
Northampton during the Christmas vacation. He also assisted 
the Eastern Co mmin against Warwickshire, obtaining his 
side's only try. The Fisk' gave him high praiseand lamented 
Northampton's misfortune in havinfr so useful a player 
available only during the School vacation periods. 

W 
WE have been asked to announce that Mr J. P. Smith has 
founded a " leaving scholarship " of the annual value of k6o, 
in memory of hiss on, and Lieutenant J. Basil Smith, who was 
killed in action on September ifith, 1903. The scholarship 
will be known as the "Basil Smith Scholarship." It is tenable 
for three years, and will be competed for'n 0900 for the fi rst 
time. We tender to Mr Smith our grateful thanks fora gift 
so characteristically munificent and so well calcidated to 
promote the best interests of the School. 

W 
Toe problem of housing the ever increasing amount of 
material and apparatus, ancillary to the diverse sciences now 
req te in a schooh grows mom serious. The latest addition—
through a bequest by the late Second Lieutenant J. B. Smith, 
who always took a kindly interest in the scientific well-being 
of his old School—is a complete X-ray installer ion. The six-
teen inch spark it and all its appendages—interrupters, 
couch, tube stands and holders, etc.—have been fitted up 
in the optical dark room off the physical laboratory. Through 
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the energies of the Sixth Form scientists, a cable has been 
erected connecting it to the small electric plant at the kennels. 
With this quite satisfactory remits have been attained ; 
but the working of the apparatus at its greatest efficiency 
must await the installation of electrical power. 

W 4 4. 
Tms term we have been inundated with appeah fora great 
variety of charities. It has been impossible to respond to all, 
but the School has loyally done its duty and contributed Oro 
to the Starving Children Fund, £3 3s. od. to the Restoration 
of Rhekne Cathedral, and by means of a concert, of which an 
account will be found elmwhere, L18 has been sent to the Red 
Cross Fund. 

▪ q.• 
Toe School has presented the Imal villages with a cup for 
a Football Cup Tie. The final is to be played on one of our 
grounds. 

ST Cemby's FEAST was celebrated by the choir with the time-
honoured observancn. The solo in the " Cantantibus 
Organis " was taken by. J. F. Taunton, who is at present tin 
yob Treble, and, despite one mistake, was very well sung. 
After breakfast the choir drove in a commodious motor-
lorry to Filey, where they were hospitably entertained by 
Dom Augustine Roulin. Benediction, at which " Cantantibus 
Organis " was again sung, was given to Dom Roulin's parish-
ioners in his beautiful little church, after which the majority 
found their way to Filey Brigg. The sea air and sunshine 
produced an exhilaration which found expression, during the 
drive home, in  "futonstic " rhapsodies by several flautists 
and in sustained choruses sung, we fear, with a certain dis-
regard for dte principles of voice-production. 

At "Punch " in the evening, songs were contributed by 
Dom Stephen, Dom John, P. J. King, G. J. Emery and 
L. L. Fainer. .4 propos, enquiries are still being made to 
identify the perpetrators of the " rag " OW. which adorned 
the chom repast—a document full of cabalistic allusions. 
Is it possible to recognise " Biscuits j'en-ai-dit " and " Creme 
Houton d'or ' 
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Ow emerging from work for "the eleven o'clock quarter," 
on December 6th, we were surprised to see R3z gliding 
majestically over the building. Three times the monster ship 
circled overhead, and as she Oft amidst vociferous cheers a 
parachute descended containing the thanks of the Howden 
team for their entertabunent in the previous week and an 
expression of good wishes to the Fifteen from the captain. 
Tfie ship, which appeared to us to be just above the building, 
was in reality a thomand feet up. Its length compared with 
the buildings was even more deceptive. The yam was the 
occasion of much excitement in the neighbourhood and the
Yorkshire evening papers in large headlines announced 
" Rgs visits Ampleforth College." 

,6 
Toe following boys are heads of their Forms 
UPPer SixtM1 B. M. VeNreme. tower Fifth G. C. Pnrr. 
Miaam G Pearson. 

to"" v s"- fr-" 
Twomey. 

.17E. A. B. Third 
+ + 

THE School Staff in the Autumn TeFIE was as follows
Dom Edmund Meth., M.A. (Headmaster) 

Dom Placid Dolan, M.A. Dom Stephen Maywood, 
Don Paul Nevin, M.A. Dom Lotus d'Andria, B.A. 
Dom Dunstan Poni, D.D. Dom John Maddox 
Dom Adrian Mawson . Dom Raphael Williams 

bed B,ne , B.A. Dom Gregory Swann, B.A. 
lam'

of 
 Zeros inn Lambert B A Dom Ignatius Mdler, B.A. 
Hugh de Normanville; B.A. Dm Denis Marshall, B.A.

Dom 
., .. A

B;r2" erY;tligo„13.0. E:T, Augustine
Dom 

Taunton, B.A. Dom Alphonsus Richardson 
Dorn Clement liesket . B.A. 

F. Eilvington Hatterriey, rdwlitar. (Cantab.), A.R.A.M. 
E. 31. Neatby, R.M.S., A.R.C.A., CheBea Arts Club. 

R C 5 0.B.E.. Medical Officer. 
Edward 3Iaude, , (Plohn). 
John Groves, Esq. ( soloneette). 
Sergeant-Ilajor High (Scots Guards). 
Sergeatri-Illor Ott (late Aldershot Gymnastic SOH). 

Nurse ry 'er'O ) 
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PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS 

Ta
ghlecri,kStogoltysi passed '11, 7,i63zIzsd, : 91 0 :Comb ridge 

(Wm 

F. J. Ainscough 
E. T. Bag... 
K. G. It.cBagshaw 

ii.W.TGreentrd 
R. G. Hague 
G. Ein
B. L. Sleigh 
E. M. Wawa. 

Name. 

C. E. G. Cary Elva 

E. F. Davies 
P. W. Davis 

H. V. Dunbar 

J. FitsgriaIa 

R. W. Flint 
E. George 
B. W. Halving 

nilVr 1=7 "'i)11= "‘e..:17:7:"Y
II. B. Kik. English, Histoy, Geograph, Latin. Freneh.• 

Element, Mathemattcw • 
R. V, leader History, ann. Geography. .
J. W. LyleSmiN English, French, Elementary hlathmabo, 

tysics, h try. 
E. B. Milburn Englil, 

Historyemis 
, French, Element, Mathe-

matics. 

D. C. OgilvieForbes IZ2: 
Er,glit,, Latin, krcnch! Elementary MaOtc-

HIGHER CERTIFICATE 
CABO. 

II. Modern Subjects 
II. Modem Subjects. 
II. Modern Subjects. 
I. Modem Subjects. 

IV. Natural Science. 

1111%11% Science 

N. Natural Science. 

Distitrition. 

History. 

A. F. Pearson 
rnarich Ad1'16...) 'ltrt)Vise.m. C. J. Stewart 

'" ;(171he'm7rarldlanal• MatItemati7 
Physics. 

SCNOOL CERTIFICATE 
SNEjeds in tortieM1 .,P= with Credit" has 

14:7 " '.
Element, Mathemattes.. 
Hnt

mat " tdire 'tfa‘ ). 
lunentary 

" 

daional M 
reneh, EleinenMry Mathematic,. 

athematics, Physics. 
Eng.), History, Element,' Mathernat,, 

Frenrcl'7 16hinewary 3lathematio, HIESics. 

HIFI,. French. 

td's 



E. P. de Oningand 
J.
A. ttis ic1"7 "d

. A. Geld. 
C. A. Haself. 
C. F. Reeling 
E. A. Kelly 
B. L. Latham 
M. K. Livingstone 
S. A. Mannion 
C. Mayne 

A. W. Sandeman 
R. H. Scrope 

E. Smith 
J. C. Stan. 
L. P: Twomey 

Sam.. 

Cyan. R.A 
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G. T. iwemlow History. Geography. Latin, French,. Eta-

A. de Ettlueta ENAT,IgstZt,b1.8"trEreek, rech.. 
,Atter French indicates that the 

can
passed in the Oral 

Exanunation. 
LoWER CERTIFICATE 

Nan, e. g.ajak which Clads was obtained. 

tzt—, —nee. 
C. A. Callim French. 
C. M. Conmy 
M. P. Davis Fre., Arithmetic. Additional Mathematics. 
B. D. Dee Arithmetic. Additional Mathematics, Meehan-

ArittZ. 
Experimental Sdence. 

Arithmetic, Experimental Science. 
Arithmetic, Elynsh

Rag...yaks. 

k gptnetrICience. 

Latin. Greek, French, Arithmetic, English. 
Eng.. 
English, 

Arithmetic. English. 

lit a/ Mathematics. 
AMR ENTRANCE, 1920 

I. L. D. A. Forbes (Prize Cadetship) (8th). 
G. H. cahoot 

E. Taper.
d (King's Cadetship). 

College d. Jottran'.'

SENIOR LITERARY AND DEBATING 

SOCIETY 

T E first meeting of the session was held on Sunday, 
S' eptember allth. Mr de Zulueta was chosen Secretary 

and Messrs Hague, Vanheems and A. F. Pearson were 

elected as members of Committee. The meeting closed with 

the election of twenty new members. 
On October 3rd Mr E. Bagshawe moved "Thar this 

House disapproves of the practice of Hunger Striking." 

The policy of hunger striking, he mid, was foolish, because 

it could be effective only with a weak Government. Ethically, 

also, it was wrong, as being merely one of the many forms 

of self destruction. 
Mr Vanheems, who opposed, defended the hunger striker, 

by referring to the many heroic episodes of history and fiction 

in which grave personal risk is incurred for a higher end. 
Mr de Zulueta appealed to the House's sense of the 

ridiculous. Thehunger striker was a benefactor to humanity by 

being an unconscious purveyor of humour. 
Mk Croa hoded the conduct of the inevitable Lord Mayor 

of Cork. 
There also spoke Messrs O'Brien, Cantwell, Roche, Held,. 

A. F. Pearson, Cary-Ewa, and Hague. 
The motion was won by 27 to t6 votes. 
On October xoth Mr Hague read a paper on "Some 

of Shakespeare's Villains." He compared the character and 
motives of the evil presented in the three plays, "Hamlet," 

i Othello " and " King Lear." After this general analysis t 
p7oceeeled to a discussion of the three particular villains. 

Their moral aspects are dissimilar but they all possess definite 
intellectual gifts. Of the three logo is by far the finest study. 
The dimussion was continued by Messrs Twemlow, Cary-
Elwes, and H. George. 

On October oth, after a discussion in privam business 
in which some small changes in the rules were passed, Mr 
Hague moved "That Life was not Worth Living." Social 
pleasure, he mid, was a fiction, as all human characters ate 
repugnant. Light amusements are despicable, and the more 
senors exhaust nervous energy. 
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Mr Cronk, M opposition, drew a robust picture of life. Mental activities were the bmt of pleasurm, and a delightful existence was certain to che man who possessed an amiable conseience and ca sense of humour. 
Mr Vanimems deplored Mr Crank's Epicurean views. Mr Harding pointed out the pleasures embedded in the dell), horarium. 
Mr L. Pearson praised the comparative rarity of suicide. There also spoke Messrs Cantwell, Keeling, O'Brien and de athlete. 
The motion was lost by 08 to q votes. 
On October gist Mr de Zulueta read a paper on "The Qualities of a Good Novel." The field of the novel was a vast one, and it was of the highest importance to distinguish the good work from the bad. Perhaps the most important quality is that of style—that indefinable idiom in which the per-sonality of the author is stamped upon the pages. The bmt chartomess definite views about life, together with the technmal example,o express them. The criticism of life contrined, for  in the novels of men like R. H. Benson and H. G. Wells, is bound to be very various. Above all, the novelist must be an able delineator of character, for the 

she 
!Lit smtlolnlinzan,.bpeigitnehiAsnytenoi;x6p:tzi 

shows a divergence beer nth tenders cim of realism, the discovery of the moderns, and romance. Other elements of a 
waded plot

are fertility of description, atmosphere, humour and plot. In the course of the paper Mr de Zulneta illustrated his remarks by references to the works of Dickens, Scott, the Bronzes, Joseph Conrad, Hardy, and Blackmore. In the subsequent discussion there spoke Messrs Cary-Elwes, Hague, Cantwell, and Vanheems. 
On November 7th Mr Stewart moved that "This House approves of the Policy of Total Prohibition of Alcoholic liquor." The prevalent crime wave was mainly due to drink. Drink, though in itself harmless, had an accumobtively bad effect. Industrial unrest could be partly tram! to the same cause. 

Senior Literary and Debating Society 

Mr E. H. George pointed tome ecclesimtical origin of 
such excellent beverages as B dictine and Chartreurt. 
Moreover drink was an excellent thing to tax. Finally, the 

results of prohibition in America were such as to discourage 

a similar measure in England. 
Mr de Zulueta did not like public houses. 
Mr Hague dmired legislation which should differentiate 

between the users and abusers of drink. 
Mr Cary-Elwes denounced prohibition as an insult to 

freedom. 
Mr Cantwell held life to be impossible without alcoholic 

l'qIVIrL. Pearson did not think that prohibition would male 

the world any better. 
Mc Ogilvie-Forbes related the misfortunes of "Pussyfoot " 

in Scodand. 
Mr O'Brien maintained that drink was necessary for work. 

The modern driver reckons his speed by miles to the glass. 
Mr Haidy regarded drink as a powerful aid to literary and 

artistic inspiration. 
There also spoke Messrs Doran-Webb, Moloney, de 

Guingand, Harding, and Cronk. 

The motion WAS Ion by q to z8 votes. 

On November z8th Mr L. Pearson read a paper on" Cheri. 
Dickens." He related the main features of the great author's 
life, together with the circumstances which accompanied the 
production of each work. In many cases the histori cal 
personal

and 
ersonal setting affords the best clue to the understanding of 
particular book. Following this line of argument, Mr Pearson 

dealt fi t with " Pickwick Papers," that novel which is not 
a novelrs. Indeed the work of Dickens should be reckoned by 
characters and epimdes rather than by volumes. In " Oliver 
Twist" terror succeeds humour, and ins' Nicholas Nickleby " 
Dickens attains the zenith of his popularity. Me Pearson 
related the circumetancm of the American our, and dis-
cussed the rest of the novels, dwelling on any outstanding
feature of style or character study. He did not acquit Dickens 
of a certain preoccupation with the sordid and the grotesque. 
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In the ensuing discussion Messrs A. F. Peers., Cary-Elwes, Hague, Vanheems and Cantwell took part. 
On December 5th Mr Cary-Elwes mad a paper on " Joseph Conrad." He claimed that Conrad was the outstanding genius of the new age. There is something " universal " about his books , they carry upon them, more than those of any other Jiving novelist M English, the seal of a wide human appli-cation. This is partly due to the fact that the sense of the .a, the melancholy and tenor of the sea, pervades his pag.. For the same reason his characmrs have that simplicity and directnms which is gained by a life in touch with nature. Yet his characters, if ultimately simple, are full of the com-plexity of actual life; and in their delineation Conrad shows a fine psychological gift. Quotations were lavishly given from the novels, particularly in illustration of Comed's unique style. 

The session ended with this meeting. 
A. DE ZULMITA, Ifm. See. 
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D
OM RAPHAEL, who has been chairman of the Society 
since October, 0906, resigned at the beginning of the 
term. At the first meeting a motion was passed thanking 

him for all the good work he had done in his period of office. 

The debats this term have been well sustained and there 

has been no lack of speakers in fact at ev the 
motion has had to be put to the vote with several 

he

still anxious to hold the floor. Mr McDonald, as secretary, 

has been hard working and ever ready with " the soft answer 

which turneth away wrath" and which incidentally shortens 

the tedious period of private business. The programme has 

been kaleidoscopic, varying from a heated discussion on the 

advantages of pyjamas over the old-fashioned night shirt to 

a violent attack on the policy of the present Government M 

Ireland. The motion " that horse racing is injurious to the 

country" found bat few supporters in the House. On this 

occasion Mr Scrope opposed the raotion speech which 
revealed a startling knowledge of the inner worldngs of the 

turf. We were glad to find that members were almost imani-

mously in favour of the monitorial system in public schools 

and this in spite of the eloquence of Mr Grisewood, who drew 

a touching. picture of the boy who was m injored by successive 

" monitonals " as to be unable to conduct himself in a seemly 
ea parties for the rest of his Proceedings were 

livenedeniv n the middle of the term by a mock trial. Mr 
Quirke, as the prisoner tried for murder, waswe are glad to 
say, eventually acquitted, but it needed all the skill of his 
counsel, Mr Grier nod, to secure a verdict. Mr Verney Cave, 
as a witness for the defence,was invaluable, and successfully 
counteracted the evidence of " Mrs " Tucker, the spitefol 
landlady, who endeavoured to throw a very sinister light on 

the movements of the prisoner on the day of the murder. 
The subject vvhich provoked the best disc uoion was " Mat the 
world was happier before the introduction of Me latest 
scientific inventions." The naotion was won by only four 
votes, and we <a nn. help feeling that there were won over by 
Mr Tuck.. He has a way of waiting until the debate has 
almost concluded and then rising and delivering a feav brief 
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well-weighed words which seem to throw an entirely new light on the situation. 

Of individual speakers,space will not allow us to mention more than a few. Mr Grisewood, with his wealth of gesture and fund of imagination, is always sure of an interested audience. But he is inclined to wander from the point and threatens at times to becorue tedious. His public spirit is beyond praise. Ho oak . a prior of defending the weaker side, and is a veritable champion of lost causes. In sharp contrast is the manner of Mr McDonald. Very still and erect, with just a slight touch of defiance, he goes straight to the point, dis-danung any subtleties or flowers of oratory. Mr Ruddin's style can best be described as breezy, and suggests, somehow, a glass of port and a cravat. Mr Verney Cave is always original. His masterly defence of corporal punishment was one of the features of the session. Mr Drummond has a legal way of pinning a speaker down to his st ments and vanquishing an 
opponent with his own arguments, which makes one ha' ate on seeing his ever ready pencil and paper. Mx Jeffs speaks always frora a central position and uses the " argumentum ad hominem " with great effect. 

LECTURE 

A T a time when the reception of strange signals and the 

pos ibility of communication with Mars were much 

I --k " i '  the air " (or the ether) a lecture on " Wireless " 

was most opportune. When it is added that the lectrer was 

o Marrsun, who is one of many prominent investigators 

r oni House, it will be understood that our 
hopes—

fears—were satisfattorily dealt with. He tontrived in the short 

spaae of an hour to deal with all the points concerned with 

eless," together withmuch of As history and romance. 

This necessarily made detail impossible, and perhaps only a 

flashlight impr.sion r.ulted but it gave a correct perspective. 

Waves, their generation and propagatDn, transmitters and 

receivers, aeriah and direction finding, valves and telephony, 

all received treatment, but perhaps the most interesting 

part of the lecture, possible through the removal of all censor-

ship, dealt with the roman. of " vvireless " and the Par it 

had played, both for construction and destruction,n, the 

war. This, with other better-known historical applications 

of "wireless," gave proof, d it were needed, of the develop-

ment and possibilities of this great invention. At the elms 

o his lecture Mr Finucane promised to return before long 
Ampleforth and give a demonstration of wireless telephony. 
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THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY 

A FORMER member's reproach of " slackness " in that no„ rea,onrtti it,hye bt.Ht;Scitainsgedarce. r150“intit .SmIl pmtro ens 
Nee heSociety was flourishing. The "slackness  veas the more repre-hensible because two of the lectures were by old boys fresh from the scenes they described. Mr T. V. Welsh explained rho unrest in India and Mr N. J. Chamberlain the benefit conferred by British rule in Egypt. To both of them the Society sends its belated acknowledgments across the seas. The most prominent feature this term was Dom Anselm Wilovn's " Historical Reflections;' which afforded matter for discussion at two meetings. Mr E, H. George gave a paper on 'lion Naval Campaigns of 18o3, Mr R. G. Hague one on the Peloponnesian War, and the President one on Joinvillro 

THE MEDIEVALISTS 
Mr H. G. Grisewood opened the session with a paper on Aristophanes Dorn Louis dealt with Longfellow's Goldes Legend as an introduction to medieval thought and society, and Mr Massey described the siege of Acre in rroz. A meeting was devoted to an examination of the historical MSS. lent by Lady Loudoun. 

THE JUNIOR A.H.S. 
Recruited by new and ene.rgetic members, the Society 

rei; er:p7ci21; appre 
28. 
ci Satet. . 

Oc  Luke . . . . The President „ 20. Ile Religion of Ancient Egypt E. G. Turville-Petro. Nov... The Life and Deeds of Ho 
x5. no 00 05 H. N. Grattan-Doyle. 2. Question Evening  Society. „ or. Christopher Columbus (igus.) de Suntan. (visitor). 

yv „ Irag and Irrigntion n B. ardxhis. 8. Halshepods Expedition to . Pent R. . ne Utley,o . Hannibal . . Utly. „ .6O. Baber's Invasion of India, toot S. H. Richardson. 
ate 

School Societies 

THE GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY 
This Society has continued to hold regular meetings 

throughout the term. Mr C. E. Cary-Elwes has acted as 
Secretary and Messrs D. Q. Ogilvie Forbes and H. V. Dunbar 
have served on the committee. Five lectures have been given 
as below 

= Polart vxploratiOn 7.7. ndin1"tr.'11;!-
.10cm. . • . Dom Sebastian Lambert. 
Irrigation . . . L. P. Twomey, 

The questions which have followed the femmes have 
revealed an encouraging insight into the subjects under 
discussion. Further the tradition of lecturing ather than 
reading papers has this term, we trust, quite definitely estab-
lished itself. Apart from the increased value of such a method 
of procedure to the lecturer, this system is certainly more 
conducive to a thorough understanding of the subject by the 
audience. 



THE MUSICAL SOCIETY 

MR. E. M. VANHEEMS was re-elected as Secretary, 
and it was decided to fa the muimum membership 
at go inst.d of as as has obtained hitherto. 

On October Igth the President gave a paper on Sonata 
Form. The plan of Sonata or First Movement Form was 
explained and illustrations given of the various treatment of 
this plea by different composers. 

A.V. contributed Sonata illustration, and J. Somers-Cosh 
played two first movements of Sonatas by Beethoven. 

On October syth the President gave a paper on Inter 
pretation. The factors of to  individual outlook 
and nationality were dealt with, and A.V. provided an inter-
wing contrast in the shape of two sets of records of Rimsky-
Korsakov's Symphonic Suite " Schehereade," the one con-
ducted by Albert Coates, the other by Landon Ronald. Piano 
records by Moiseiwitch and Pachmann were also played. 

On November moth Dom Dominic Willson gave a paper on 
"Dish Songs." After dealing with the historical and critical 
aspects of the subject, Dom Dominic sang a number of Dish 
songs, including the beautiful "Lament for O'Neill," "My 
Dark Rosaleen," and the fine settings of the " Battle Hymn," 
"The Alarm," "My Love is an Arbutus" and others by Si, Charles Stanford. 

On November asth a " Request " evening was held. 
On December at the Secretary read a paper on Tschai-

kovsky. Examples of his works were furnished by A.V. from the 6th (" Pathetic ") Symphony, the string quartet in D. op. ii, the Marche Slav, the Suite "Case-Noisette," the Theme and Variations in G, and the Opera "Dame de Pique." 
On Wednesday, December 15th, the President gave a paper on Programme MU9iC . He discussed the difference be

programme and Absolute Music, maintaining that the pre judwe 
not

against the former was a conservative feeling which could not be sustained against the fine modern examples. As illustrations were given " Till Eulenspiegel," by Richard Strauss; " L'Apresmfili d'un Fauns" by Debussy i "On Wenlock Edge" by R. Vaughan Williams; and " Biscay Quartet " by J. B. McEwen. 
The Society gave a concert to the School during the term, an account of which will be found elsewhere. 

x x6 E. M. VAN BEM S, St, 

MONTHLY SPEECHES 
NOVEMBER 

do not remember an evening when the Speeches 
were of such uniform excellence. The speakers were 
word-perfect, the diction was clear and unhurried 

and a wekome sense of liveliness and confidence put us all 
at our ease. Grisewood in particular lost no point in Mr 
Belloc's witty lines ; in fact he perceived points in them 
which, we may surmise, escaped the notice of the author. 
The music maintained its very high standard. Somers-Cocks 
made his abet with a Prelude and Fugue of Bach. Both were 
finely played, the Fugue in particular being treated with a 
striking unity of idea. 

Programme 

'Cyan Soto . . . Serenade . 
H. L. Gamin 

SPEECH . Westminster Cathedral" 
G. C. PARR 

Swear . . . "Admirals All" . 
B. J. MURPHY 

PIANO Soto . Valse in D Mot . Chspia 
N. HENDERSON 

Swam . " Matilda "—from Caution, Tales Bettor 
P. H. E. GIMEW000 

Mason . The Burial March of Dundw 
A. J. McDosiniss 

PIANO Soon Prelude and Fugue in C Sharp Moor Bach 
J. Swans-Comm 

GMespie . Bathed 
D. E. Wax.s 

. The Strange Guest Noyes 
G. W. S. HAOSNAWE 

Dances front Nell Gwyn . German 
ERE-COORS AND N. Hnunaktod 

SP cX . 

MT.. • 

Anzio purr 

Plane 

Anon. 

Barka 

Aatoua 
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DECEMBER 

A serious epidemic of stage fright broke out at an early 
stage of the December speech., and spoiled the effect of 
many of the items, though it unquestionably added to the 
gaiety of the evening. In itself the verse chosen was the most 
interesting selection which we have heard for a long time. 
Wilberforce, King, and Twomey were good, and Mansion, 
who had thought himself into his piece, gave an almost inspired 
rendering of his great lines. We were glad to we aome un-
familiar names among the musicians. A. F. Pearson, Green, 
Henderson, and we may include Somers-Cocks, a 

web 
w 

and imperturbable concert performers. Itch well 
to let others win their spurs. Milburn played the Schumann 
well, if a little hurriedly; L. I. C. Pearson had plenty of 
strong, clear on and an accurate intonation, though his 
right arm is rather stiff ; Massey showed promise and only 

such 
practice in facing an audience. Green, who has won 

such dist:nation as a 'cellist, showed his versatility by playing 
the piano with a delicate touch and a good command of 
expression. 

Programme 
ihixo Sow "The mermaid" Hells 

J. B. 

Gus 
Assay 

Sn.c. • . Bro.* 
R. W. WneEaeoHw

SPEECH . (a) "Shepherd's Knell" . . Fleteher 
(19 The Glades of Our Blood and S Shirley 
J. N. Maxus AHD W. V. HAIDT 

VIOLIN SOLO Gavotte Handel 
L I. O. PRARson 

Sisisdii • • " " . Ballad, d000. 
E. N. KING 

SPEECH . From "The Burial of One Queen" . Noyes 
L. P. Twomey 

Plano Sow . Novelle. in E Major . . Salome,. 
E. B. AfiLeuRN 
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SPEECH 

Monthly Speeches 
(a) "A Ternary of Links" Herride 
(8) To Lueasta" . . . Lovelace 

N. J. Catimanas AND W. HARDING 

Smoot, 
E. 0. G. TERVILLE-PIVIRE 

Seneca 
S. A. Stedman 

Isuato SoLo . . Plaintive Thoughts . Adorn Corse 
H. L. GREEN 



s. Prato Soso . 

5. Boum • 
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MUSICAL SOCIETY

?

 CONCERT 

( —IN.v7 med.nesart ie Nvoivdemenberof ,th, a . clisncrl, svhie 

‘•-•" Ichoolovas given by thec;ffusicoalsS2e' tcy!The' aptpemn:led 
programme will show the quality and range of the music 
given. Of the standard of performance it may be unreservedly 
said that it was very high, and even brilliant. This was Raynes' 
first appear ce, and hewsa encored for his performance of 
the familiars" Heijre Kati." There is, indeed, more virtuosity 
than music the piece, but h makes a very effective solo, 
and was admirably played. Fr. Stephen sang two fine songs 
in his usual excellent style, and Somers-Cocks played Schu-
bert lovely Impromptu with a breadth and conviction 
that left nothing to be desired. To the performance of the 
Gade Trio perhaps the word "epoch-mating" may justifiably 
be attached-. The finale was taken at a very fast pace, and the 
other movements were carefully thought out and well 
phrased. But more than this, it showed that Chamber Music 
by members of the School is no longer a tantalising dream, 
but an actual possibility. We give special welcome, therefore, 
to .semble playing of this standard, and we look forward to the day when it will be possible to produce a string quartet. 
This is the sixth concert given by the Musical Society since 
Ts inception in November, 00. 

Pu.urtort: 

NUE Ga• 
Modrtato, Larghetto, Finale 

J. Formes-Com, H. L. GREEN, C. Rayaes 
o Piano Sow . Etude de Concert . . . Patna 

A. F. Pasxsou 
'Cerro Soto . Gavotte No a . Pug*, 

H. L. Giussu 
. " Erinselles " . . lgoszkomski 

N. HENDERSON 
(a) "Brittany . . Fan., 

Elgar 
Dom Stumm 

Musical Society Concert 

6. Viol. Sow. . " 1Ca0 " . • liuday 
C. Ravans 

9. Plano Sow . . Impromptu M G Major . San,. 
J. So0888.888.8 

8. So5c, 5000 cisoaus " The Lord High Executioner" 
(The " Mikado ") . . . Sullivan 

Dom Hour and C.. OF 30000E50 Cosarnam 

9. TRIO Two old Eng. Times 
(a) "Drink to me only with Thine Eyes " arr. 
(2)"three Poor Mariners" . }Begert2toilter 

J. SOUSES-COCKS, C. 1100Nes. Dom BERNARD 

ACCOSIDERISTS : Dom FELIX, J. Somalis-Cocas, 



A RED CROSS CONCERT 

0 N December 8th a Symphony Concert was given in aid of the British Red Cross Society. The orchestra was the York Symphonony Orchestra, who have secured Mr Hatiersley's services as c ductor tor the season. Assisted by soloists from the School Musical Society, they gavemost interesting and enjoyable program The occasion was notable in many respects. It was the first time that we have had the pleasure of liar sting to a full orchestra in the Theatre, and the high opinion which is held of its acoustic properties was fully maintained. It is also the fi rst occasion on which a member of the School has appeared as soloist in a Concerto. Somers-Cocks gave a really fine performance of Schumann's beautiful work, and well deserved his cordial reception. The other soloists also acquitted themselves admir-ably in pieces of considerable technical difficulty for you, players. One can hardly give them greater praise then to say that the difficulties did not seem to exist. Perhaps Pearson might be singled out for the a t  delicacy and expres-siveness of his touch, rhythmical sense and pedalling. The orchestral portions of the programme went with a delightful swing and crispness of attack. It was a happy thought  end the perform mce with the effective and charming "Merry-makers' Dance," which had to be repeated. Our most cordial thanks are due both to Mr Hattersley, who conducted, and to the members of the Took Symphony Orchestra, who braved the cold and discomfort of a long drive in a squadron of taxis in order to give their services in a great came. 
pnommora: 

2. PIANOToRTE CONCERTO IN A Maxon—IST AloyEMENT Sclunnenti PIANOFORTE J. SOYERs-COCHS 
0. TOANOTO”E Soy. (a) Impromptu C Sharp Minor . Chapin 

(b) Vale in D Flat . . Chitin N. A. Firma., 
A. Mom or A GRNAT WAR "Blind" . J. Ireland 

(di me Gat" J. Ireland Rev. R. S. MARWOOP 
Its 

Red Cross Concert 

5. Snow,. in G Munn—IST MOM.,  • 

8. Timex Soto . Serenade
C. Rees. 

e. Lowrey DANCE (eeoC " Neu Owes); ..) 
8. ...OMR= Soto "Noel" • 

A. F. PEARSoN 
9. Mom 1.101MS FOR STAMM . • • 

Viorwitcau. Sm. . "Can=ons •• • 
H. B. Geese 

it. Mein . 'Think no more, la, 
y. R S. bleawoou 

ia. Two Dermas "Neu GWYNN " 
(a) P.toral Dance . 
(t) Merrymakers' Dance • 

Matari 
Om. 

Ed. German 
N Gardiner 

Grainger 
Max Erna 

Snwrvdt 

Ed. German 
Ed. German 



SCIENTIFIC CLUB 

TM election of officers for the session roso—roar re 
ed in Mr Harding becoming Secretary, with Messrs 

Vanheems and Lyle-Smith on the Committee. Messrs 
Meriting, Scrope and Haidy were appointed to the meteoro-
logical committee. The first paper was read on October arils 

Iclair'1;/1 le)p7obc'ers.s. 'nvg:l*vded'7;, 
of 

de :a nhl el rhie 'theme:1i; of the Realm." A sort of Cook's ur was made through the 
different rooms of the Royal Mint,toand each of rho operations was detailed in order from the arrival of the ingots, through the casting of the bars and the preparation of the fillets down to the cutting of the blanlo and their final stamping. In particular the ingenuity of the automatic weighing and counting machines was well brought out. 

One of the workrs greatest engineering feats—the Forth Bridge
—Mwr' Otelvi:bitt .:. ' sZ gag 

paper November
' Vale of the mechanical principles involved and the his  of their 

/ication. The different stages were shown by a large number of slides, and out of as,  medley of caissons, shinbacks tubes and girders the final structure gradually rook shape. In the sub-sequent discussion Messrs W. Bagshawe, J. E. Smith, Scrape, Roach, Vanheems, Twemlow, E. George and Roche took pert. On November mat Mr Twemlow read a paper on "The History and Manufacture of Gass." A brief historical survey was followed by an explanation of the operations involved in the manufacture of window, flint, bottle and Bohemian glass, and the methods of working each for its respectivepupose. 
The last meeung of the term was held on December rath. Mr Pearson read a paper on " Printed Illustrations." Through the courtesy of the L.C.C. School of Photogravure he was able to show both slides and specimens in mplanation of the different methcds used from the ancient woodcuts down to the modern photographic zinc blocks. Each process was passed in rapid renew and its essentials accentuated. 

B. W. lisatorito, Hon. Ser. 
ssy 

THE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS 

s:Ir mtnel , promotions were posted under date 

To be C.S.11. . Sergeant Tolley. 
To . . Sergeant Vanheerne 

. To be Sergeants . . Corporals C. S. O. George, E. J. T. 

VI'Aqtan. 
P. Dania,

To be Corporals . . Lance-Corporals G. W. Aioscough, 
Vary E.. Geld, Elbert, 
Una  A. F. Pearson. 

To be Lance..rporals . Cadets Dunbar. B. Harding. May., 
Ognaie orbes, Roac  Lee.... 

There has been little variation in the ordinary routine work 
of the Corps. The lessons learnt at camp have proved invalu-
able, particularly those dealing with the new method of attack. 
Sergeant Mills, Lance-Corporal Lyle Smith and Cad. 
Manion have all passed Certificate " A " this term. 

The Field Day. The field day this term took the form of a 
rearguard action. One platoon under C.Q.M.S. Vanheems 
formed the rearguard to a defeated force moving northwards 
Gum Grimston Grange. Two platoons under C.S.M. Toiler 
formed the van of the victorious army in close hpu t. The 
ground covered was extremely difficult,  of it being 
thickly wooded and under the circumstanc. both for
kept touch remarkably well. In the vicinity of Gibing Park 
the r.reating force was hard pr.sed and a section was detailed 
to act as decoy while the remainder got away. The morality 
of this deliberate sacrifice of life may be questioned, but the 
scheme was successful. We have to thank Captain Abney-
Hastings, who at great personal inconvenience came to Ample-
forth to asp k umpire and also for the kind and encouraging 
words he spoke at the peat-prandial pow-wow. 
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RUGBY FOOTBALL 

.9219.11209911 9. POCILLENCTON 
The School XV visited Poddington for their first match on October 06th. The ground was in good condition and 

everything favoured the open style of by. For the first few 
minutes the game swayed about mid-field and the School 
" threes" showed obvious signs of nervousness. They soon 
wttkd down however, and the forwards, who played with 
cmat dash, began to get the upper hand of the opposing pack. 
Toiler got through in the centre and he was followed soon 
after by Livingstone and Roche. Davis quickly put on another two tries on the right wing and the Pocklington defence began
to get demoralised. At half-time the score was 29 to nil. 
Poeklington rallied somewhat after the re-start but their 
efforts to score by forward rushes never looked like succeeding and their three-quarter work was nipped in the bud by quick tackling on the part of the School backs. Mills at full-back found that runmng with the ball was more profitable than kicHng and he made a lot of ground by these tactics. He seemed rather wasted at full-back, where Sc got very little to do. Tries were scored at regular intervals and the final score was 62 poi. (2 goals q tnes) to nil. 

.9.181.09111.—.9911 dad, C. AL Mills llow-gwrien. P. W. Davis, J. E. Toller, C. H. Gilbert. W. J. Connolly: deck, A K. S. J.  M. K. Lis,' race; Foments C. S. D. G. W. Kinseough, C. E. G. Cary-Eh, T. M. Wright,

MPLEPOR99 b. GIEGLHOWICK 
This game was played under favourable conditions at Ampleforth on October 23rd. The opposing forwards were considerably heavier than the home pack but there was not much to choose between them in actual play. Both sets of backs had many opportunities of opening out the game but Giggleswick failed to combine so effectively as the School line. At the start GigHeswick commenced to press but the tackling was keen and their wing men were unable to findway tbdough. The home forwards gradually goo together and took the game imo their opponents' quarters and Livingstone after a clever run scored far out but the goal was not added. 

Rugby Football 

Giggleuvick visited the home line again but in spite of some 
good forward rushes, all their attempts were held up, and area-

play had settled down in midfield the School backs got going 
well and Davis was nearly in several scrums occurred on 
the ,Giggleswick line and from one of these Livingstone, 

half -time  anddehde'a nnvo' thertht7 81 1‘rimjseelfhaBllellfl 
passed through many hands. The second half produced 
a very even struggle and though Arnpleforth had more of the 
game, they were able to add only one more try, its 
getting over for the third time with a reverse pass from Toiler. 
None of the place kicks were successful and A.mpleforth won 
bwyo;s,  t o

 of the 
ppo points) itno,nt o

heavy adds. 
4.,t,heye ri.o 

well together 
and brought off many rushes and wheels. The halves seemed 
to have a very good understanding with on another and 
were equally strong in attack and defuice. Theethree-q rs 
were not very convincing though they showed good com-
bination. There was a tendency to mistime the passes and 
several good openings were wasted through delaying the pass 
till too late. Gilbert at full-back was cool and safe and made 
no mistakes. 

AUPLEFORTIT—Fall-bak. C. H. Gilbert: ThwepwWers. C. M. 
Mills, J. E. Toiler, P. E. Hodge, P. W. Davis: Half-backs K. S. 
Roche, M. K. Livingstone; Farm., C. S. George (Captain). T. M. 
Wright, C. F. Keelmg, M W. Ainscough, C E. Cary-Elerte, C. Mayne, 
B. Lee, T. Rochlord. 

2129229919211 V. ST PETER% 
Although the School won this game at Ampleforth on 

Noyember 6th by 2o points to 5, yet it was an interesting and 
exciting game. At half-time the School had scored only one 
try, though a penalty goal helped so give them a lead of 6 
points, and St Peter's scored a goal in the second half before 
Ampleforth scored again. Ten minutes from the end it looked 
bike anybody's game, but then St Peter's fell away and the 
School clinched the victory by adding four more tries. The 
work of the School forwards was patchy and St Peter's cer-
tainly had the upper hand in this department They got 

sap 
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f'7:i2:7.1Lfr71=2 t'otw.To:TcoMV;7,,!: 
wee .

Towards the end of the game drop seemed suddenly to Sod 
their game and the backs were not slow to make use of the 
opportunities that now came their way. 

The St Peter's backs had many chances of opening out the 
game, particularly at the beginning of the second half, and 
a great deal of strenuous defensive work fell to the home backs, 
who were most successful at breaking up the combination of 
their opponents, who seeed to keep the play too much to 
their centres, trusting oakt eir ability to break through. 

Ampleforth opened the scoring after ten minutes' p/ay. 
The ball went along the three-quarter line to Davis who made a strong run and crossed in the corner, but in trying 00 get 
under the posts he lost poosession, boo Toller, who was baclong 
up well, got the touch down. Shortly afterwards George 
kicked a good penalty goat St Poser's then took up the running
but the home backs repeatedly sent them back with good 
kicking. Half-time arrived with the score 6 to nil for Ample-
forth. St Peter's went off with a great burst on resuming and threr.k,lit4f 

rat 
Tnreswsiutir,e for fully  a lur,adr,trerLf apno,to hour, 00th ntit,i,1 

goal points were added. Ar :edemtred to put new life into the School side and with a margin of only one poi. between the sides the game became fast and furious, both sides to 
in turn. A good movement among the School backs left Mills with a possilde opening, and running with great determination he went over in the comer with two opponents hanging on to him. The goal points were not added. A few minutes later another try was scored quite unexpectedly. Wright picked up in midfield and with a leisurely but elusive run went over under the posts for Livingstone to convert. This seemed to upset the visiting side and Ampleforth settled down to attack. George scored after a long run along the touch line and just on time Mills got over again. Neither of these tries was converted and Ampleforth were left the winners of a most interesting 

and
by z goals (0 penalty) 4 tries (zo points) 000 goal (5 points). 
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Rugby Football 

AprarOpvii.—Fadvirri. C. FL Gilbert: ThrapfariOft, C. M. 

1. E. Toiler, N. Cada, P. W. Davis Dal/dada. A. K. S. 

Rod, Livingstone George (Captain). 

T. )6. Wright. C. F. Reding, G. Ness.* C. Cary-Elsie, 

C. Mayne, B. Lee. and T. Rockford. 

gmehrgoirvir v. SEOBER OH 

This match, which had been looked forward to with great 

interest, was played on the School ground on November ogth.
The Sedbergh XV had made the long journey on the previous 

day so that neither side possessed any advantage in the matter 

of fitness which so frequently happens when a visiting side 

has to playa game on the same day. that it travels.A drizzling 

rain in the morning conjured up vision, of a greasy ball and a 

" forward" game but the weather cleared up and conditions 

were excellent when Sedbergh Incked off at 2 o'clock. It was 

wen at once that their scrum was a well trained machine. 

Their heeling was quick and their wheeling very steady but 

their work in the open was not so convincing, though this was 

'larg ly due to the saving of Roche and Livingstone,, who 

showed throughout great resource in dealing with forward 

rushes. The home pack were getting their share of the ball in 

the scrum in the early stages of the game and the three-qmrters 

made several passing runs that threatened danger to the Sed-

bergh fine. There seemed to be less cohesion among the 

o
pposing backs. The centre,  did not seem in  to trust 

heir wings. For the first quarter of an hour Ampleforth had 

distinctly the better of the game and a good try scored by 

Davis after a bout of passing from left to right fairly rep.-

sented the run of the game. Sedbergh began to press after 

this reverse but they were driven back by good licking and 

by. determined rushes on the part of the forwards. A few 

minutes before the interval the home defence was caught
napping and Moffat, the Sedbergh right wing three-quarter, 

ran in with a good individual effort between the p.m. The 

goal points were added and Sedbergh led at half-time by a 

goal to a try. On resuming, Sedbergh at once exerted pressure 

and it looked. though they must get over. A line out occurred 

on the home goal line and some ampere. scrumming took 

place but finally Roche relieved the pressure with a clever 

o9 
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kick into touch near the 25 yard fine. Play remained in the 
Ampleforth half mid Sedbergh were getting the ball more 
°Rea in the scrum, but all their three-quarter attacks were broken up by the keen tackling of the home backs and gradually 
the forwards worked the ball up to mid-field. The home 
threesquarten had had few chances of attacking during this half but now Roche set them going and Darn was pulled 
doom only a few yards from the goal-line. Some loose play 
followed and Roche gaining possession eluded several oppo-
nents and dived over near the comer flag. The sceneof riotous 
enthusiasm from the crowd on the touch line beggars dttcrip-tion I The goal kick Est failed so that Ampleforth now led 
by one pomt. The home forwards now became more promi-nent and they kept the game in the Sedbergh half. Mills made a great effort to get in on the left but he was.brought down and play settled down in mid-field. From a scrum on the left Roche got the ball out to Livinmtone, who set the 

three-quarters going,and the ball went out to Davis, who set off at full speed for the line. The full back just managed to collar him in time but . he was falling he managed to hurl the ball back ro Toiler, who was backing up well, and he ran over without opposition. The goal Eck failed again by the 
of margins. In the few minutes remaining Ample-forth maintainedma  prttsure but there was no more scoring and a splendidly contttted and most interesting game ended in a victory for the School by 5 tries pointy) tO a goal (5 points). The credit for this victory was shared by the whole side. The forwards were pitted against a better pack but they stuck to their work and were never beaten and they managed to provide the backs with sufficient opportunities to win the game. Eve, credit must be given to all the backs, including Gilbert, who never faltered save once and who gave a splendid exhibition both of sure tadding and skilful saving. The three-quarters had far fewer opportulthieS of attack than their 

; 13r1:6 'wben:: l'Iltte?tt nalltt ttsgesridolhteho' ehg's 
did 

 'the balanerce till the last moment. gom 
hung

Afincroent—Fullback, C. H. Gilbert TAremportors G. M. Mills, N. Golden, J. E. Tolle, P. W. Davis; Maid-Moira  K. S. Roche, 
x30

Rugby Football 

M. on ; &Mid, C. D. George (Captain), T. M. Wm.,' ha gti ' ' F 
C. eliing,G.W.ainsersigh, G. E. Cary-Elms, C. Mayne, B. Ise, 
T. Dochford. 

AMPLEPORTN V. R.A.P. (NOWDEN) 
The Royal Air Force brought over a strong side ors 

N
to turn out at full strength. Toller and Geldart, the two 
centres, were unable to play, and M. Davis and B. Lee filled 
th. el zsittioonsie.Thewyitifittplayot a plucky game but they were 

H den centres, who were v
strong. There were several County players and Thom., thur 
right centre, has played for Wales. Of the three tries scored 
he got two Emself and made the opening for Rtttidge to 
score the other. Though heavily overweighted forward, the 
pack put up a very good fight and gained possession quite 
often, but the three-quarters suffered from the absence of 
the regular centres, whose presence might well have altered 
the final result of a defeat by q points to 3. A lot of defensive 
work fell to the half-backs, who were 

only
n  through-

out, and it was Roche who scored the  try for the School 
a few minutes from the end, dodging over from 

Are 
a scrum. 

ler irierit —Vk' PVY.DH% ' WV-AWL 
Lithsgsrone Forwards, C. 5. G. eog (Captain), T. M. Wright. C. F. 

Cary-Elwes, L. P Twomey, O. Mayne, G. F. Mrscough, 

AMPLIPORTX V. MILL AND HASS RIDING A 

This match,playedd on the School ground on December nth, 
was a ica  o science over sheer might ! The ground 
was heavy and the ball soon became very greasy. It was to all 
appearances the day for the forward game. The School pack, 
however, first gave their backs a chance of showing whether 
they could rise superior to the .nditions. They soon showed 
that they could and also that they had the measure of their 
opponents. It was some time before they actually scored but 
there were 

It
good passing runs that took the game 

well into the East Riding's quarters. The School pack was 

3. 
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getting the ball more frequently in the scrums and also showed 

up well in the Dam After a quarter of an hoes spent mostly 

m their opopponents'opponents'half, a good movement from right to 

left ended  Mills running in, and George converted with a 

good Eck A similar movement let the same player in again 

a few mina ma later and Wright converted. Shortly after 

Kelly, who played scrum half in Roche's absence, opened out 

the game from some scrambling play and the ball went over 

. Geldart, who drew the back and sent Mills in once again 

for Livingstone to convert. The East Riding then pressed and 

several scrums occurred on the School line but successful 

forward rushes took the game back to mid-field and at half-

time the score stood at [5 to nil. On the re-start, tries were 

quickly added by Davis and Teller, as the result of good 

passing among the backs, and it looked as though the School 

were about to pile up a big score. However, the noon now 

became more even and the East Riding forwards tbreatened 

danger several times with good work m the loose. Saving 

was rendered very difficult owing to the slippery foothold 

and the greasy ball, and the backs were not so sure in this 

respect as they have been in previous matches. The forwards 

contbmed to hold their own and continually made ground 

with good dribbling, but the backs could not get through 

again. Towards the close of play some fierce meffies on the 

School line resulted in a FUding forward touching down for 

a try. This was the end of the scoring and the School were 

left the winners of a not uninteresting game by 2 points to 3. 

Amp-t6FORTII.—Ffoll—Iwk, C. H. Gilbert; n000goarbs, C. Al. 

M., N. Gellet, J. 0. Tone, P. W. Davis;Nog..., 

IC K. Lieogeone Fonoonier, C. D. Georgo (Csaptain), T. K. Wright, 
F. Kean, G. W. Autscough C. E. Cary-ElweA C Mope, A. B. 

Lee, T Rochlord. 

APAPLEPORTti V. DURHAM 

This match was played at Durham on December gth. The 

School lost by It points (t goal a tries) to nil. The game 

throughout was extremely even. In the first to minutm 

oro Ampleforth kept the play in the Durham twenty-five 

and but for ffie sound tackling of the home three-quarters, 
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Rugby Football 

might have opened the scoring . A forward rush down the 
field relieved the pressure for Durham. Gilbert fielded and 
found touch somewhere about half-way. From the fine out 
Durham got possession and once more their forwards broke 
way and after another mop fine rush down the field, scored 

between the posts. The try was converted. Play now settled 
down in the centre of the field. Honours in the serum were 
fairly evenly divided, the heeling was quick and the passing 
among the three-quarters well timed and as a rule well taken, 
in spite of a somewhat greasy ball. The Ampleforth backs 

end
toleave Mewing E
The defence on both fides ws very sound, Gilbert in par-
ticular bringing off some fine tack)es. At half-time the score 
still remained one goal in Durham's favour. Shortly after the 
resumption of play Living-stone gave the dummy and broke 
through, taking the ball from half way to the Durham lisle. 
There he passed Totter, who unfortunately knocked on 
at the 

to 
the Cathie and. so a good opportunity was lost. It was a fine 

bit of play and well deserved a try. A succession of loose forward 
rushes ensued from one of which Durham broke away and 
scored a second time. The try was not converted. Shortly 
afteithis the Ampleforth threes got away and the ball reached 
Mills on the wing. He headed off his opponent successfully 
and was left with only the full-back to pm. The tackle came 
a little low, but did its work, for Milk ran on a few yards and 
Men stumbled and fell. Shortly before time Durham scored a 
third try in the corner but the goal points were not added. 

.14.-back, C. H. Gilbert Tbres,uoters. C. M. Mills. N. A. Geld., 
J. E. roller, P. W. Davis; Ifoll.horlts, K. R. S. Roche, M. K. Living. 
stone ; Foments, G. S. D. George, T. M. Wright. C. F. Keeling, G. W. 
Ainecough, G. E. G. Gary-Elwes, G Mayne, A. B. Lee, T. Machined. 

4. 
THE XV have had a successful  term, winning all their School 
matches with the exception of Durham. Bad weather forced 
the postponement of the match against the Yorkshire Wan-
derers, who had got together a very strong eade, including 
two Internationals, Myers and Hamilton, and ten County 
players. This game has been postponed until next term. 

.33 
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Harrogate Old Boys came over but anired too late owing to 
delays on the journey, and they too will repeat their visit in 
March. 

We have not had so well-balanced a side as last year's and 
there has been no mob outstanding player as Crawford. 
Geldart, who promised so welllast season, had the misfortune 
to injure his ankle rather severely during the holidays and he 
has been quite unable to give his form this mason. Thin has 
been a great handicap to the three-quarters, who have never-theless been well up to the average and partkularly strong in 
defence. The halves have been very good indeed and they 
have laid the foundation of the team's success. The forwards have not been convincing. They are greatly on the light side and they have met some heavy packs. Durham, for instance, averaged a none heavier per man. This is a great handicap. But there has also been a want of cohesion and unity of purpose. They area young lot of players and should weld Into a very fine pack next season. George, the captain, has been indefatigable in organising practices and has seta good movie of keenness and energy. Colours were awarded to the following T. M. Wright, C. F. Keeling, N. A. Geldart, M. K. Living-stone, K. S. Roche, P. W. Davis, and j. E. Taller. George was given his on his election to the captaincy. 

AMTLEFORTX (21.11, .XT) V. ST PETER'S (eon en) 
This game was played on November 6th at York, and re-sulted in a win for St Peaer's by 4 pals and 5 tries toe goal 

OS points to 5). Though St Peter's had much the best of the gam; it was fought out to the end ; and at the beginning of the second half the play that led en Ampleforth's only score showed for a moment what might have been their form had not the team suffered from the usual Second XV complaint—lack of match experience. The dashing tacti. of the St Peter's three-quarters, who stood deep and task their passes on the run, severely tested the Ampleforth defence, which was luckily better than its attack; this too often only gave examples of the uselessness of passing toe standing nun who is closely marked. The forwards played a rather urambling but hard-working gam; in which the outstanding figure was Twomey, 
0 34 

Rugby Football 

who led the pack with admirable energy. Of the threes Dunbar 
scored, and Roach kicked well in defence. The tackling was 
good, as against a heavier line who knew how to use their Wood,

; and King at back and Hodge deserve praise in this 
connection for a plucky game. Finally Davis's successful con-
veraion of Dunbar's try, practically from the touch-line, 
must not be left unmentioned. 

The team was as follows 
Full-back, P. J. King ) TAremparcers, M. P. Davis, W. J. Ron., 

A. F. Pearson, H. V. Dunbar (Muck E. A. Kelly, P. E. Redo° , 
;moat., L. P. Twomey (Captain). E. C. Drummond, R. W. Flint, 
N. Caffrey. E. M. Vanbeems, K. G. Pagshawe, R. W. Wilberforce, 



THE BEAGLES 

DURING the summer a large number of the older hounds 
had been drafted and replaced by the young hounds that 

returned from walk has April. If popular sentiment 

regretted the disappearance of such old favourites as Gambler 

and Patience, the sport shown by the pack during the term 

has more than justified the somewhat drastic changes in its 

composition. The pack proents a much more even appearance, 

carries a better head, and maintains its pace in the later stages 

of a run when stamina coo. for everything in bound. 

Several of the young entry, notably Waverley, Dexter, Bashful 

and Crimson, have been conspicuous throughout the term; 

and it will in  old members of the Hunt to learn that 

Manacle has at last disco Bred his vocation in life. 
The season opened on October 6th, when we met at the 

College Ga., the traditional meet at Tom Smith's Cross 

having to be altered through the late harvest. After drawing 

for about twenty minutes south of Bog Lane the pack almost 

simultaneously hopped a brace of hares in some turnips 
near Lowlands Farm, and thus drew their first blood of the 

season. A third hare was found that made up the hill for the 

main road and turned right-handed above the Preparatory 
School. Unfortunately, Dom Basil's " young entry " were 

returning from a walk, and, after heading the hare, crossed 
the line in such numbers that the huntsman's only course was 
to lift hounds to where the hare had been viewed entering 
the College farm. The Preparatory boys, however, made 
amends by viewing our hare issuing from the farm on to the 
road. The pack were soon laid on the line which they carried 
some goo yards before swerving sharply to the left down the 
valley. The Field were quite unequal to the pace at which 
hounds travelled down the hill, and, when nearing Lowlands 
Farm, they saw the pack run up to view two fields ahead and 
kill their third hare after going thirty minutes. To mark the 
record scored by the pack the Master had the last hare broken 
up in front of the College. 

The following Saturday we met at Beacon Farm to find 
ourselves in a dense fog we had no option therefore but to 
move down into the valley. There we soon found on the College 
property and the pack raced away in the direction of Ample-
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forth station to be soon lost in the mkt. Near Plantation 
House, however, the Field were suddenly surprised by seeing 
the hunted hare running straight for them with hounds well 
up behind her. Up two fields the hare and the pack, separated 
by inches, ran as hard as they could until the hate tried to 
double through a hedge when the leading hounds, Lavender 
and Dexter, rolled her over. The Field was composed for the 
most pan of junior members of the hunt up at their fi rst 
kill, so that they returned home after the ceremony of 
" blooding " looking very like a group of garotters. 

On October 06th we hunted the high countr after a 
scentless day et Tom Smith's Cross on the previous yWednesday. 
A hare was pm up in Tow Dale which circled round Waterloo 
Farm, cross Cote Lane and jumped the wall north of 
Spromon Cote. As we reached the old quarry the hare doubled 
back through the Field and made across acres of fallen timber 
for Spromon Moor. At Tom Smith's Cross she again took the 
wall and led hounds along the Croremire Road as far as the 
gamekeeper's lodge. She was there seen, looking very harassed, 
passing through the gates in the direction of Scawton. Near 
Sungdale Head Slack hounds lost their hare M an extensive 
stretch of bracken after a hard run of en hour and twenty 
minOnes. 

utOctober zyth the meet was fixed at Ampleforth village 
and we drew over Mr Fawell's land. A few moments after 
crossing Mill Lane the pack killed a hare in her form. A second 
hare made off in an easterly direction, but, owing to the zig-
zag course she took, followers overran the pack and hounds 
came to a standstill near the molecatcher's cottage. Incident-
ally, a pet hare which was taking the air in the cottage garden 
wm winded by the pack and nearly met with a violent end. 
A third hare gave us a gruelling run. She was put up near 
Plantation House and passing Thorpe Grange led across the 
railway by Ampleforth station. Hounds bustled forward on 
the scent and pushed her up the Yearsley bank as far as 
Lion's Lodge where she turned right-handed and sank the 
hill again as far as Thorpe Lodge. Here she was viewed, 
but the pack were in difficulties through a cur coursing their 
quarry, and it was not until they reached Reck. House 
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that they could hit off the line. From this point onwards 
scent proved catchy, and, though they followed as fee as 
Plamation House, scent failed completely after a run of an 
hour and ten mhmtes. 

On All Saints' Day we met in the morning en Helmsley, 
and the weather was cold enough to make one anxious to 
nui even without the stimulus of hounds' cry. We found 
almost at once in the Stile Field and our hare turned 
right-handed up the hill as far as Monday Howl. Hounds were 
at fault in a ploughed field, but Waverley piloted them across 
the Rievaulx road in the direction of Beckdale. After ringing 
tactics about Stilton Home, the hare sank the hill, but at once 
doubled back through Barton Nags. We had a very pretty 
view of hare and hounds rising the steep hill and taking the 
wall as they came up through the woods. By this time the 
hare's bolt was shot, and, after racing her back towards 
Rievaulx, hounds ran from scent to view and killed near 
Stilton House. Scent had been breast-high throughout a fast 
run of fifty-five minutes, and not the least pleasing feature 
of the run was the work of the young entry who corrected 
their elders several times when the hare began to run short. A 
second hare gave us all something to think about, leading us up and down precipitous hills through Middle Heads and 
Ouldray Wood. Three times we dropped and climbed rises of goo feet. After crossing the river Range we lost contact with the pack, though our hare, closely pressed by the past, 
was seen by a labourer heading for Carlton. The remainder 
of the run must remain obscure, the pack turning up at the 
kennels in twos and duets throughout the night. 

The Ifirbymoorside hunt on All Monks was somewhat of a failure. We drew for two hours before finding on South (Inge Farm and then hounds could make nothing of the sc t. For the first time the Field and the pack travelled to the meet in motor lorries, and it is hoped that by that means we shall be able next season to extend our country very considerably with the approval of the executives of the Middleton and York and Ainsty packs. 
On November 17th we met at Nelson Gate, but, though rain had fallen, the weather was too bright fora good scent. 
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A hare was found in some roots and played "hide-and-seek" 
with the pack for some minutes before breaking in the direction 
of Helmsley. Swinging right-handed by Low Woods Farm 
and Sproxton Low Perla, the line led nearly to Ness Great 
Wood. Fresh hares here caused a division in the pack, but 
Linnet kept some eight couples on the hunted hare and killed 
her in the open after running forty minutes. Scent was patchy 
and a good deal of lifting was necessary to maintain the line. 
The rest of the pack were recovered by the whippers-in just 
in time to share in the worry. A second hare was lost in Pry 

Rifrunrg; tteictIsenr' vr'aTgisttsg 7odel 'rig to the short-
ness of the afternoons. The meet cc Jerry xarr, however, 
afforded a fine run from Wass, through the ruins of Ryland 
Abbey and on to the woods above Fosse Ponds where hounds 
were beaten. Another hunt in the same country yielded a 
brief but hard run after a fox which passed through the 
Observatory Woods. In covert, however, hounds changed 
on to a hare which they hunted prettily back to Thorpe 
Spring where they lost. 

The Master held the annual Hunt Dinner at the Hovingham 
Hotel on November 3rd, at which about 75 members were 
present. Adapting ourselves to the School horarium we been 
dinner at 5 p.m. and ended after many speeches and htmtuag 
songs at 8 p.m. We returned to the Collee in motor lorries. 
We wish to thank the following who very kindly sent game for 
the dinner The Countess of Loudoun and Capt. R. Abney-
Hastings, the Earl of Meaborouglx Sir Henry and Lady 
Lawson, Mr Scrope of Denby, Capt. J. Mayne and Mr 
Ogilvie-Forbes. The hte Master, Mr Gibbons, of Queen's 
College, Oxford, sent a case of wine for the Officiab' table, 

wiltZfter " odill Pori?Lia, tMe C. Mayne, is to be congratu-
lated on the excellent arrangements he had made and the 
profusion of his table. 
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OLD BOYS 

SINCE the last general meeting the Hon. Secretary of the
Ampleforth Society, Capt. It. Abney-Hastings, has 
organized committees of Old Bo, in different parts of 

the country to arrange annual dinners and dances in their 
respective are.. We are glad to be able to announce that the 
new scheme has met with immediate success. It has added 
some sixty new members to the Society and stimulated the 
interest of Old Boys in the Society all over the country. 

/l• 
THE annual Ampleforth Dinner was held at the Holborn 
Restaurant on January ink the Abbot of Ampleforth taking 
the chair. About eighty were present, and among the visitors 
was the secretary of the Public Schools Club. The Head-

who received a striking ovation from his audience, 
reviewed at length the activities of the School since the last 
meetering, 

iathd 
n 

ho
cong

.s.
ratulated those who had organized the

dinn w such succ
/9 9. 4; 

Toe Ampleforth Dance took place the following evening at 
the Hyde Park Hotel. The guests, who numbered 241, were 
at  by the Countess of Londoun. Cassano's band was in 
attendance, and the supper was not the 1.0 appreciated 
feature of the proceedings. The Dance Committee are to be 
congratulated on their admirable arrangements. We are asked 
to announce that the next dance will be held at the same
hotel in the last week of November, if that can be arranged. 

WE are pleased to hear that the Livery./ Dinner has been revived. It was held at the Exchange Hotel on January best, 
when about so were present. There wou/d probably have been many more but for the death of Archbishop Whiteside, for whom a dime was being sung the same evening. The dance, held at the .me place on January zoth, was attended by 030 
people, and reels. to have been organized with elaborate care. 

THE following Society Dinners have been arranged York (Station Hotel), March 29th; Glasgow (Grosvenor Res-taurant) in the second week after Eason; Birmingham (Grand 
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Old Boys 

Hotel), April lath. The Hon. Secretary (Manor House, 
Ashby-de-la-Zou )ch will be pleased to hear from Old Ampk-
fordians who vaish to join the Society. 

• /9 /9 
CONGRATULATIONS to B. J. Burge who recently pused " Fifth " 
moo the Indian Civil Service. 

/9 /9 /9 
T. V. Wm, has gone out to the Malay States to rubber 
plant. 

/9 /9 9 
C. KNOWLES has gone with his regiment from Mesopotamia 
C. India. 

• /9 /9 
F. J. M'Dor...., I. G. D. A. Forbes and G. H. Gilbert 
joined our Sandhurst contingent last September. Forbes and 
Gilbert have played regularly for their companies at Rugby, 
whilst Gilbert has also played hockey for thell.M.C. 

9 /9 /9 
B. J. D. G.,eo received his 2nd XV Sandhurst colours and 
played occasionally for the of XV. Gerrard is now a sergeant 
and M'Donnell and Forbes both Lance-Corporals. W. J. 
Hodge and R. J. M'Ardle have lately passed out and been 
gazetted, the former being now on service in NM. India. 

VIECOVIST ENCOSIBE has played several  for Oxford 
University at "Rugger" and is Captain of Magdalen. E. J. 
Massey and J. B. Fitzgerald are regular members of the Liver-

Voj'I 
ids

s ;et so'jr47j j injured 
in this last match. M. to  LYSmith, our captain of last le
Hs played for Manch.ter ; H. W. Greenwood for Middles. 
Hospital J. W. Foley for Roslyn Park, and I. G. D. A. Forbes 
for the London Scottish. 

▪ 9/ 9 
Tr. following visited Ampleforth in September when the 
Ampleforth Society meeting war held 

J. 9. Smith, J. ishwiek, J. M. Dice. Ilthy.C.aptainli. 

Lttre.ija,wrZV: 'Iv': kit: 
Ia. 
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Tiss following Old Boys paid us visits during the term j. O. Kelly, Captain R. Abney Hastings, Forster, J. C M.Pike, H. Rbinson, B. M. Wright. T. B. Fishwick, E. Harwood, C. Menace., G. Maywood, B. J. Hardman. A. F. M. Wright, R. P. Liston, C. Power, S. Rochford. 

B. J. E1804.11.1 has lately gone to Persia. 

WE ask the praye.of our readers for the repose of the soul of Louis Casartellh who died at Either., 011 January syth, oar. He came to Ampleforth in x887, leaving in 0890. Though in bosmos and not a journalist by profession he was well known in Fleet Street, and was a constant contributor to the DailyTelegraph. His intimate Imowledge of music led him also to act as musical critic to various papers. He was always a devoted Catholic. We offer our sincere sympathy to his family. R.I.P. 

THE PREPARATORY SCHOOL 

Toe following new boys came in September: 
P. C. C. Tweedie, M. Anne, E. N. Prescott, F. E. ntile, P. R. 

I'''. VIII 111',. J%i'.°W'rwiTtdlYnt. 
 de 

'J.W.Tintorra, 
J. E. Gordon. . E. M. Stephenson. H. S. K. Grrnses. Hon. W. 

R. S. rending, H. G. Watson. J. C. S. V I. Neilan, A. B. Tucker. 

4, 4, 4,

THE Captain of the School for the Autumn Term was M. F. 
Ogilvie Forbes. The captains of the Games were E. J. Scott 
and R. A. Rapp. 

▪ H. P 

Ws welcome back as a member of the Preparatory School Staff 
Mr B. H. Easter, who during the war held a commission in 
the Soon Guards. 

P B 4. 
WE have to thank Dom Elphege Hind who has presented us 
with a second bagatelle table. Also Mr C. R. Simpson for a 
handsome Boxing Trophy Cup. 

P B s. 
Tits Football Eleven have twice been defeated by Bramcote 
School, on the first occasion by four to nil and on the second 
by three to one. They may plead in extenuation that they 7 ,` 4booatih ' mf:ertiy g unn ttrl:ni h:INI= have 
played for the let Eleven: 

ji.rutrG, 
G.

t. 'l eurSa,1 
Gaingand, a. R. Riddell. 

B 3 H,

Tiss following Eleven defeated Red House School by seven 
to one t 

R. iddell, J. C. W. Ridden, W. 
Tucker,

 M. F. Ogilvie For
F. Y. J. Farrell, T. Gadd, E. B. E  G. F. Young, A. D Mac-
donald, N. J. W. Smith, H. S. K. Greealees. 

Greenlee shot three goals, Young two, and Macdonald 
and Smith one each. 
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We have had the following lantern lectures given us during 

the term 

pun' Hugh . 
om Lams 

. . ,(1ga, r1 Illusions. 

Dom Dunstan 
Dom Sebastian  
Mr B. H. Easter 

Garcon. 
. The Nero. System. 

Ht 
We have to thank Dom John Maddox who preached a short 
retreat to the Upper Forms of the School. 

H W 
Tat School gave two entertainments—one at Mid-terro, 
at which Captain G. C Anne and Mr G. Bevan were present, 
and the other at the end of term. 

The following were the programmes 

MID-TERM 
t. Poo. SoPo 

RECITATION 
J. POI. SANG  

REcWAT'‘  
5. VIOLIN SoLo 
6. RECITATION  

LI: =CR= 
S. RECITATION  

rg rtggo goes, 
II. PORN SOS. 

PIANO SOLO 
SOHO 

3. PIANO Drop 
Erroparp44  

g: 12=AroT 
J. SoNG , 
. RECITATIOCT 

5. Rath DU G. . 
O. FRENCH SONG on 

G.E.

n. Moo Sous 
rE' Sm. • • • 

144 

E. J. Sum 

or Fa. AHD ""1-orzx °°' 
j a 'ta:/gg'6 T 

' 
n 

A. Bevan 

r
. c. 
o FORM AND PREPARAT OR. 

D. PO. i'Jtt  
Lev

Cowen ItI.We END FORM 
END OF TERM 

H. D. F. GREENWOOD 
LOWER III. tho 2NO PORN 

R. A. Rape ram G. T. GRISEWOOD 

. . WATSON 
sr "7"V 1. ,Z1fr. 

";47,,L. Axe 

LIMES III. 91,ID AL R7'°" 

The Preparatory School 

Tue following boys were awarded prizes for writing: 

afiNe'rrmL 
G.L.

V. =wood. 
ot Form. M. Anne. 
Preparatory Form. A. C. Russell. 

Toe formation of a wolf-Cub puk has necessitated a reduction 

of the number of Scout patrols to the original four. These are 

somewhat over strength but the number is a very convenient 

one for games. 
• PP 

Tth Troop is now constitued as follows 

Acting Troop Leader. G W. A. Nevill. 
Peewits Leader: 

Leader.
Opilvie-Forbo 

Second G. L FaMMer. 
TLEC. Leader: FL E. Anderson. 

Stood H. A. Rapp. 
Bulldogs Leader E. J. Scott. 

Second F. V. J Farrell. 
Buffaloes leader: Riddell. 

Second D. H. Kelly. 

tir 4. 4. 
Owtho to the favourable weather we were able to indulge 

in plenty. of outdoor games last term. Tat -pasting has been 

fairly active but onD half a dozen badges were gamed. The 

monthly competitions have been keenly cones do and re-

sulted as follows
Peewits . a66 marks. 

Bulldogs • • • "'
q. BUBaloe. : 

PP 

TEE Troop is now the ponessor of a handsome Cup presented 

by the Headmaster. It will be awarded to the Patrol gaining 

the highest aggregate of matks for general efficiency during 

the year. 

MEOW the end of term ▪ the Scouts and Wolf Cubs held a Bogie
Jambormte which of course, is a small Jamboree. 

The Scouts paraded, and were inspected by Fr Abbot. The 
Cubs then howled " The Grand Howl " and danced as though 
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in their native jungles. Each patrol of scouts gave an exhi-
bition of some department of scout work Tigers, Signalling; 
Bulldogs, First-Ard; Peewits and Buffalo., Staff Exercises. 
Other items in the programme were : A Doll's Dance (with an improvised band) by the Cubs. 

Blindfold Boxing, arranged by Dom Maurus. 
A sketch entitled The Fourth Scout Law," in which Mr chief parts were taken by Scouts J. Wood, F. V. J. Farrell, M. F. Ogilvie Forbes, G. L. Falkiner, R. Riddell, and G. W. A. NevilL 
The Scouts' War Dance, is which G. T. Grisewood was an effective scalp-hunting Indian chief, concluded the de-cidedly miscellaneous programme. 
We must express our thanks to Fr Abbot and our audience generally for the cheerful patience with which they endured all. 

THE smaller boys have now been formed into a Wolf Cub pack and under Min Marshall, their Lady Cubmaster, they have made an excellent start in the an and practice of Cub bing J. W. Ward is " Sixer of the Black Wolves, C. E. Ruddin of the White Wolves • P. C. C. Tweedie of the Grey Wolvee ; A. J. Bevan of the 'Brown Wolves. 
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THE AMPLEFORTH SOCIETY 

OBJECTS 

ToLit,,past,:lVt7,:scr ul gefriends of St Lawrence's in inIthering 

s. By meeting every year at the College to keep alive amongst the 
past students a spirit of affection for their Alma Stater and of 
goodovill towards each other. 

3. Tostimulate a spirit of emulationamongst then is by annually 
providing certain prises for their competition. 

sprCiyal 'ItrquZi f12=1 ,1efoZrantgdelli'.'d  
end

TheAnnual Subscription of Members of the Society is cos., payable 
in advance, but in the case of boys whose written application to join 
the Society is received by the Secretary within six months of their 
leaving the College. the Annual So bsenplion for the first three years 
shall he ss. 

'nt:=MtXlss°v'M'er 
aha 

n ToT=I ' tro'n rretif 11!""bcm

.r7c1VVRIZITZ:V.:74t5ill=t7AIEE'g_lhg.g: 

THE AMPLEFORTH JOURNAL 
THREE issues of the Jouxxxx are published each year—

. July, January, and May. The Annual Subscription, 
70. 6d., including postage, should be paid in advance at the 
commencement of each year. Single copies of past or 
current IMO may be obtained for so. 641. An extra charge 
is necessary for Vol. I, this being out of print. 

The Title-page and Index of any Volume will be forwarded 
gratis on application to—

THE SECRETARY, 
Ampleforth Abbey, Mahon, Yorks. 
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A CHARACTER SKETCH OF 

ST BENEDICT' 

eoa,,;,..."41Terla,=101:2171T.---- "—^gen. 

ABOUT fifty years after the death of St Benedict, that 
is to say in the year 593 or 590. pope Gregory the Great 
vvrote four books of Dialogues " concerning the life 

and miracles of Italian Fathers and concerning the eternity 
of souls." The book was written for the consolation of the 
faithful in those stormy times—to strengthen them in their 
faith and Christian hope—and it reacted strongly .0,m 
the pa gm or Avian beliefs of Ae Lombards, the latest of 
Italy's barbarian invaders. Its vivid, spiritual narratives are 
said to have exercised a great influence in the conversion of 
those barbarians to the Catholic faith. It was a book with a 
purpose, that purpose being 0 promote the muse of Catholic 
Christianity as against the heresies of the time and in ou r

o insist on the immortal dAtiny of the human soul. 
The e second book of the Dialogues is devoted entirely to 

St Benedict. It is not a biography in the ordinary sense of due 
word, but rather a series of scenes from his life, and these 
scenes are selected for their supernatural character. St Gregory 
is not interested in the man so much as in the saint. The 

and 
is that the miramlous predominates the

and we pass from marvel to marvel. But though the picture 
which we get of then s is therefore somewhat one-sided 
and has obvious defects from an historical standpoint, yet 
it is of primary importance for the biographer. There are 
in fact only two sources for St Benedict's life, the unques-
tionably authentic Ras and this I' it, of Be Gregory. But the 
second of these has been impugned so often and presents 
such intrinsic difficulties, that every biograplffir has first to 
settle with himself the question of its value. 
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"If the Dialogues of Sr Gregory were to appear for the 
fi rst time in our day as the work of a living author, they would 
be hailed by shouts either of execration or derision by the 
infidel press in France and Germany and the anti-Catholic 
press in England. If, further, the author were known to be 
the successor of St Peter and of St Gregory himself, the same 
writers would unanimously declare that the august prisoner 
of Victor Emmanuel had taken leave of his senses.", It is 
quite true, though rather too violently expressed. The his-
torian Gibbon dismissry with a contemptuous sneer " the 
entire nonsense of the Dialogues." The critics for who all 
miracles are inherently incredible reject Sr Gregory's book 
as a ti e of naive legend. Grummacher (1892) will allow us 
to trustssuthe names of persons and places which Occur in the 
record as "not likely to have been invented." But perhaps 
the most complete incredulity was achieved bye seventeenth 
century Jesuit, the eccentric Hard... The learned editor 
of the Councils maintained that Sr Benedict never existed, 
that he was a fiction of St Gregory's imagination and his 
Risk a forgery. But Hardouin had a taste for provocative 
paradox. In his Cbroxologia Kornis Tostamenti he questioned 
the authenticity of nearly. all the works attributed to the 
writers of classical antiquity with a few exceptio such 
as the writings of Cicero, the Natural History of Plinyns, and 
the Georgia of Virgil, they were forgedes by monks of the 
thirteenth century.. Neither in this quaint contention, 
nor le hit views about St Benedict and hie Rule, has Hardouin 
won any disciples. 

The traditional Catholic biographer, himself generally a 
Benedictine, has been content for the most part ro reproduce 
the data of St Gregory without any anxious criticism. The 
normal biography has embodied the second book of the 
Draggers, and supplemented this record with extracts from 

From the pace m14 Quarterly relrbon or the Drakes, edne, by 
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late legend of very doubtful historical value. But it is sig-

nificant that the modem writers who have followed this plan 

have all found it necessary to preface their works with a 

vigorous denunciation of incredulity. They realise the diffi-

culties of the critical reader. And, in fact, though he be 

perfectly ready to accept miracle as characteristic of a saint's 

life, some of then arratives of St Gregory are so e.raordinary 

as to strain his powers of belief to the breaking poi.. Moreover 

the Pita is only one of four books. and the other three contain 

tales which seem to him simply incredible. In these circum-

stances we conceive that the sympathetic reader generar71

resorts to a compromise. He cannot reject Be Grego s 

testimony with the prejudice of the unbeliever. That prepichce 

overshoots the mark and is itself .riously uncritical. The Vila 

may misinterpret incidents and exaggerate their supernatural 

quality
trilhooutgh ' lesre"'A bade 

up
fdUcnrti iiM: between f

gems 

what is historical and what is not—through the lack of ail),

satisfactory criterion for such a discrimination—yet this 

does not justify a peremptory rejection of the whole record. 

accept
y reasonable atrial& in on of compromise : to 

e  St Gregory's biography, but toeaccept it with caution. 

and to reserve judgment as to the literal truth of all that it 

contains. 
We are confirmed  in our view that some such attitude 

as this is possible and e. en necessary by the course which hat 

been taken bye Benedictine Kholar in the latest account of 

Sr Benedict. Abbot Herwegen is prepared to admit that there 
legendary " clement in the Pita though we must 

beware of supposing that by legend he means fictio. " Were 
it my intention," he says, " to write a life of Stn Benedict 
I could only take over, after the strictest criticism, those 
data of the Pita which are beyond question historically true." 
The fact is that the Abbot has solved the problem which 
confronts St Benedicet biographer in an original fashion, by 
disclaiming the ordinary purpose of the biographer : he 
would write, not a critical biography, but a character 
sketch." By this determination he secures himself a liberty 
which he could not otherwise exercise. "Since I em de. 
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lineating character and writing the life of a soul, therefore 
I may make use of the legend also. Its function in this life 
of the spirit is a deeply spiritual one it is the profound 
and sensitive interpreter of a soul life which lies beyond the 
scope of purely historical experience." 

There are few things more arid or uninspiring than 
critical " hagiography. The critical faculty does not seem 

to make for sympathetic insight or spiritual understanding. 
It is probably true that the old, uncritical lives of the salon, 
packed as they may be with " legendary " matte, have a 
greater psychological and spiritual truth than many a modern 
and " critical " rival. But is there no way of reconciling 
critical history on the one side with psychology and mysticism 
on the other 1 Abbot Herwegen thinks that there is. 

Without do, the Vita S. Midi, like the other hooks of the 
DWI,/ of Greg, the Great, bears a strongly legendary stamp ; 
yet it an ,ntains an abundance of hMinical touches. .  But 
even Maw poniom of it which are Manly legend,. well as the 
story

.
 of thr dragon which met the runaway monk, are by no means 

woun'grasi, and express morepirit°. import,. ano lame re a 

pe _gr'a'naTirt7grS.7Bene0=1 st orw'tfraec"'w t". "* t Ids 
ho 

soM, we have eve, right to take notice elm of the ; tittle rihispers'  of 

The Abbot bases his "character sketch" upon the Rae. 
but illustrates it throughout by means of St Gregory's narra-
tives. His book is a skilful fusion of the data provided by these 
two sourcee. This is the way in which he explains his method : 

Thrs)neheaiswWn Ism 
to ti-i-ti''eT17417rld' Vrtuvd
we it not that the Reefs ilt:arse and kernel of the present book 
is 'provided by the Regal. Monedbrun, which is a true itness. 
historically aml phpologically attested, to Benedict's thought. and 
n the npe fruit dry:saint From it we may derive remoughly certain 
conclusions. tothesoffitifeof its author. The legendR  the prop, sourte 
of , character sketch, walk I ard the ege  as an owned 
anise inserting here md there its Me stmlres and lng.. c.f.",
and vitifyryg the picture with Its intuitions. 1 do not seek, with any 
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importunate define its limits over against history. Rather 
do I suffer it to practiae its vivifying waft without constraint and as 
history's faithful friend. It is. Manna of the reader to disoaver the 

al in every 1:,r-r.;:r.-  01' tr. 
mytiedannilght that shbaeln in the darkness.  TheRak was drawn 

spark henamn here the 

from 
ter

and composed for practical We. It has 
the equal Mportance for the historian and for the psychologist. He that 

would represent do saint's personalty must make sure that he values 
It. And at the mile time he must not neglect the penetrating mysticism 
of Gregory's didactic narratives. 

After these explanations of method Abbot Herwegen 

eeds to his character sketch. The book, though it be n 

proc 

ot 

Bfe in log al order, sa far s hat can bed t-

mined. It is divided into seven chapters, the titles of which 

reveal the plan of the author. They are as follows Hermit, 

Teacher, Abbot, Father, Legislator, All things to all men, 

Saint. Beginning with Sr Benedict's birth at Nursia, the 

author insists upon the proverbial monitor of the Sabine 

countryman and of the Nursian in particular. Here we have 

that basis of natural from  which is the raw material 

of character. Judging from St Gregory's meagre indication, 

that Benedict belonged to one of the privileged classes, he 

supposes a boyhood trained in the elements of a Breen

e  and in the practical piety of a pure and fervent 

Christian community. With such a preparation of mind and 

character the young Benedict proceeds to Rome to complete 

his education. The year might be the year 497 and Benedict's 

age l7. The young Nursian applies himself to those rhetorical 

and legal studies which would If him for an official career. 

But he does not complete the regular five years' St

Gad calls him to something else than a secular career. St 

Gregory says he was determined in his choice by the vicious 

courses of his fellow students, and fled from Rome that he 

might escape a like corruption. Abbot Herwegen is not aatis-

fled with this account. He supposes that Benedict was moved 

principally by the dire necessities of the Church—which toot

in a sufficiently distracted state—and that his first resolution 

was to give his life to its service as a priest. For this end did 
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he seek Enfide and there attach himself to the local priest, 
in order to begin his clerical studies. The theory is a plausible 
on, supplies an explanation of the pause at Enfide, and 
is perhaps more credible than St Gregory's abrupt transition 
from the secular to the monastic vocation. But it is only a 
theory, and it to  the evidence of our sole authority. 
However the Abbot agrees with St Gregory in the subryquent 
narrative. At Enfide the young Benedict became the object—
by his first miracle—of an atontion which disturbed his 
modoty and distracted his soul. 

It was an intolerable situation for one who was struggiing after 
a truer, more interior sanctity, who had renrynced self and wished to

e only for God and His Church. His rem. to serve the rhumb moat 
now give way to care for the salvation of hB own mud If selfuotn-

hdrafr htmxll !tutu the admiring of the le of 
Enfide. and from marvelling lop and words of his Mates. 
Benedict took  correct ...ate of the danger wIMh la. him so 
suddenly. He determined to save his soul at ony price. Then thelhought 
of the monastic life stood clearly before hims the thought which has 

W occupied him frequently before. Was it not the sure way to 
salvation 

at
many and many a soul / Therefore he will team Aside 

and knock at the door of some cloBler, And yet how can he do that ? 
Will not his fame follow him there .? Or, supposing marvel Malls 
him in Me monastery, will he not there too Mw upon hinised the 

hide of ml? No, he must rem live in association with others, he must 
himself in utter solitude, he must become a hermit. 

Thus might the youth m.tate, as God's Prosidence guided his 
life He would become a hermit. Secretly he left the place which had 
become dear to him ; he left the church of St Peter, and, though it 
came hard to him. he abandon. the nurse who tend. him with a 

M ' randavenionarg 'c'eft7 1121 anajt' enghtr unusual ways.Now he 

=nttl!eV".",:` =a =72. the " 11̀ ' and

Thus does Abbot Herwegen describe and explain Benedict's 
flight to Subiaco. It is well done and is a fair example of the 
author's method. The obstinate critic within ue may make 
us pause and ask importunately, "But is it true I" We can 
only reply that, granted St Gregory's data, it is fair com-
mentary and attractive and even necessary psychology. 

Of St Benedict's life at Subiaco, in the lonely cave,Abbot 

rya 

Herwegen contrives to say a good deal that is interesting and 

eloquent. There is one passage in particular which we cannot 
forbear to quote 

in the early  morning, when the sun tipped with gold the highest 
Mk glowed purple 

rwl'atall:'saa:!dvinoleta:d 
the

"e'dng .t tthreninght .be seen sunk i„ 

at te nt7stYr 
u.a 

And

fr
"L"' not the ak 

Gal

 stars Mme Iron the night sky and [he 

man or  uh g Iaau on' bsaknrry mo hands upliit.a 

from hin, 

mw i. 

life recognised by Me 010,50.N 

o"'naahe M" Urtil a  
 pmmixd ;101,:tTnga'r" n." 

the 
d to blossom into 

(Ler development. The can Of Go. led Benedict into the solitude ; 

His grace kept him there and sustained him. Yet the youthful enthu-

siam of the beginner had to s.d the painfultest of spiritual.... 

The struggle with vain sell-complacency. with thryoumgemeM a. 

sadness. was certainly not spar. him. Therefore. spar years, he 

ac'onntrAwon drmeatrw ‘ornkItt aMhw d'a tat, 
fervour

as 
sufficient equipment for the hermit' . withoutaprevious training in a 

monastery. That judgment 
Hit 

found. upon personal experience. 

Proceeding with the narrative of St Benedices hermit 

years Abbot Herwegen narrates the incidents that are given 

by St Gregory, and explairy the course of events that drew 
the saint out of his solitude. First of all he began to be the 
instructor and guide of some neighbouring shepherds. "T is 
intimate contact with the needs and sorrows of men soft d 
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the austerity of his renunciation and made gentler that ardent 
severity which characterised the early efforts of our saint. 
He now comes nearer to the world and its sorrows." This 
new nwperience brought before him by contrast his own 
loneliness and human need. A great revulsion of feeling over-
whelmed him. The past with all its memories rose before his 
mind. His young nature rebelled against the restraint to 
which it was subject. And there came the great temptation. 
. . Out of that fierce struggle Benedict came purified and 
strengthened, with an increased depth of human sympathy. 

But the dent which decided his future course and gave 
an entirely new direcrion to his life was the affair of Vicoraro. 
Benedict was persuaded to undertake the governance of this 
neighbouring mo stery—the story is told vividly by St 
Gregory—and thus experiment was an alarming failure. But 
this at haw it effected. It opened Benedict's eyd to the state 
of one contemporary monastery. Many men had begun to 
come to him, .and scek his guidance. Benedict had been wont 
to refuse their requests and ro send them to the dotter. 
But he could no longer do so with an easy conscience. The 
logic of animist:ince, compelled him To leave his cave and 
himself become a monastic founder. 

Such is the account which our author gives of Benedict's 
early years and spiritual apprenticeship. We have dealt with 
but one of his chapters and that the most difficult one to 
write, for St Gregory's account is here very meagre and The 
mbar source, the Rat, can give little or no help. From this 
point onwards Abbot Herwegen is able to articulate his 
exposition with the definite and indubitable indications of the 
dole for Monks. He has at his command also a wide knowledge 
of monastic origins and a careful judgment which are manifest 
on every page. And there is constantly in eviddce a sym-
pathetic insight and psychological tact which make his 

character sketch" at  and convincing. We should 
like to quote abundantly from his tingeinteres  agd, but space 
forbids. We must be content to summari  the findings off

tit last chapterhapt , in which the author draws together the various 
threads  narrative and ern ents us with a careful char-
acterisation of the saint. 
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Premising that natural endowment is the basis upon which 

the edifice of sanctity is reared—that grace builds upon 

nature—our author formulates these conclusions. Benedict's 

intelligence, he finds, is clear, definite and practical—not 

speculative. The very story of his life illustrates the clarity 
E his judgment and his vigorous practicality. These qualities 

are manifdt also in the Auk, which W distinguished- for its 

pervading sense for law and its definiteness of conception. 

111 his dealings with men Benedict manifests a psychological 

penetration that enabled him to judge wisely and govern 
ffectively. Along with this clear intelligence goes a strong, 

purposive will. In his resolute integrity, energy and fortitude, 

Benedict incarnates the virus of the ancient Roman, genuine 

manliness. His will is devoted to the pursuit of the right, and 

combines with his intelligence to give him a strongly developed 

uprightness of temper and aspiration, the Roman bowie,. 

lbs emmional life is charaeceriud by measure and rutraint, 

but there is dear didence of the irascible element. Gregory's 

Pim supplies sderal examples of its manifestation. The 

proud monk who indulged in angry and condmptuous 
Thoughts abod his abbot wan corrected comb vehemence. 

He dismissed another angrily, without a blessing, when he 

p/agued him with repeated requests to be allowed to visit 

Ids home. And when Agapitus, aga st his express command, 

refused the punt cruse of o 
in

il to a poor applicant, Benedict was 

very angry and bade them throw the vessel out of the mods-

Leryzrz e. L ima bt,emsapi,drta etnlhoer Lre,: in„ly iostolled,  cases 

hand i but they certainly indicate a vivacious, tigh,pi' rrtFeedr, 

energetic characdr. And this evidence is confirmed by the 

Rat, with its short sentences that have a crisp u ppi ng d them 

as of restrained command, with the oft-repeated ergo, the 

strong conjunctions and the frequency of emphatic phrases 

(Jinn dooloio, ants ontnia, se ter
St Gregory, inthe fi rst sentence of his biography, emphasis. 

the early maturity of Benedict's character. " From his very 

boyhood he displayed the seriousness of old age, no that his 

Me was in advance of his years." Abbot Herwegen considers 

that St Gregory has here laid his finger on the central and 
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dominant element in Benedict' s character. He came of a 
highland stock distinguished in Roman history and literature 
for its severe., an impressive seriousness of character. The 
rugged Sabine folk retained in the period of Roman decadence 
those qualifies which had made Rome great, a strong moral 
fibre and a traditional integrity, which gave them an appear-
ance of austerity and detachment. Out of this simple strength 
and fi rm principle was formed a certain maturity of the 
moral life, and it is to this Sabine quality that St Gregory 
alludes. It was the basis of Benedict's youthful decisions, 
of the three years in the cave, of his subsequent 
career. It made him the reformer of monachism. When the 
monks of Vicovaro fi rst approached Benedict he drew their 
attention to the dissonance between his " orals"m  and 
theirs. He devised a vow of conversion of " moods." His 
cellarer most have maturity of" morals," And, when he comes 
to the end of his Rat, he declares that he has written it in 
order that by its observance monks may show that they have 
some integrity of "morale." "Therefore," says our author, 
" his development, from the years of his boyhood to the last 
chapter of the Rule, points plainly to one germ Sabine 
integrity of morals." 

Passing from the man to the saint, Abbot Herwegen finds 
that Benedict's "saint life" grew from this root of natural 
temperament. Nature laid down the basic lines. Its work was 
confirmed by those external circumstances and internal 
xperiences, which have been described in his pages, and was 

developed and promoted by divine grace. 
ole spiritual was prodav by grace and penetrated

throughout by .And that is only natural in the case of a matt who has 
undertaken a work which originates in faith and  in faith car he 
understood and can endure. Pet it is good for us to acquire by means 
of the Rule some insight into the steady vision, profound inwartnses 
and vigorous momn of a faith, which still enjoyed Me Nil Jlumine 
tion of the early Church. His life is summed up in the service of Chrart 
nsilitare Cbisto. He regarded himself in his abbatial office . the 
represmtative of Christ. He welcomed Christ in gum., he sought flint 

view:he sick, he revvedH. . the paorlWe read in Testa.: 
lealrens, °Midi Domissism Swum • Benedict strove to rea.e 

M1is fully in Me little Christian community of his monastic family. 
His sons most follow Christ in renunciation, in obedience imitate H., 
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in temptation doh the evil thoughts to pieces on Christ. Therefore 

MIrcarr:=afgh172.17=1:flti=1". 
the joy and Me beauty of Ms ate. He would have his disciples preserve 
this lively faith ummured he would have it permeate and dommate 
their lives. . 

Abbot Herwegen goes on to speak of gravel., patinsein, 
mameauda, of the temper of that ancient Roman Christianity, 
in which through the " gemlenms of Christ " the strength 
of the martyr was mingled with the tenderness of the virgin. 
He has much to sav af els " a " St fienedwa 

The heart of th, 
endsvour to TPC011. 

being breathes thar 
of the soul, which
worthy goal of Mu . • 
stamped its markon tiv v v 
and equanimity, was the Ir. of a prolound larth and of a :custom 
ficing and self-forgetful love. It is the distingniMing mark of a saintly 
personality. 

These extracts from the final chapter will serve to show 
the quality of Abbot Herwegen's " character sketch." There 
is moth more besides in this excellent chapter and we should 
like to give the reader some idea of what the Abbot has to 
say about St Benedict's " spiritual programme," about prayer 
and mysticism, and about the significance of the saint in 
world history. But toe must refrain. The book ends with a 
prayer, with a wish that some to us to have in it that note 
of " sadness and wi.stfulnms, yet hope of better hinge't
which was characteristic also of the times in which St Benedict 
lived and of the troubled period of St Gregory. 

" May the essential traits in the character of St Benedict : 
the among, soul-transfiguring love of Christ, the moderation 
and nobility of the antique world, and his deep feeling for 
the yearning necessities of his time, remain also, in the new 
world epoch which is beginning, the inalienable heritage of 
his disciples." 
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THE HASTINGS PAPERS 

II. CARDINAL POLE, MY YOUNG LORD AND 
" LITTEL WATER" 

CARDINAL POLE is one of the great men of our history 
who have set their biographers the task of reconstructing 
their individuality from their public acts and apneas,

ancn only. His case stands in vivid contrast with thit of 
Blessed Thomas More; and in the reduction of this contrast 
lies the internt of the following letters, written by the 
Cardinal in family intimacy to bin niece Katherine, the wife 
of Francis Hastings, Earl of Huntingdon. 

In iff 5 the Cardinal crossed the Channel to Calais for the 
peace conference between Henry II of France and the Em-
peror and the following letter shows the indidgent con-
sideration, in the midst of European negotiations, with which 
he treated a high-spirited boy, " my young Lord " Hastings, 
his great-nephew. 

Letter from Cardinal Pole to his Niece the Countess of Huntingdon 

tionrItirsgeirreatl'addrxi;Ve Wy!'n'etIV:VB'er:lbeTnag.t:n=t, 
your letters that it was be more satisfaction to my Lord your husband 

ni!it my  me to 
e = gustroftirrqvolage'd  inT:tIrs:Pe7ties" ivtli t 

dure sum space of tyre determined utterly to leave hyin behind at 
the antis, yet being his des, to ucompanye me som part of my 

same 
was at to content he suld gm with me the Chin  nyghts 

lodgMg which was to my Lord Cobhams home, hut lie thinkim Ne 
same to More, then I was content he Malt corn  

fa
as Cantor-

wb
uyrUye irsib me ant  from thence I wrote a letter to my Lord his father 

.ing utterlie to have ft patched him from thenee but the 
you 

may  "owe"  ""4 " srahereas'"  rt"   ruble men Itar=e " heerress 'Howe
of 

of
and others wold go  have had him aeries, 

but nother he rem woldjentulfmkoher to make him be longer away. 

'f raTtor'shrbe"to 
ether

hIhm" at home again. rt 'll'et=r7n dety"-e 

goofi n gpssage . he had luther and in Me rest f I have ex ded f t er 
abode here at he  he retoumeck to the stn where God amt hen

to brig him An  then my Lord's desyer wm trust you wyll h,pe 
too cuse me. And thus almightie God 

se
my good Lord your 

off 
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husband to be rotor. unto perfect health ivy. his mmfort and tom 

elm 90714h./14„b°1',15',".'"' '" " "`"echo" w" at "Ne 
'"" 

The following extracts from other letters of these years 

show the Cardinal's especial interest in a younger brother of 

Francis, " littel Water," who was the Cardinal's own god-

child. 

" I ins glad to see your two Mylderne Edaward.,,,,ant Water that I 

Imd rem 
"yes M =r7 Onot"7411 " rh =117‘rte alVirarlistvt 

them. My 
suers

me godfather to it Water whom I wok, 

voshe for a whyle not to be from you Mit contynaly under your 

whynge m the lyttel cheken under the : and both to be applyed 

with a good Mr of good ensample and lerenym.-

" I weld be glad to here of your more stars.. Faith for I under-

tand by my Ness that she left you not very wel at ere as 

also she cum not hither at Me best herself but as she is not well mendyd 

m I trust to here the same of you and of lest Lord yo Mrsbande 

wyth your young buts they and specyolly of my son km., 

" Littel Me May. pars md lima Mal grow farm. in vvertu
and [troy, sor m  whyche you must cononnilly pray .and for all your 

chyldenrs offenim them to the scrvyre of god with dmyre of pounng 

dome of hm grace upon tem, lacking alredy no gyno of natur 

and for both you must gyve thanks and the more des, for grace that 

by meane they be so toward which withought grace cannot be 

mamrsayned." 

Finally, two knell which in their simplicity and charm 

speak for themselves; the first typical of the Cardinal's usual 

corrnpondence with his niece, and the second an expression 

of grave and delicate sympathy. 

ovme good lady and Nese after my Teensyest emendations 

I very glad to understand by Year 
Me 

hat you wer eased 

somwhat of the paynes of your lymmes m on Me other side I was 

sory to here of the de, of your appetyde fm the recovery whet of 

you use a good remedy as I take it to make that twills joumey unto 
y Lady my Sister whir I trust wan shan.fynd yourself better in body 

g r t=r1a=y rcrwIlV13174 'grOlr 0 e TrillOtTradll ',;19trnet‘Mde'll.T8'-
twd 
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A, glad I am to here that You bave pnr atfor m 
_i
re meriage hym mme  

ro 

bust prog

Iaras shall hegn 

7V, 

with 
with 

lyttel d I o not forge 

Frauncese . 

alyn owne good lady and Nese you, 

this present canwth in me the same

reccyyd sinth arrrel Yutc my 
for your nuarme in good it 

r the syncere 
hat he feeling 

I can say n% t 

"17:07:2 gmr" 

rie 
Lord to nya mem rfull r. 

yn 
tont your son. Wye], higt,h all me. the mea

onJeeembre. . 

do 

he Georges 

=
Ln 

72 
d.n

and to 
olde " 

in lir 
em 

Your assured loving Unkyll 

R. Pole Carle leg. 

N.F.H. 



SOME NOTES ON RIEVAULX 

RUSKIN has said somewhere that a restored building 
is a much more tragic spectacle than an utter ruin. 
There is howeryr little sympathy now wnh such

sentiment and shortly before the Great War a Bill passed 
through Parliament which had for its math object the pre-
servation of this country's ancient buildings. Abbeys and 
monuments of historical and architectural interest were to 
receive such restoration as might benecessary to save them 
from destruction, whilst any excavations which seemed likely 
to be of value were to be made. Consequently during the past 
few years various ancient buildings have been handed over 
to the Government, and in our own neighbourhood the Office 
of Works has been engaged in restoration and excavation at 
Itievaulx Abbey for some three years. 

The chief Rievaulx ruins are elm choir and transepts of the 
church and the refectory, bth remnants of many other build-
ings still remain. The buildings are a good example of Cis-
tercian work and it is pleasing that they can now receive the 
repair which they urgently require. All the excavation which 
has been accompli>hcd would go to show that they provide 
yet one more instance of the pronounced uniformity of the 
Cistercian plan. 

It would be premature to attempt any complete treatment 
of this work until much more of the ground is uncovered and 
a detailed dmcription of the monastic buildings can be pre-
pared. Still, perhaps the present is a suitable time for calling 
to mind the leading features of their foundation and history. 

Near the opening of the twelfth century the foundation 
of the Cistercian Order took place and so rapid a spread of 
that monastic reform ensued that by the year Imp A was 
considered expedient to forbid the establishment of any fresh 
houses. The Order was,in its infancy,confined to France but 
soon, in z mg, the first of its abbeys was opened in England, 
at Waverley, in Surrey. Many others quickly followed, and 
at the end of the century there were snore one hundred and 
twenty separate houses in this country. Rievthlx was the 
second English foundation and dates from to when Sir 
Walter d'Expec, a Norman Knight, gave a gran[ of land to a 
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band of monks who had proceeded—probably at the insti-
gation of St Bernard—from the south to set up a northern 
wtablishment. 

The early days must certainly have been ry trying in 
this " use-Inspiring and solitary place," They fi rst built a 
small and unpretentious church in Norman style, correctly 
orientated, rather more than a hundred feet in length, and 
around it they constructed the necenary monastic shelters. 
The grovrth of thew great abbeys which to-day am miss was 
a lengthy process they developed gradually, receiving 
periodical additions, by the architecture of which we can now 
ascertain their approximate date. At Rievaulx we have abun-
dant evidmce that hard times continued for some few years 
but things were eased in s 45 by a further gift of Ind in 
Bilsdale from the founder, which seems alma to have co-
Sodded with smaller gifts from other donors. As them:immunity 
grew greater and stronger the natural process of evolution 
and expansion went on and increased budding became a 

ecessity. According to the ordinary Cistercian usage an 
enlarged Church was non designed it was decided to 
abandon the orientation on account of ehe difficult lie of the 
land and build a church running practically north and south, 
using the old church as the lower portion of the transepts. 
The new cruciform structure was dedicated as usual to the 
Blessed Virgin Mary. The choir was built out towards the 
south and ultimately the nave towards the north. The expense 
entailed would not be very great. Plenty of stone was to be 
had for the quarrying W the immediate neighbourhood 
the monks themselves provided most of the required labour. 
Perhaps, however, funds from Clairvaubi were available if 
assistance was found to be necessary. 

It is commonly believed that the Cistercians were largely 
responsible for the transition from the rounded style of 
architecture in England to the pointed., and Rievaulx, one 
of the earliest English foundations, provides an argument in favour of this contention. The new church was Gothic, but 
in the transepts, especially on he north, the Norman style is found. It has already been said that the new transepts were evolved out of the old church and are naturally of an arthi-
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tectoral character older than the rest of the church. Again, 
most of the monastic buildings one would expect to be needed 
soon (eq., the refectory) show signs of the transition from 
Norman to early English, whilst less necessary pasts are more 
decorated and evidently built eta later period. 

Before the recent excavations, only the choir and transepts 
of the church were visible, but now the nave has been un-
covered and the ground plan of the whole church is evident. 
The length of the entire church is 343 feet, of which the 
choir occupies r43 and the nave 066 Wet. The breadth of 
choir and nave alike is 66 feet whilst the widest span of the 
trmsepts is 118 feet. Thus the church is just a shade smaller 
than that at Fountains, the whole length of which is 358 feet 
and its breadth 67 feet. 

The nave has hem excavated to such a depth that ir . • 

In the Chartulary of Rievaurt, published by 11,. 
Society, is a valuable Fabric Inventory., This in, • 
be of the fi rst importance later when the work on 
buildings is more advanced. In it is contained
statement of the contents of the church and princips1 
of the monastery. Speaking of the nave, it describes tem 
chapels in then orth and two in the south aisle. Three in flu 
north and the two in the south have now hem disclosed and 
the altar stones can be seen. In one of the southern chapels. 
the tomb of one of the Abbots has been found bearing the 
inscription, "Hie jape Heirriart Bur. pendant of
Rievalknsis. Cujus anima nsistreatur Deus. Amen." Very 
little is known of Henry Burton. He was a monk of Salley 
and the dqth Abbot of Rievaulx, being in office for about 
ten years. Although he is mentioned in some of the Charters 
nevertheless the references to his life or his doings are slight. 

Presumably after the erection of an adequate church, other 
buildings were built, as time went on, according to the re-
quirements of the monks. The principal relic to-day is the 
refectory, a big spacious hall built probably before the nave. 
Having bat choir and transepts, she mocks apparently 

ran 33.1. 
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elves with a simple extension of the church 

tcowarthe 
themselves

whiht their main energies were diverted 
to the constmetion of suitable d rank buildings. 

Outside the refectory near the maM Norman doorway 
remains can still be seen of the place where the monks washed 
their hands before going in to dinner: within the refectory 
is a pulp ls. 
In the east outside all of the refectory are niches for the 
beams of the pent-house cloister which surrounded the 
quadrangle between the refectuy and the nave, the place 
where the monks spent that portion of the day—it most have 
been relatively small—which was not occupied either with 
choir or manual work. 

As has already been explained, the main ground plan of the 
buildings at Rievaulx other than the church and refectory cannot yet definitely be hid down but there is no reason to 
doubt that the normal Cistercian plan has here been largely adopted apart from such alterations as the absence of true orientation rendered inevitable. A cruciform church with monastic buildings situated generally on the Epistb side of the church and grouped round the quadrangle which adjoined the nave was the usual plan. Strict uniformity indeed is the 
abiding characteristic of the Cistercian Reform which, spreading in the twelfth century was an attempt to observe literally the rule m laxly kept by the Benedictines !Therefore the Cistercians have sometimes been unkindly called the Puritans of the period. 

The uniformity aimed at was in most instances achieved through the visitations of the Abbot of Cite., the parent house of the Reform and by the annual meetings of the Abbots in GeneralChapters. , At these meetings men from far and wide came together and interchanged ideas, discussing matters of importance and by formulating a policy secured through rigorous legislation that uniformity which was judged to be so beneficial. 
The Abbot of Rievaulx was generally regarded as the head of the Cistercians in England and was called in at times to hear judicial cues. Rievaula then, though not the first in 
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order of time, was generally treated as the fi rst honoe in order 

of importance. 
In addition to the round of monastic duties, the attendance 

at choir and ordinary routine conventual work, the Cistercians 

engaged in definite external work. Indeed their external 

work may be said to have left a distinct mark on the epoch in 

which they flourished. Their principal contribution to the 

material well-being of the Middle Ages wo provided by their 

succms o agriculturalists and horse breeders, and m this 

country they firmly established the great wool trade. Their 

communitim included Large numbers of lay-brothers, drawn 

usually from the peasantry of the surrounding districts, 

who were engaged in Arm work with the result that the 

monasteries very soon bec e noted for their agricultural 

acconmlishments. Whilst them Benedictines engaged as a rule 

in study and teaching, the followers of St Bernard rather 

devoted their attention to manual labour. Al Rievaulx the 

monks attended to another great branch of commence also, 

and seems to have been among the pioneers of modern in-

dustrialism. The working of the iron ore found in the surround-

ing. hilly in revealed by the slag heaps and mounda in the 

vicinity of the monastery—an obvious one can be seen west 

of the refectory—and doubtless the smelting was carried out 

by means of the charcoal derived from the neighbouring 

forests of pine trees as more receoly has been the case on the 

Weald, before our coal resources were developed. 
Apart from all this activity the life at Rievaulx must have 

been sprat and uneventful, much the name as that pursued 

at the other houses of the order, proceeding, as Cardinal 

Gasquet puts it, " in the even tenor of its Cistercian way." 

These is Lode notable to relate of its history. Peace and pros-

per-1w in its secluded situation, far removed from any civil 

strife—thoe miners belonged to no Union—were for the 

most part its lot until an existence of oats years was closed 

by the dissolution of the Greater Monasteries. 
The nature of the work performed by thoe monks was 

such that their names have not been handed down to history 

in large numbers. Between thirty and forty Abbots have 

been traced and although a few details are known about the 
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majority of then, there is little which calls for mention in this 
place. Mr Lytton Strachey in the preface to his Eminent 
Pie(Pri611, expresses the belief that the explorer of the past 
can often get something of the spirit of an age by examining 
some characteristic specimens of that age and "by thus 
shooting a revealing searchlight into obscure re cmus " he 
may hope to gather a fairly just estimate of the general 
sitati . If the early monks of Rievaulx could be regarded 
as in any way typical of the melesiasticil life of their age, 
then indeed would we be considering a well-nigh blameless 
epoch. It would, however, be no doubt muer to look upon the 
details which we poss s as hair  not so much. of the 
general spirit of the n times as of the consistent spirit of a 
monastic community. 

The first Abbot, William, is described as " a man of great 
virtue and mffiellent memory " and was a friend of St Bernard 
himself. After the foundation of Waverley St Bernard is 
supposed to have directed that some monks should make 
their way north to obtain a second uttlement, and William 
was put in charge of this contingent. He is singled out for 
praise in the Cistateim annals on account of oho holiness of 
his life, and m one list is referred to as " Blessed William." 

The monk of greatest fame, however, vvas St Aelred, the 
third abbot, who entered the Rievaulx novitiate in its earliest 
days and after founding a new monastery at Revesby in Lin-
colnshire, was recalled to his former home as Abbot. Boon 
ha moos, he lived as a boy at the court of King David I, of 
Scotland, but when he was about thirty years of age he took 
the habit at Rievaulx where he remained for a few years, 
until in 5043 he was sent to found Revesby. After his return 
to his early monastic home he did much to promote the 
erection of the Abbey Church and devoted in addition con-
siderable time to the writing of historical and pious works. 
He died in 1166 and was raised to the Church's altars as a Saint, 
to 

The action in the sixteenth century must have come 
to Rievaulx as to the other abbeys of the day with appalling 
abruptness. After Cromwell had succeeded in blackening the 
reputation of the monasteries by his unscrupulous acconm 
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pikes, whose visitations produced false mcusations enough to 
ruin any establishment which was given no opportunity of 
clearing itself, suppression was easily countenanced and 
dissolution naturally followed not long afterwards. The 
Abbot of the period at Rievanbc, William Helmsley,showed 
a fine spirtt of independence. He claimed exemption from 

and treated with scant respect the intruding visitors, 
but his efforts were altogether unavailing. He was finally 
ejected from his office, a more pliable successor being found 
in one, Richard Blynton, who was instrumental in the ulti-
mate handing over of the abbey. Together with some twenty 
monks he signed the surrender and Ci ro will's commissionert 
were in possession by December 3rd, a 539. The annual 
income  of over Doo and much plate thus passed into the 
hands of the King's Commissioners. 

The site of Rievaulx after it had been denuded of all that 
vvas valuable was given to a descendant of Sir Walter d'Espec, 
the firm founder, and it passed to the Duncombe family 
near the close of the 17th century. There it remained until 
the Govemment recently were all  to take possession and 
to save these ruins and !nasty ffilmi old abbeys, " where 
natural beauty encircles ancient art," from the destruction 
which has long been threatening them. 
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AT the General Chapter of the English Benedictine 
Congregation held at Downside in April, Father Abbot was elected Abbot President of the Congregation. We offer him our sincerest congratulations. For nearly 

twenty-four years Father Abbor has been Superior at Ample-forth and we know that under his wise administration our monastery has been abundantly blessed. We believe that the
English Congregation roil never have muse to regret their choice. At the same Chapter Father Abbor Hooky, of Douai Abbey, was elected by the Chapter as First Assistant Abbot to the President, and Father Abbot McDonald, of Forr August, was appointed by the President as Second Assistant. 

+ Ifs 
THE English Benedictine nuns of Kikumein, near Fort 
Augustus, have recently moved from Scotland to Hobe Eden, in Cumberland. Their beautiful new home is situated in a parish served by Ampleforth prints. It is our duty therefore to we/come them to England and wish them every blessing. 

Bone 
T. silver jubilee of the Episcopal Consecration of His Eminence Cardinal Bourne was celebreted on May tn. A telegram of congratulation was sent from Ampleforth—Abbey and School—by Father Abbor. Once gam we wish His 
Eminence many years of fruitful labour. The difficulty and 
responsibility of the tasks whkh have devolved upon 

Cardins-
al Bourne as Archbishop of Westminster have been succes ftil met and his public utterances so wisely conceived that he is not crustedin name the leader of English Catholics, but M fact their  champion. Ad mult. annos. 

• 
AT the request of the venerable Bishop of our Diocese, a co-adjutor Boo.Bish of Middlesbrough has been appoMted. To the Very ev. Thomas Canon Shine, Bishop-Elect, we offer our sincerest congratuLtions and respects. We trust 

eismat tvoeLs,o,o17 . shall have an opportunity of welcoming 

ils .3/ 
Ova readers will be glad to know that Dom Wulstan Barnett is occasionally able to say Mass. Dom Austin Hind has been 
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ordered a long rest from his many labours. We hope that after 

a few months he will have completely recovered his health. 

THE zeal of the late Dom▪ Oswald Swarbreck for the welfare 
of the parish of St Bededct's, Warrington, has been appro-
priately commemorated by the erection of new altar rail/ 
in the church. They were opened on Low Sunday. New altar 

rails have also been added to the church at Abergavenny as a 
memorial to Dorn A.tin Wray and chose members of his 
parish who lost their lives in the way 

for  WE ask the prayers of ou▪ r readers for the repose of the soul 
of Jane Frances Grirnsdale, sister to the bare Abbot Bury 
who died recently. She possessed many of the qualities which 
distinguished Abbot Bury, and lived to the extraordinary 
age of ninety-nine and a half years. We quote from a letter of 
one of her daughters " She was altogether rather wr-mdcrful, 

full of energy to the very end and re .
or painting, at which she was an re
memory and an ever ready wit. IS 

Vede. dStratnil" 1:ynthe nr sZ: h1Zris .111. h./ siren Lren 
wedding. They had seven children and we nor all afire noss. 
She saw the fi rst train run from Liverpool to Manchester 
when Huskisson was killed. She made her first journey to 
Lo  by a 
sailing boat." R.I.P. 

▪ /P 
We heg to acknowledge the receipt of The Stony/meet 
Maga..., The Beaumont Review, The Douai Magauirte, 
The Downside Review, The Raven, The Royal Military Colkr 
Maroc., The Gigglerwirk Chron.k, Bulletin of the Jobre 
Ryland , Libtaty, The . Edorundian, Praeda, The Urhaw 
Maga..., The Rateltii., The Orem.. 
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NOTICES OF BOOKS 

A COIISIMIlklq 011 the Nem Code of Cams Lore. By Dom CHARMS Aomisvnin, o.s.a. Vol. IV, The Sacraments (except AfetrThony) and Sacrament.. Wrder, lee net. 
- Tim fourth volume of Dom Augus.e, commentary M to be much reobronerdleA for it contains matter that is of the highest practical value to Me priest. The careful reading of this volume . be a very riseful revirion of a great deal .at has been met in the Mo. Theol 

New Code, 
wen

b'irtra ' :17Wihl; IT4Toit ntfi7ei=OV„ICKE Moral Theologian has invaueri the domain of the Cmonist. On number-
less small 

wirft ti=fjrclitiTties a'. Tt e
 the 

'aVeCiallIttL'enTie 
subject of nugencs. 

There are one or two points to .ch we wiA to .11 ate.tion. 
triedrth=7ard 'Ite' n:fo i t tri:';eltrie:eted '11According to the usual teaching of theologians the word or should be and, for both rem.. must he present to no.titute a direct violation. divegui, for eample, says" rimesio .9 arca. si cum matexia sigini shwa reveletur persona poenitentis nominetur exp., vel ex adiunctis palette designamv" 

(ciS''''M „ Y. conoun' t "  °norTao re' ne' rnTr/Irsirtiit' tnein,!Z tie'res. ma leggn on 
it,

letter of the positive law of the Church but this is amainly na the usual interpretation, ed., Neklin. Arm& do not urge the obligation on those who are free limn grievous sin. 
Although no doubt a lull index win be provided when the com-

'"=.7.iitiVidWrid11Tv 'err=cralhelrZ truel t this volume. 

A Week-End It.. By CHARLES PLATER, S.J. Sands Pc.. ss. Pd... 
Wm short book, o its earnestness and directness, speaks tom very clearly of Father Plater whose recent death has left a gap in English dathoM life hard to fig. Among the ma, activities that consumed 

en"g=7,1 r n  rut is l5 
dgeelrw he 

They do not pretend to be poli
 arses 

shed productins, but they pawl. The "mat Truths in a vivid, often colloquial style that would mit . strike the Waginati. and stir the he. of the hearer. 
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SCHOOL NOTES 

THE following were the School Officials for the I,ent Term 

Head Monitor . . . . E. M. pratherara, 
Captain of Games . . . . . T. M. Wright 
Monitors . E. J. T. Bags..we, P W. Davis, G. W. 

Aisisconah, C. E. G. Cray-Evora, T. M. 
Wright, C. Mayne, N. A. Grade. M. K. 
Livingstone. 

Librarians of the Upper Library . C. E. G. Cary-Elwes, 
G. T. Twemlow, S. A. Maranon. 

Librarians of the Upper Middle Library G. J. T. „Ittr d, 

Librarians of the Lower Middle Libra, . N. J. ChAmairlec7, 

Librarians of the Lower Library W. H, La
P. 

wson, 

Journal Committee . . E. M. Va.nhees, R. G 
 E. 

Hague 
Graft. Committee . • T.

M. 
... u ,:frraf. ?,:f411: 

Hunt Officials 
Master of . . 
WMPPDsf. • D. C. lMBrie-Forbes, B. W. Hardimngg, 

Masters in the Held E. M. VanheeT,2,. .,,,Ainscory.,,z, 

"P'attletlitfttin. P. 
and Set—E. H. George, G. P. Cron, 
lad Set—D. E. Welter, A. L. Arascough. 
0th Set—A. C. Scrape, J. F. Taunton. 
5th Set-0 . Mosconi, G. J. Emery. 

.I. 

THE following boys left in December 

J. E. Toner, C. D. S. George, A. M. de Sulueta, C. M. Mills, and 
K. V. Lander. Their places were taken by B. Daly, T. C. Knowles, 
R. B. Hodgkinson, and F. J. Tenney. 

AT the beginning of term Dom Adrian Mawson left the School 

staff of which he has been a member since tgros. We can 

C uliii;111Yes;''regifi. h.lationTeVd °s7IS'aht7:::r17rc rl:tyttae 

was a tower of strength on the football field, and certainly 
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his fine spirit of sportmanship lends credibility to the report. 
The discrpline of his teaching is fresh in the memory cf most. 
As officer commanding the O.T.C. the same qualities of 
disciplinarian and sportsman served him well, and the effi-
ciency of the contingent is the evidence of his success. The 
best wishes of the School accompany him. 

fir at 

ON the whole the Rugby season has been a successful one as the 
appended results show. It will perhaps be mot memorable 
for the victory over Sedbergh whom we challenged for the 
first time last year, and who defeated us by v points to nil. 
The game here against them this mason is one that will not 
soon be forgotten by those who avitnessed h. The game itself 
ware very fine one bringing out al/ the bee t points of the game 
and was played in the very beat mirth. The enthusiasm of the 
spectators was decidedly vocal. Indeed one Sedbergh player 
asked the referee whether the onlookers might not be per-
suaded to be less vociferous ! The final victory by 9 points to 

. 5 jot about reflected the run of the play. Durham was the 
only school in the North to whom we lowered our colours. 
They have a very fine side this year and have won all their 
matches. TheCranleigh result at Christmas time came as rather 
a shock though indeed there were circumstaren that 
gated the defeat. They are undoubtedly a wonderful School 
side and quite the strongest of the Public Schools this mason. 

The play of the XV has been somewhat uneven. The forwards 
for instance played a really fine game against a very good 
Giggleswick pack; against St Peter's at times they were 
almost pitiful. They were none too sound against Sedbergh. 
In a number of the matches the strong defence of the backs 
laid the foundation of victory. Yet against Cranleigh M the 
back division that

ayo 
was mostly at fault They seemed to be 

able to do nothing right. 
Mr G. A. Allan, the leader of the Cheshire forwards, vent 

a few days here in January and the whole side benefited 
greatly by his coaching. We hope he will be able to come again 
next 2.1.111111. 
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Saxes Christmas we have lost matches against Harrogate Old 

Boys and the Yorkshire Wanderers. Both were really strong 

club sides and the Fifteen put up a good fight on both occasions. 
We defeated Ripo and the Old Boys. D. George, who was 
Captain until Christmas, though he never really got his 
forwards well together, was energetic and enthusiastic, and 
his organisation of the games and practices maintained fully 

the traditions of the last few years. 'P. Wright, who led the 

forwards very well this term, and C. Mayne were Me best of a 

good pack. Keeling played some excellent games and for his 

weight his progress when hampered is really extraordinary. 

He always expends is last ounce. One or two of the forwards 

are apt to finish  w heresh ! The whole of the pack is expected 

to return next season. They should be a very strong propo-

fition. 
Roche and Livingstone were a useful pare of halves, though 

the latter had his off days and he still seems rather wanting 
in the Hmhy of taking a quick and correct decision. The 
kicking of both halves was very good and their defence was 
very sound. Roche was often ubiquitous and saved many a 
situation. 

• 

Tire " threes " did aome very good work last term but the 
departure of Mills at Christmas weakened them. A certain 
amount of reconstruction was therefore necessary. Geldart, 
who was never himself before Christmas, quite found hia 
old form again this term and made a good centre. Hodge? as 
brought in at scrum-half where he was a great success, d 
Roche played centre. Davis has played consitendy well on the 
right wing where he ha a made the best use s of his great pare. 
Both Kelly and Manion have played on the left wing, and 
Mansion perhaps WM rather the stronger. Gilbert has filled 
the position of full-back the whole season. He has always 
been steady and reliable and shown great coolness in emer-
gencies. His strong play has had much to do with the success 
of the side. Congratulations to C. Mayne and C. H. Gilbert 
who got their colours this term, and to T. M. Wright, 
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C. Mayne, P. W. Davis, M. K. Livingstone, and A. K. S. 
Roche on being chosen to play for the North Public Schools 
against the South. 

sis 

Ampleforth v. Pocklirigton 

H'Fwd.e7:1'. F. A . 
St Petes . 
Sedbergh . . 
Durham

.a E. Riding 
c~eigh . . 

RrrIr. igarde.rem 
Harrogate Old Boys 
Old Boys . . 

00 For. Aga., 

For 2.; Against 1; 

• 
THROUCHOOT the winter a sari of public lantern lectures 
have been given on Wednesday afternoons. Despite canter 
attractions they have been very well at  Tire 

to has been more than justified and ought certainly to be 
repeated next year. Dom Dunstan has given four lectures 
on Italy, Dom Louis has lectured on Napoleon, Dom Ig-
natius on the West India, and Dons Felix on Lourdes. To 
all who have thus entertained the School we offer our thanks, 
especially to Dom Cuthbert Jackson, who completely capti-
vated his audience by a lecture on Oberammergau. The 
fluency and accuracy with which he described the pictures 
and the impressiveness of his subject made it almost perfect. 

As St Benedict's fell in Holy Week holiday was granted in 
an  on February 15th. The hunt, by the kind in-
vitation of Sir Robert Walker, met at Sand Hutton Hall. 
Tha Scientists visited the North-Eastem Carriage Works 
at Took GoU enthusiasts spent the day on the Malton course. 

"Miscueruntque herb as et non innoxia verba." Others 
went to Helmsley and Coxwold. 
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Toe Football Cup presented by the School to the neighbouring 
villages was won by Ampleforth. Their opponents in the 

finals, Norton, made a gallant effort and were only defeated 

in a replay of the final on Gilling Ground. 

We have to thank Father Bede ,Jarrett, wy, for the Retreat, 

which he preached in Holy Week. 

Tins term the School have contributed another LS to the 
Save the Children Fond. 

Ws congratulate Dom Bernard and all the choir on their 
rendering of this year's Holy Week mush. It has been said 

that better has not been heard at Ampleforth and we certainly 
believe it. No choir could have so much as attempted the 
many items of the Holy Week list, which we print below, 
without much hard work on the part of master and members. 
The sustained exallence of the singing of the Improperia 
of Palehrina on Good Friday was a fah measure of the success 
attained. The leading trebles were W. H. C. Croft, L. L C. 
Pearson, J. F. Taunton, and G. J. Emery the leading altos 
P. J. King, B. D. Dee, and P. P. Kelly. 

di di 00

THE following is the list of Holy Week music for agar : 

Pam, SUNDA,
Hosanna Fits David (6 voices) 
In monte Ohveti 
Purl liebreemu  

sion Musk
rn

Bra:ses
me mass • Astsma xd !imam 
Passion. Chant of St. Mary's Abbey 

Turban. Voces . . 
duustrev Atm Wrigi.nay. 

Passion and Turbarum Voces . 
Weonesuar At TEHHHHHH 

Lamentation 
Jerusalem 

Orlando Gibbons. 

Traditional. 
Pal*. 

Plainsong. 

Lombardi, Oland 
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Jenisalem . .  2koS;= 
Lamentations , 3  

Responsories : 
I • In monde Oliveti . 
g • Trigu est anima miter Tr'Zfroa.b: 

b &at vidimus . 
Ch.lus lac. est. Part I . Aerie Aaerir. 
Benedict. (ralsobardone) Garonne Andreas. 

Msuriusv Tumisuw AT NI Ass, 
Kyrie. Polyphonic Ma. 
Rest of the • . Gradual 111Mass a. 
Offertory Motet. "Js Dulois " IGnoria: 

BAUNDAY Tammany AT Tlicsan66, 
Lamentations f , Soiesenas. 

i vrasvGn, Traditional. 
Lamentation 2 lombardie Chase. 

Jenisalern . . . . . . . 
ponsories 
Ornnes amid   ludovici Viodama. 
Velum Templi . . . Giovanni der Crone. 
Vinea mea . eaddiool. 

Christus MMus at, Part Amore° 
Benedict. . . . • Md... 

GOOD FRIDAY si 
Passion. Chant of St. Mary,.PIDEAN0 York 

0GD.

Turban. Voces
Improper. . . . 

Goon FRIDAY AT TEDEBRAD. 
Lamentation 

Jemsalern 
Lamentation

Jenmalem 
Prayer of Jeremy M mere• voles

Jerusalem 
Responsories, 

Sicut 0,
Jerusalem surge 

Chrisrt' gctus es[, Part lli . 

Ho, SATURDAY. 
1104, " Lux et Origo " . . 

Es.. SUNDAY sr MA.. 
" 0 010111 GI000110 . Vir 'x 

Agri. Dei, " oaao Pulchri Sant" (6 voices) 

William At:

Loadir Chant. 
. rely. 

mnna. 
Tradotional. 
Tradnional. 
Trade., 
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Gloria and Credo   Plainsong. 
Epistle. Pro, Easter tone . .  alb Gent,. 

EssZen SUNDAY ar von. Joe BENEDICTION. 
VEDi Creator . . . . Paxson. 
kolact cayat Vesper . Auelor ineortus, efielt Cet12. 

Motet," Regina Coeli " W. A. PickariCandiridgel 
Tants. ergo , 
Adoremus m aeternuni . 

0 

WE congratulate Dun Bernard and Mr Maude on the for-
ation of a Suing Orchestra. We are reminded that it ir 

really only a revival as for many. years Ampleforth had an 
excellent String Orchestra, but its glories have long faded. 
This term the efforts of its new founders have been rewarded 
be a succesiful public ippearance. But more recruits are 
wmted. It is especially important that a viola should enable 
us to hear many of the classical quartettes for four strings. 
A pianoforte quartette already exists: J.Someus-Cocks (piano), 
C. Raynes (ist violin), L. L C. Pearson (and violin), and H. L. 
Crum ('cello), have formed themselves into an efficient 
combination. 

▪ 4.

THE following boys are heads of the Forms 
Upper Sixth E. M. Vanheems. lower Fifth G. C. Parr. 
Middle Sixth P. W. Davis. Up, L.., L. I. C. Warms 
Lower Sixth D. C. Ogilvie-Po... Lower Fourth .6. J. McDonald. 

VIra lfgli 

THE School Staff lot ter▪ m was constituted as follows 

limn Edmund
"'"' itin' t.li„(nreinirtVIS A 

Dom Placid D
Dom Wilfrid 

olan, M.A. Dorn stoma matool 
B.A.

Dom Paul Nvin, M.A. Dom Louis B.A. 
Dom Dunstan Poszi, Dom John Maddox 
Dom Herbert B,e, B.A. Dom Raphael Williams 
Dom Sebastian Lmbert, B.A. Dom Gregory Swarm, B.A. 
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Dom Hugh de Normanville, H.A. Dom Ignatius Mi., B.A. 
Our 

Berna 
Intyd rd Itiarns Dom Denis Marshall, H.A. 

Dom  hkElligott, Do A tine( Richard 
Dom Ethelred Taunton. B.AB.A  HonFelix Hardy, 

Dam Alphonsus Richardson 
F. Xilvington HatteNey, Esq.. Mus.Bac. (Cantab.), A.R.AM 
E. M. Reath, Esq, BIAS., A.R.C.A., Chelsea Arts ChM. 

Edward Maude, 
John Grows, sq. ( ielenedlah 
B. H. Easter, Esq. (and Officer 0.T.C.. late lieutenant Scots 

Guards). 
Sergeant -hlaior Nigh (late Scots Guards). 
Serg

rse Bromley
eant-Mam Ott (late Aldershot Gymnastic Staf0. 

Nu 
Nurse Meyer r

) t it it 

WA are asked by do War Memorial Committee to add to 
the fin of donations to the War Memorial the following 
C. Knowles, Esq., iz 23. od. ; Mrs Natey (zed donation), 
ito tot. od. C. R. Simpson, Esq. (2nd donation), if a. od. 

18o 

SENIOR LITERARY AND DEBATING 
SOCIETY 

AT the preliminary business meeting of the Easter 
Session Mr W. J. Roach was elected Secretary, and 
Mons Vanheems, Cary-Elwes and Mansion members 

of Committee. 
On January Both Mr Mansion moved, "That no more 

battleships should be built for the British Nary." He argued 
that the defence of trade had been shown to be the main idea 
of modem naval strategy. The use of large ships for this 
purpose had been discredited by the late war. There would 
not for many years be a war in European waters, and the idea 
of waging a battleship war in far seas was impracticable. 

Mr Rocbford, in opposition, said that the late war had been 
won by the superionm of the British battleships, a force 

By
by 

the 
existing paralysed all enemy activities. 

By the end of the war the submarine menace had ceased to 
esist. 

Mr Keeling thought that the various devices which science 
had discovered to checkmate the submarine would prevent it 
from becoming the capital ship of the future. We should build 
battlohips, but her was no immediate eachfor diem, and 
meanwhile we should experiment on a large scale vials air-
craft. 

Mr O'Brien said that the battleship could develop defensive 
capacities against the submarine and air offensive. The smoke-
screen was a still undeveloped asset. 

Mr Vanheems emphasiked the value of surprise which lay 
with the submarine. Various considerations of offence and 
defence, economy, and the future trend of diplomatic relations 
were very fully discussed by Messrs Cary-Ellves, G. S. Hard-
wick-Rittner, G. W. S. Bagshawe, Doran-Webb, Walker, 
Parr, Roach, Collins, Kelly, T. A. Hardwick-REtner,Johnson, 
and L. Pearson. Themonon was lost by so votes to zo. 

On February 6th Mr Roach read a pager on " Oliver Gold-
smith." He related with much detail the story, of the 
chequered career of this 18th century man of letters, a career 
marked most generally by the two notes of poverty and 
insouciance. As a poet he was fanciful and " pathetic " rather 
than creative, and bit best work was in fiction, where " the 
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Vicar of Wakefield" remains a masterpiece. During the paper 
extracts were read from "The Traveller," "The Deserted 
Village," " Retaliation," and "The Double Transformation." 

On February 276 Mr O'Brien moved "That the policy 
of the British Government in Ireland has been a failure." 
The only British statesman who had " succeeded" in Ireland 
was Oliver Cromwell, and it was his policy which the present 
Government were attempting to reproduce, with disastrous 
esults! The use of an undisciplined force, reprisals, and general 

terrorism had only embittered the Irish people and strength-
ened their resolution to resist. The net result had been to 
make impassable the gulf created by years of misgovernment. 

Mr Johnson, who opposed, said that the campaign of law-
lessness had been started by the extremists among the Irish 
themselves, and the British Government had thereby been 
forced to defend the law. Constitutional methods had proved 
unavailing in face of guerilla warfare. Mistakes had been made, 
but the British policy as a whole was the only consistent one. 

Mr Roche drew a vivid picture of the miseries caused in 
Ireland by the present disastrous situation. The Irish people 
had some to disbelieve in the possibility of justice. if the 
present outbreak bad gone too fir, it was solely the result of 
continuous op 

ess 
r ion in the pat. 

Mr Keehnpg considered that the Irish character made 
government of that country extremely difficult. The Irish 
people did not clearly understand themselves what they really 
wanted. At the same time he deplored the excesses of the 
auxiliaries, and wished them to be put under normal milriary 
conrol. 

Mn Livingstone, by means of a striking analogy, comended 
that Ireland was now only demanding, though perhaps 
inarticulately, a long-withheldright. 

There also spoke Messrs Moloney, Doran-Webb and Grise-
wood. 

At the adjournment of the debate, which was held on 
March 16th, the arguments on either ride were develosed, 
augmented and re-inforced by many new speakers. 

to 
Oz a vote being taken, the motion was carried by zz votes 
z

W. J. ROACH, Hon. See. 

SCHOOL SOCIETIES 

THE GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY 

FOUR successful meetings were held this term. Dom Hugh, 
the President of the Scientific Club, lectured on 

Weather Prognostications," showing clearly how a 
careful study of the three meteorological elements,tempera-
ture, pressure, and rainfall, made weather forecasting possible. 
G. W. S. Bagshawe dealt with the Tropical British Pos-
srisions in East Africa. G. T. Twemlow in a lecture on Umbria, 
brought out the typical structural and climatic features of this 
part of Italy, whilst he demonstrated by means of lantern slides 
the interaction between these geographical elements and 
human geography. J. W. Lyle-Smith brought the session to 
a close with a lecture on Stariley's three African expeditions. 

The Secretary, C. E. G. Cary-Elwes, and the Committee, 
D. C. Ogilvie Forbes and H. V. Dunbar, have earned the 
gratitude of the Society for arranging a series of meetings 
which were of interest and value. 

THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY 

Tire President of A.H.S. opened the session wish a considera-
tion of the controversy between Mr Bellew and Mr Wells on 
the barbarian " conquest " of the Roman Empire. On Feb-
ruary not Mr K. G. R. Bagshawe read a scholarly paper on 
the Emperor Heraclius. On February 8th a visitor, Mr C. H. 
Davidson, gave, under the modest title of "War Transport 
in the East, rips— i6," a vivid account of the Gallipoli and 
Mesopotamian expeditions. In spite of his disclaimer, the 
society did not hesitate to identify the adventures attributed 
to water-bottle with those of the lecturer. Mr Hague's 
twpaper "The Development of Sinn Fein" produced a 

hours debate, recalling those of three years ago. 

THE MEDIEVALISTS 

Len term the Medievalists rivalled the A.H.S. in its corporate 
energy. The Society consists of certain veterans of the J.A.H.S. 
who have remained 1721 to history despite the claims of 
classics and the seductions o 1science, and certain recent but 
already distinguished new embers. All the papers were 
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nastiest and were fully attended. Mr O'Brien, besides proving an admirable Secretary, read an eloquent paper on Pope Gregory VII. Mr G. C. Parr dealt thoroughly with Edward I and Mr Zamoyali sketched with feeling the history of Poland in the middle ages. Dom Louis gave a paper on the Heimskringla and another on " Episodes from Japanme History." The remaining members of this flourishing Society should be placed on record—Messrs Grisewood, Massey, Hodgkinson, Nelson and Daly. 

THE JUNIOR HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
As mull rho J.A.H.S. programme was full of varied fare. Mr rodsmbr 

her,
two 

by 
papers, one on Captain Cook the other, illustrated by boom slides, on the South Au

international position and Mr Alleyn narrated the ever fresh story of the Indian Mutiny. The President retold the Saga of Harold Hardrada, and there was a very successful evening of impromptu speeches. 

THE PHILATELIC SOCIETY 
Gums. the Lot two terms the senior and the junior sections have met frequently and the interest in the hobby has been well maintained. Although, as might be expected, enthusiasm in some instances has waned, there has always been found a plentiful supply of neophytes. R. Drummond, E. Elliott-Smith, W. Haidy, T. Fishwick, 0. Ainscough, J. M. Hay, J. A. Loughran and W. Williamson have oined the Society. The winners in the competitions at the end of the term were : E. Eliott-Smith and 0. Ainscough. K. G. Bagthawe and J. C. Tucker have shown their usual energy as Secretaries M the senior and junior branches respectively. 

THE MUSICAL SOCIETY 
LECTURRS wxre given by the President on "Mozart," "Songs," and "Tendencies in Modern British Musk." The fi rst of these was illustrated by the overtures to " Figaro " and "The Magic Flute " ; String Quartet No. 05; and an aria from "Seraglio." The second was a paper 
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on songs in which the President analysed the elements of a 
good song, whether popular or serious. The points dealt with 
included the importance of rhythm and melodic line, popular 
taste, the royalty system, and the relation between words 
and musical setting. In illustration, Dom Stephen sang John 
Ireland's "sea Fever ' ; Quilter's "Come away, Death " ; 
Vaughan Williams". The Roadside Fire"; and Schubert's 
"The Erl King." " Tendencies in Modern British Music" 
included a resume of present musical activities England 
and a discussion of the two broad types of latter day English 
music. These were compared with the musk of Elgar and 
Scriabine. The illustrations (on A.V.) included the slow move-
ment of the and violin Sonata of John Ireland; "The Wor-
cestershire Suite" by Julius Harrison I Vaughan Williams' 
Song Cycle 'On Wenlock Edge' and Waldo Warner',
" Folksong Fantasy." A joint lecture was given by the Pre,
dent and Dom Felix on "Funeral Music," in which the ill,
trations included the Plainsong Inritatory to the Office is 
the Dead, and the Introit and Dies Hee of the Requiem 
Mass; the " Sicut Ovis " of Ingegneri and Felice Anerio's 
" Christus Factus Est ' ; extracts from Requiems by Cherubini 
and Mozart; and the Funeral Marches of Beethoven, Men-
defisohn, Chopin and Wagner (Siegfried). With these was 
contruted a mortuary piece by Malpiero (played by J. Somers-
Cocks) from the new volume "How:sage A Debussy." 

Two request nights were held and an evening was devoted 
to Beethoven's Symphony No. 5 in C Minor (A.V.) A concert 
was given by the Society to the School, an account of which 
appears on another page. 

E. M. VAIIIIRCSIS, Secretary. 

SCIENTIFIC CLUB 
AFFAIRS meteorologkal occupied the Club at the fi rst 
meeting of the term on February 6th. Two reports 
were preserved, one by Mr Scrope on "The Weather 
at Amraleforth during 192o," the other by Mr Harding on 
"The Relation between Meteorological and Scenting Con-
ditions." In the former Mr Scrape showed diagrams of the 
rainfall and temperature for the year and compared them 
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with the averages. The abnormal warmth of the winter and coldness of the summer months were nomd. After June tech the maximum shade temperature never reached ;MP. The rainfall for the year- 28 inches—was only slightly above the average, but as this was distributed over a very large number of days the impression of a wet year was derived. Mr Harding's report dealt with a research by members of the Club on possible relations between weather conditions and the quality of the scent found on hunting days. Observation, on am pressure, temperature, humidity, wind direction and force, the condition of the sky and the ground had been made for a period of four yearn These were plotted graphicalv, and each in turn superimposed on the test graph--quality of scent. This was an e/usive element, hard to measure; and this probably had much to do with the negative results obtained, for the only " agreeable " graphs were a rising barometer and a westerly viind, which were favourable to scent. Two demonstration lectures were arranged for February s st.' Mr Lyle-Smith dealt with "The Splash of a Drop," Mr Keeling with "The Blue of the Sky." No kind of drop or splash seemed to be beyond the compass of the first lemur., who showed in a most interesting manner the results of various liquid and solid drops falling into vatious liquid and solid media. The smaller examples were projected by the lantern, the larger shown on their natural .ale. Mr Keeling dealt first with the propagation of light and the formation of colour. He then went on to show the effects produced by particles, of varying sizes, scattering and absorbing light, and finished with a successful demonstration of the blueness of an arti-ficial sky and the redness of a 

On March 7th Mr Cary-Elves lesunset.ctured on 'The Manu-facture of Matches." He confined himself to the mechanical operations involved, and let us see how from a log of pine or aspen these evolved, with scarcely a human touch, the finished box of matches. Through the courtesy of Messrs Bryant and May he was able to show samplee and materials of of the different stages of the process. Th.e samples, to-gether with his lucid explanation of the slides showing the machines used, made it easy to follow the cutting of the sticks, 
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affixing the heads, drying, piling into the inner half of the 
boo which in its turn was placed in rheumer part, and Soofy 
the automatic packing. The President congratulated Mr 
Cary-Elves on his courage and success in speaking rather 
than reading his paper, and in the discussion Messrs Harding, 
Roach, Livingstone and Roche took paw. 

Throughout the session Mr Ogilvie-Forbes has been a 
succ.sful and " patient " lantern operator. " Patient" as 
some zealot of efficiencyitt devised a method of drawing Isis 
attemion when the m slide was wanted—instead of the 
disturbing castanet. or the monotonous " next slide please" 
—by the lecturer pressing a button and giving the operator 
an electric shock

On February ph the Chb visited the N.E.R. Carriage 
and Wagon Works at York, and an interesting afternoon was 
spent going through the many shops. The thanks of the Club 
are due to the Manager fora most instructive and pleasant 
visit. 

B. W. HARDING, Hon. Sm. 
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EVERYBOY 

A MORALITY Play, with its pervading sense of just 
retribution and an uncomfortable time to come, may 
seem at fi rst blush to be foreign to the atmosphere of 

aaringe but when it becomes a Maeterlinckian burlesque 
with a strong undercurrent of local colour—only a mixed 
metaphor could do justice to its subtle flavour—we need not 
mourn the demise of Folly. The " argument " prefixed to 
the programme will sufficiently explain the allegory. The fun 
was excellently sustained. We do not know in which of their 
roles we most admired the chorus. As not unsubstantial 
"children " they lisped and gambolled with a tender realism 
which we suspect to have been frank enjoyment. As 
" demons " they performed a Rugby Football Ballet with 
tireless- zest. As Monitors they sang a stately chorus (led by 
Cary-Elves) with sonority and charm. It must have been 
really very jolly to be in the chorus. W. V. Lyon-Lee was 
excellent as Everyboy, and Manion and Geldart both did 
goad work. The brothers Drummond, superimposed like 
Pelion upon Ossa, made a very effective entrance . the 
Ogre, and a still more effective exit—severally and dissected. 

The newly-formed string orchestra discoursed excellent 
music in the intervals. 

'1'1,11ThrLIVW arms '"',A7'71:owrtILMIT7,1 
do. lorth .d how .ere he bath manic foes to overcame, but 
d  finally attain unto m heights of Monitorial Bliss.

Ye Personag. of m Play . the oMer of their Entry:

Promo. . . . . Thd Weather . . R. G. HAGUE 

SCENE I. T. Csves or CHILDHOOD. 
The ChilMen T. M. WRIGHT, E. Eim-Exwes, E. H. Grb-

rag, J. E. Th., W. J. Comm, M. E. 
Lr...ro., S. H. Room, W. J. ROAM 
F. W. R. Jorsor. 

Everyboy—the Mild par excellence .  W. V. Thron-The. 
Nurse, the guardian spirit of ...al . H. GRISEWOOD 
PNENcrial Authority, the guardian spirit . the SMool, 

S. A. Martgox. 

Everyboy 

Sc"I',y1 J:11,?s7r7,. 'In W.of  LvCESmvg 
The Lion  boys (see the Children above). 
Vacation Work, the guardian spirit of  hoEdays, 

F. W. R. Je.. 
Rules, an old and brittle .tle spirit . . L. Two. 
Studies, an old and acentric spirit . N. A. GRUM. 
Four  funJvga£Ons, tr olovableaEIVan,my.

Moneo B. J. MURPHY. 

ZED  P. 1=V. 
The Eames Demons.. incamate, T.

H. Thw. m.:T •H.̀ .K.S i.,.?,*„.=A7K. 
om, W. J. Ros.. 

Little Miss Office, an all  md.ly spirit E H. E. GRISEWOOD 
Scene III. Tex BOWER OF Morisomsr, Buss, 

High Priest of the Monitors . . B. W. limmt. 
The Monitorial Brotherhood . THE CHILDREN as above and 

E name.. 
The Goddess g o'clock t. . D. E. WALRER 

rums., 
His dwarf, Peetee . . . . 

H. H. JD 
. E. Semi( 

Betvgen the Acta, the Consort of Musick will play Gavotte, Minuet, 
Allegretto by Frank Bridge. 

GOD Save The K. 
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LECTURE BY FATHER CORTIE, S.I. 

FEBRUARY ROTX 

LL knowledge begins and ends with wonder, but the 
first wonder h Am child of ignorance: the second 
wonder h the parent of adoration." The stony vault 

is a subject of wonder, Fr Conde is a lucid lecturer; a com-
bination of the two provided an enthralling evening. The 
subjects dealt with were perhaps too hard for some of the 
audience, but those who could keep pace with this voyage 
through space—and the pace was that of a sunbeam, which 
according to Einstein is the greatest possible—travelled out 
from our puny system to the confines of the universe. The 
number of the stars, the stuff they are made of, the triangu-
lation and the spectroscopic methods of estimating their 
distances—such were the main " wonders " dealt with. Then 
voyaging out still further we were taken to the globular 
clusters .d ultimately the Tirol nebulae, and made to realise 
something of their composition and their magnitudes, and 
the wonder of ignorance became the much greater wonder of 
knowledge. We thank Fr. Cortie for his most interesting and 
inspiring lecture. 
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MONTHLY SPEECHES 

MARCH 

THESE speeches went off more smoothly than the last 
in December and reached the "good average" level. 
Four of the recitations were taken from Keats in com-

memoration of his centenary, then just past. Grisewood 
spoke the " Grecian Urn " like poetry as usual ; but he did 
not know it well enough to have himself, and consequently 
his audience, at ease. Among the younger reciters Wright 
gave Keats's " Sonnet to a Cat " with appropriately fehne 
intensity, and Emery the tragically prophefic onnet, 'When 
I have fears that I may cease to be," with clearness but with 
imperfect rhythm. Of the muskians Geldart showed a remark-
able improvement, and Twomey and Green both deserve 
praise, if only for showing that it isquite possible for a" string" 
to play the piano too, if he likes. Somers-Cocks played the 
Etude with distinction, and Henderson struggled valiantly 
with Scarlatti's cross-grained cat. 

PROGIA1010 
Pelee Tiste Sibelius 

N. A. GP.I.DART. 
Ode on a Grecian D. Urn Reato 
H. G. GRISEWOO
Sonnet to a Cat . Xead 
R. H. WEIGHT. 

Ode wthe Mermaid Tavern Keats 
P. T. Beauw. 

Sonnet, " When I have fears . Re. 

a. Racyranon .From the of the White Ship Ross. 
F. W.  Joann., 

c. Paco Sow . . ..r.Spfin&So:y. MVRet 

5. RECITATION . From r eC.011l150 White Ship" Ross.

6. neon Sono . . " Cat" Fugue . . Seas,. 
N. HENDERSON. 

RECITATION . . 
A. e. 

Alo . R. L. Slevems. 

.s, P4 

Tom.. 

GwPW 

s. Puxo sow . 

a. Recwenons 

8, PI.° Sow . .Iginuetto Musical
H. L. Gee.,

g. RECITATION . From "The Passing of Arthur" 
P. E. Boo.. 

1o. Ff.° Solo . "Black Key" Etude 
J. S. Swans-Cocas. 
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OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS Officers Training Corps 

,fwoollotisnerhm :have joined the contingent during the 
laat 

G. J. H. Nelson, J. C. Tucker, E. H. King, F. Doran-Webb, L. L. 
Salkiner, J. Dewsbury, L. M. Linnet, A. W. Sandeman, L. Pearson, 
G. ""%tt 
C. Ryley, B. Daly, A. Eameyski. 

The hollowing promotions have been posted under date 
at January, sq. : 

To be Company Sergeant Major Sergeant Vanheems. 
To be Company Quartermaster 

Savant . . . . Sergeant Bagshawe. 
To be Sergeants . . Corporals Cary-Elwes, Living-

To be Corporals . . Lame-Corporals Lyle-Smith, 
Roach. 

To be Lance-Corporais . . Cadets Mit, Mannion. 

Captain R. L. Mawson, who has been in command of the 
contingent since 594, has resigned his commission. He has 
served with the corps since 5951 and held the position of O.C. 
during the period of the wan It is to his keennme and enthu-
Yia9M that the contingent owes its present efficiency. All join 
in thanking him for the good work he has done and in wishing 
him every joy and success in his new work. 

Lieutenant B. H. Easter, late of the Scots Guards, has been 
appointed second in command. 

The following enmred for Certificate A Sergeants Wright, 
Cary-Elwes, Crock, Livingstone, Corporals Gilbert, Roach 
and Flint. All passed the practical to t and we wish them 
equal succms in the writte.n examination. 

We have to thank Brevet Colonel B.G. Price,
D.S.O., Royal Fusiliers, Colonel Commandant of the York 
and Durham Brigade, for a most interesting lecture on the 
development of the "soft spot" method of attack during 
the great ar. 

We have also to thank Captain Ramadan, Brigade Major 
of the York and Durham Brigade, for the interest he has taken 
in the contingent and for the valuable assistance he has given 
us Miring the term. 

The Shooting VIII is to be congratulated on its success in 

11,1
match against the Oratory School O.T.C. The shooting 

in the Country Life competition was not so good, a result 
largely due, we fear, to a vere attack of " nerves." Below 
are appended the scores inse the match against the Oratory 
School O.T.C. : 

Tim 01.61011 Sonom. 000 AMPLEPORTH Comma 0.T.0. 
Celt-Officer O'Sullivan 
Sagest Browning . 

So 
11 COi-ToZ 12=1; .• 2 

Corporal Hall . . 
Conporal McNabb . 3.' 

Lance-Corporal Dunbar 
Lame-Corporal Harding 

y5 
56 

lance-Corporal Waster 
Cadet Lynch . . 
Cadet Dormer . . ;'S. 

Cadet King . . 
Cadet Milburn. . 
Cadet de 01.mnd . 

ya 
ys 
yo 

Cadet Brain . . 53 Cadet Sandeman . 56 

Total Sry 

While we were in press the result of the Country Life 
Shooting Competition was announced. Ampleforth was 
thirty-third in Class A, out of fifty-mven schools, scoring a 
toral of 66o. The 'Ugliest logo's soured by any school was 
896 and the lowest 308. 
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RUGBY FOOTBALL Rugby Football 

ANIP 

E

LEFORTH V. MR L. C. COWER'S CUM... XV 

P XV travelled to London on going-home day at 
ristmas, and played the Cranleigh XV at the Old Deer 

Park the next day. Unfortunately Geldart was en the 
injured list and could not turn out. Two of the regularCran-
high XV were unable to play and their places were filled 
by D. P. Three, who had he not been " crocked" all through 
Michaelmas term would !nest probably have got his Blue 
at Cambridge, and E. B. Black, Cranleigh's fint rugger captain 
and a fi rst-class forward. The Ampleforth forwards put up a 
very good fight and their work in the loose, in quick breaking up 
and rushing compared favourably with that of their opponents. 

out  The initiative, 
resource and precision of the Cranleigh badb were astounding. 
We heard a good authority on the game pronounce their work 
comparable to that of the wonderful Welsh fifteens of ten 
years ago. Their pace and instinctive recognition of the right 
tactics often left thdr opponents standing helpless. The School 
bacri never gave in: they worked hard right to the end and 
there HIS a lot .of good defensive work. Roche M particular 
played an untiring game and his touch-ricking got his side 
out of many dangerous tangles. Leroy and Tries, the two 
centres, were the most dangerous on the Cranleigh side. 
Three scored four tries and dropped a goal and the full score 
was 4 goals (I dropped) and 5 tries to nil. A 54 points defeat 
looks very hewy and one h reluctant to make excuses but the 
fact rensains that some of the School ride were by no means 
up to (min. A late theatre party on the eve of a match after 
along railway journey h not the best way to keep M condition ! 
Experielitia doe" 

AmEaromE.—Flig-Darri, C. M. Gilbert Tliree-gaiirk, W. J. 
Caamolly. C. N. M.'s, J. E. Toller, P. W. Davis 1 all-basks. A. K. S. 
Roche, E. K. Drinestone J Forwards, C. S. D. George (Capt.). T. E 
1:11,.!Iti.,C,Ei.ligIcta .,G1.. W. Ainseough, C. E G. Cary-Elw.E, C. Mare. 

AMPLEFORTX V. RIPON SCHOOL. 
The XV made the journey to Ripon on February tqth 

to meet the School on their ground. Ampleforth were heavier, 

faster and cleverer. Mr Allan's recent coaching bore fruit in 
the number of cross-kicks and kicks ahead. These methods were 
successful in leading up to tries both in their unexpectedness 
and through the weak fielding of the Ripon defence. Most of 
the se tries however were the outcome of good combination 
and strong running. The Ampleforth pack were well together 
and T. Wright gave every promise of efficient leadership. 
They showed much more concerted work than they did la, 
to  and their quick heding was quite a feature. Hodge was 
tried at scrum half and Roche went to centre three-quarter. 
The former played a capital game but the latter did not seen, 
quite at home m his new position and his handling was fre-
quently at fault. Fletcher was the only one on the Ripon ride 
who threatened danger. He made several good runs but re-
ceived little support. Tries were scored by Davis (5), Geldart 
(3), Livingstone (0), Kelly (z), Wright and Roche. Livingstone 
dropped a goal and 7 tries were converted, leaving Ampleforth 
victors by do points to nil. 

C. 
C. - - 

AMPLEFORTII V. YORKSHIRE WANDERERS 

On February rand the School sustained rather a hem s 
defeat from the Yorkshire Wanderers, who brought a strong 
side including several County men. The pace and strength of 
their backs and their long passing on several occasions made 
the School defence appear very feeble. While allowances must 
be made for their opponents' undoubted skill, the home backs 
might have made a stouter resistance. Some of the melding 
was much too high—this a a fault which has been mercifully 
absent in other matches and the offenders could not have 
chosen a worse occasion to indulge M a lapse! During the 
first half the Wanderers' pack got the ball nearly every time 
and six trig were scored, only one of which was converted. 
The School pack did very well in the loose and at the Ene-
ma but gave the backs very few chances of attacking from a 
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favourable position. The second half was much more evenly 
contested. The pace evidently was telling on their opponents 
and the forwards brought off some splendid concerted attacks 
on the Wanderers' line. First Lee went over and he was 
shortly afterwards followed by Wright whose try was con-
verted by Livingstone. The Wanderers' centres then took a 
tu and ran in with two trim, one of which should certainly 
havern been frustrated. Hitchin converted the mcond of these 
tries.  The School backs took up the running but they made 
little impression on the defence. There was a decided tendency 
to take their passes standing and their running was wanting 
in determination. Before the end Keeling got over with a 
splendid try from a amble near the Wanderers' line and 

scrthis completed the scoring. Yorkshire Wanderers a goals 
6 trim OS points), Ampleforth a goal a tries (a I points). 

AUPLEFORTH.—Full.Duk. C. H. Gilbert ThrempiaMos, S.
...on, A. K. S. Roche, K. A. Gelder, P. W. Davis; I apneas, 
P. E. Hodge, M. K. LiOmstone ; foments. T. M. Wright, C. Mayne, 
C. F. Keeling. G. W. 6inscough, M. A. Glynn, A. B. Ise, T. Rochford, 
E. C. Drummond. 

AMPLEFORTH V. HARROGATE OLD BOYS 

This atch, which had to be postponed last term, took 
place o ra le School ground on March 5th. It was a well-

hc:6-Ty' reif reT :I?ed ruth'n h
so 

' e3 Pry "132;goVv ethtr if! 
the scrum the School forwards seklom got possession and 
what chance the backs did get were usually from the boa 
out or loose play. The forwards played a good game and brought 
off many well-  rushes and the pace they set was 
certainly too hot for the visitors who were hanging out 
consificuous flags of distress in the last few minutm of the game
Much of the effectiveness of the forward play was however 
discounted by want of speed and quick following up on the 
part of the side as a whole. The backs often gave their passes 
standing, not through ignorance of the futility of it but because 
they allowed themselves to be tackled before getting in their 
passes and so slowed down the movement. They were faced 
by a very safe and powerful full-back an that the policy of 
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the "kick ahead attack" which is all very well with a greasy 
ball and an uncertain back, should not have been exploited 
an frequently as it was. The usual result was a safe catch, 
sharp sprint and a long Eck into touch on the part of the 
opposing full-back. The tackling of the centres and halves 
was at fault on at lemt two occasions when they allowed an 
opponent to slip through them very simply. The Old Boys 
scored three times in the fi rst halt, once from a forward rush 
and twice through their backs. The School pressed on several 
occasions but never quite looked like getting in. The second 
half presented the School backs with more opportunities and 
one very good round of passing left Davis with the ball near 

the middle of the field, and handing off two opponents he 
ran in with the best try of the match. The Old Boys scored 

n the second ball and at the clone the School were 
s acking desperately and were all but over on several occasions 

when "no-side" brought relief to the visitors' sorely tried 
defence. Result Harrogate Old Boys 4 goals I try (al points), 
Ampleforth a try (3 points). 

.ANIPLEPORTH.—Full.bacA, C. H. Gilbert; Trovegeeriers. P. W. 
Davis, A. K. S. Roche, N. Gefilart, S. A. Mannion ; 1pookt, 
M. K. Liv.ingstone, y Er lande Ferments. T . Way*

Na
. (9P, d 

ItiTn=r1W. " 

PAST V. PREMT 

This match was played on the School ground on Easter 
Sunday. The Old Boys had to make several alterations in the 
team originally chosen and the substitution of various " dug-
outs  weakened what would certainly have been a strong side. 
It was encouraging to see a Harlequin jersey among the 
Old Boys and there is every hope of its wearer being able to 
sport his 'Varsity " Blue " nem year. E. Massey, the Lancashire 
scrum half was here for the Retreat, but unfortunately the 
injury he sustained against Yorkshire prevented his playing 
to-day. 

The game opened at a fast pace and several of the Old 
Boys' forwards were soon looking distinctly distrmsed. En-
combe and Smith led the Old Boys' pack with great vigour 
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and dash and their rushes required some stopping. However 
the School pack gradually obtained the upper hand and began 
to get the ball in the scrums. A good passing movement left 
the ball with Davis who ran in strongly and scored wed out, 
the place lick going wide. Another try followed almost 
immediately, scored by Mannion, who was playing a most 
determined game on the left wing. The Old Boys then rallied 
and started several attacks but the School tackling wasgood and 
danger was soon averted and play transferred to the Old 
Boys' " zy." A forward rush resulted in Mayneft touching 
down fora try. Davis got in again on the right and half-time 
was called with the score 4 tries to nil. The Old Boys went off 
in great style on the re-mart and M. Wright was nearly through. 
He played a very strong game throughout and reclined a 
lot of watching. Fitzgerald, the Liverpool "three," made a 
good run on the right but Mannion brought him down well. 
Gilbert brought relief with a long kick into touch and from 
the line-out, the forwards took the ball along in good style 
and Ainscough scored a splendid try which Wright converted. 
The Old Boys then took up the running and some scrambling 

eft gave Unsworth an opening and he got over 
rnla-'t 

cc the
heeor  

left
with a very good try. From the kick-off Geldart 

got possession and made a lot of ground with a swerving run. 
Play settled down in the Old Boys' "05" and Cary-Elwes 
scored. The forwards were now getting possession every time 
and the backs had plenty of opportunnies. Davis scored again 
and Livingstone added the goal points. Fitzgerald made a 
strong run on the right and scored a gcod try near the posts 
which he converted himself. The School was coon 

;posts
the 

attack again and just before " no-side" Livingstone cut 
through and scored a single-handed try. It was an interesting 
game and if the Old Boys had been fully represented would 
have been an even one, but they were carrying several pas-
sengers and she pace was too hot for them. C. Simpson was 
injured half way through the second half so they were then a 
man short. The play of the School forwards was most im-
pressive. The backs were not so good as they have been. M. 
Davis in the centre played a good game, and Mannion en the 
left was plucky and determined. Geldart and Davis were also 

LuS 

Rug by Football 

individualiy quite excellent but there was a lack of cohesion 
and pace as a unit. Roche was good but Livingstone did not 
open out the game enough and was prone to take his passes 
standing. Gilbert was always safe at full-back. 

ADDLEFORTIC—Full-back, C. H. Gilbert; Tbsequarkrs, S. A. 
Ma anion, B. Davis, N. A. Gelder, P. W. Davis, lialSbacks., K. 5. 

L.1.1Le011g,rrrnSZarg ZZryntIWZi ). A17:: 

OLD Boss.—Fult-Imoh, T. Gamy  Three-quarters L. Unswortb, 
C. R. Simpson, J. E. Tolley, J. B. Fitzgrald, Half.daelss, G. F. Pins-
cough, B. Weight; Forwards, VBcoont Encombe, M. L. Smith, 
F. IL Wright, P. E. Gibbons, B. E. Burge, G. H. Gilber, S. 
B. M. Wright. 

ADIPLEPORDN COLTS D. POCKLINCTON COLTS 
These " under Igo " Fifteens met on the School ground 

on February 06th. A very unsatisfactory game ensued. The 
home side played much better football and the work of the 
forwards at thnes.reached a really high standard of excellence. 
Green, Sitwell and Wilberforce were perhaps the pick of 
the pack but all played well. The back, had plenty of oppor-
tunities Inc they were too small and the violently unorthodox 
tackling of their opponents seemed not without reason rather 
to put them off their game. They were unable to break 
through the defence save once in the second hali, when Massey 
finished up a good round of passing with a good run in and 
Green converted with a splendid kick. In the meantime 
Pocklington had scored twice, once from a breakaway at
line out and once from a forward scramble. Moloney, who 
played a capital game at full-back, was not to blame for either 
of these scores. Neither of these trim was converted. In the 
last few minutes of the game Mosey had a splendid opportunity 
of scoring but he cut in instead of making for the corner and 
he was collared. The result was noteworthy as being an ex-
ample of a side whose forwards were completely beaten yet 
managing to win. Poeklington 2 tries (6 points), Ampleforth 

toff (5 PM.). 
Auelsoownt.—FolLboug, 

W.
Moloney ; Plimmenamen, J. Massey, 

R. K. Wallis, R. Lawm W. V. Lyon-Lae lialf4a.. . R. 
Welsh, G. W. Gadd ; Forwards, G. W. S. Bagshawe, R. W. Wilberforce, 
E. M. Dee, B. D. Dee, J. d Grieve, F. kb Sitwell, H. L. Green, G. Bond. 
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THE GOLF CLUB 

THIS Club has had a very successful season. Sufficient 
players joined to provide competition without crowding 
the Course. On each of the terminal holidays the Sec-
t' as able to arrange for members to visit neighbouring 

courses. A quiet beginning was made at Helmsley, but 
very enjoyable day was spent at Mahon. Interest and 

r P7. c i  
have ,

bxevro t ims puretnedt beryl tt with grateful 
Cup to be competed for each year. We am very grateful to 
Captain Wright. The Cup was competed for on Palm Sunday, 
and the best A several excellent cards was returned by R. R. 
Russell, his score being 5o-B—A. Bogey for the worm is 38. 
Special prizes presented by the Secretary for the two best grow 
scores were won by C. F. Lee and B. Daly. 

200 

W have recently heard that Edwin Sinnott, who 
as in the School fora short time, was killed A the 
ar. May he rest in peace ! 

4. .1. 

CONGRATULATIONS to B. J. D. Gerrard who won the Heavy 
Weight Boxing Finals at Sandhurst. He was unfortunately 
beaten by his Woolwich opponent. 

4. 4. 

We ought to have recorded in our lot number the placing 
of a brass in Our Lady's Chapel in memory of and Lieutenant 
John Maurice Harold Gerrard, R.F.A., who was for two 
yearsliead Monitor at Ampleforth. We have to thank Major-
General J. J. Gerrard and Mrs Gerrard for this memorial of 
their son. R.I.P. 

A A A 

T. following Old Boys visited us during die term 

Robinson,t Thaer; 
 E. 

V. 1 
Nonni, F. I. Heywood, E. F. C. Forster. 

4 4. 

Foe Holy Week and Easter there came: 

g in R. M. Abney-Hastings. G. F. AMmough. B. J. Burge, 
on tahi J Cre. A 

CaffFitaiela
rey  J Ghene 

C.C•amberlan, 
Ca 

&iscouni incombe ie C 
G. H. Gun., P. E. Gibbons, Fiorito.. S Lannasier, Maio; 
C.

I
 J. 

ttni. ERLO7LT BOB
 F. t,tf.1711;.' 

M. W. L. Smith, J. E. Tolle, L. Unmoor., Captain  H.P. M. 
Wright, Captain M. F. M. Wright, B. M. Wright. 

4. 4. 

T. completeness of an Easter in several ways the most 
successful for many years, was marred to some extent by an 
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outbreak of influenza among the Old Boys. The microbe 
strangely confined its energies to them, and left the School 
alone. Six were obliged to put themselves once again under 
the care of the Matron. Three othen went down after reaching 
home, and in one case a serious illness developed. We were 
very glad to hear that a successful recovery was made, and 
offer the Old Boys our sympathy A this misfortune. 

C t .1. 
CONGRATULATIONS to Captain Leonard Rochford, R.A.F., 
D.S.C., D.F.C., who was married to Miss Moffat at Waltham 
Cross, on August z3rd, tgeo. By an oversight, for which we 
apologise, this note was omitted from the Aumunn Mousse, 

.1. .1. 
A nay successful dinner was arranged at York by the local 
Secretary of the Ampleforth Society, Mr. Edward Forster, 
on Tuesday of Easter week. About thirty Old Bo, were 
present. 

nos 

THE PREPARATORY SCHOOL 

Tee following new boys came at the beginning of term: 

N. W. Blackmore, G. M. Drummond, D. A. H.Bilvertop. 

4. 4. .I. 

Tee Captain of the School has been R. Riddell, and the 
Captains of the Games R A. Rapp and E. J. Scott. 

4. 4. 4. 

We have had many out of school lectures dole term, for which 
d i re to express our gratitude to the lecturers. The 

following b a list of the lectures

Prehistoric Animals . . . Dom Denis Marshall. 
The South Sea Islands . . Dorn Louis 0Andria. 

Dom Cuthbert Jackson. 
T he Oberammergau Passion Play Dom Cuthbert ackson 
Planets . . . . . Father Untie, u.t. 

orway . . . . Dom Louis d' Maria. 
Venice   Dmm Dunstan Pos.. 

4. 
ON St Aelred's Feast we went to Rievaulx and had tea at 
Helmsley. 

.1. 4, .1,
We have to thank Father Abbot for the presentation of a very 
handsome Swimming Cup. 

Foe the Boxing Cup presented by Lieutenant C. R. Simpson, 
RE., there were many entries and some good fights. In the 
semi-finals A. A. J. Boyle was beaten by P. E. de Guingand 
and J. S. B. Austin by G. F. Young. The cup was won by 
P. E. de Guingand, who defeated Young after a gallant 
contest. In the Junior Division R. A. Gerrard proved himself 
champion, defeating M. Anne and J. R. McDonald, who were 
in the semi-finals. 

CONGRATULATIONS to D.▪ A. H. Silvertop, A. B. Tucker and 
G. M. Drummond who made their First Com this 
term. We have to thank Dom amstan Pozei for the munion Retreat 
which he preached here in Holy Week. 
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Txe Duo,Sutanndc.,T upb,jeLtr;iutz tio4o uLituadue rwth. e  aegisboyf Dom 

J. Boyle. 

Toe Headmaster awarded ▪ the following prizes at the end of 
term 

rcifeer W. V. Heywood. 
Form Romans. 

Lower III.—G.W. 
Form II.—E. E. Ad Stephenson 
Nom I.—E. J. Birkbeek. 

▪ * 

ON the occasion of the distribution of these prizes and the 
reading of the school order the following was the programme : 
FIASIO SOLO . 

aZ"""
Pingo Sow .

Puoto 
RECITATION . . 
Pies° Sow 

PLO= E SCUM FIRST FORE SO. . . . . 
S.

Lowed TEM. and Saws. FORM. 

▪ 4. 

T. Scout Troop and Cub Pack were honoured by a visit 
from a District Commissioner of Natal. He held an inspection 
and complimented the boys an their smart appearance and 
alertness on parade. He then witnessed an inter-patrol relay 
race (won by the Tiger Patrol) and finally described the 
Scout movement in South Africa. 

 • 

SONG . • • 

104 

Tow. Tm.End 
. . C. P. R.010. 

Fmk Roue 
H. D. F. CY/IMMO. 

E. D. E. TUCK.. J. C. 5. W. NEIL.. 

' Mig0 -7117g: 
FRETARATORE' FoRIE 

The Preparatory School 

RIVALav for the Headmaster's Cup has been keen. Marls have 
been gained this term chiefly by competitions of varied char-
acter. One involved counting every pane of glass in the School. 
while another—" Scout's now "—tested their powers of 
olfactory disci m ion ! The Peewi0 are at present leading 

inatby a margin of nearly zoo marks. 

An attempt was made to produce a Troop Magazine, and a 
portion of one issue was actually produced under the editorial 
auspicw of Patrol-Leader M. F. Ogilvie-Forbes' but the 
difficulties of duplicating proved too great and the magazine 
is suspended pending the discovery of some easier means of 
printing. 

Tim Cubs have been busy although their activities have been 
largely hidden from the outside world. Evidence of their 
prowew is shown in the following list of badge-winners: 
Three badges, A. J. Bevan, P. C. Tweedie, A. B. Tucker 
two badges, R. E. Chisholm, A. J. E. Guidon, J. W. Ward 
one badge, A. Bevan, C. E. Ruddin, J. R. Macdonald. 
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THE AMPLEFORTH SOCIETY 

OBJECTS 

l'ogif= t:trIts cm4fibends St Lawrence's in furthering 

' "„MIZ.V.I'Xtt`==tteg??gt:=4:11'.1 
good-will towards curb other. 

3. ',',Z11r,Zag:11V4=1:1,7=gt!`"""--uv 
'YepeoaVI;g1;V°10=1,1:2"1",%:171a-a 'rm.—" 
}he Annual Subscription of Members of the Society M ice., payable 

in advance. but M the ass of boys whose written application to join 
the Society is received by the Secretary within Mx months of their 
/caving the College. the Annual Subscription for the Met three years 
shall he m. 

he'cle ' llTlenlefra 'whertilrir ' lirs=iptittrCaj "'

THE AMPLEFORTH JOURNAL 
THREE issued of the Jotranok are published each year—

July, January, and May. The Annual Subscription, 
yr. 61., including postage, should be paid in advance at the 
commencement of each year. Single copies of past or 
current issues may be obtained for an 64. An extra charge 
anecessary for Vol. I, this being out of print. 

The Title-page and Index of any Volume will be forwarded 
gratis on application to—

THE SECRETARY, 
Ampleforth Abbey, Mahon, Yorks. 



PRINTERS 
OF 

AMPLEFORTH JOURNAL 

BENEDICTINE ALMANAC 

CALDEY REVIEW, " PAX " 

DOWNSIDE REVIEW 

DOUAI MAGAZINE 

PLYMOUTH " RECORD " 

THE RAVEN 

Catholic Publications 
Respectfully solicit enquiries 

J. WiP1,11.1. Et.I.; 

INI,Dt se LONDON. 

CANONS CASSOCK 

( ,72 . 74 744 2727144) 


